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Telegrams were received Monday from
Plymouth, Mass., announcing the sudden
death las? Sunday of Emma Ellis, wife of
Manley E, Dodge, formerly of Belfast. The remains arrived on the morning train
yesterday,
accompanied by Edward H. Dunbar.

Relfast,
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.Literary News and
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Shortage. .The Grange
inghwpy Bill.
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The Commercial house on lower Main street
has been rented to A L Grindle of Rluehill,
who is conducting it and has his family here.

annual meeting of the UniSocial Aid was held last
Thursday
evening with Mrs. Eugene L. Cook, and the
following officers were elected:
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of the largest industries of the kind in the United States.
six to seven thousand tons larger than la*t year.
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Cemetery

asDociaiion in the town of Monroe. Charles M.
Conant, Arthur Boyd. Albert Conant, A. J.
Curtis, A. H Conant. George H Clements, T.
D Clements, Gorham P. Grant, Henry Haley,
Charles H Libby, LeRoy D Littlefield. Charles
S. Littlefield, Charles B. Jewett, W. A. McFarland, T, W. jxealley, Isaac J. Perkins, George
Parker, Fred A Parker, Edward Parker, Lewis
S. Ritchie, Edmund C Wesion.George H York,
John H. York, C. W. Hubbard, Ansel Benson,
Luther Benson, Sylvester Benson, Roscoe L
Clements, C. William Elliott, Albert W7. Foss,
Hiram lue, W. I Morton, Wallace E. Marden,
John F. Marden, William A Stevens, Charles
Whitney, Laura Coffin, Hattie Clements, Fannie
Shields, Lucy J Dyer, Bertha Howard, Ann M
Larrabee, Harriet Patterson, Martha W. Ward,
Julia W hite, Ceiestia B. Roundy, Mary A. Grant
and Lizzie S. Clark are named as incorporators.
Also a resolve appropriating $564 43 to be
paid to the town of Frankfort as reimbursement for the construction of the “Lord Bridge,” ;
so-called, across Max^sh stream in the town of

Curtis, grand mar- ; Frankfort.
Timothy Chase
Rep. Holbrook of BrookB—Resolve approlast Thursday evening, as
priating $600 to aid the town of Brooks in reLynwood B.Thompson; senior
the road over the Moulton Mill in
| constructing
Hammons; junior warden, I that town.
of Bucksport—Resolve approConary
Rep.
treasurer, Samuel H. Lord;
priating $5000 to rebuild portions of the road
F Johnson; senior deacon,
leading from East Orland to the Ellsworth town
junior deacon, Renworth R j line in the town of Orland. said appropriation
Henry B. Ladi; marshal, to be expended under the supervision of the
d; senior steward, J. A. State highway commission
Also resolve appropriating $5000 to rebuild
toward, Janies A. Sanker; poitions of the road leading from Bucksport
•it.
the
installuFollowing
village to the Orringtcn town Hn» in toe town
of Bucksport. sai.i appropriation to be expendr-.
n the Entered Apprentice
ed under the State highway commission.
Also resolve appropriating $5000 to repair
of Isian i L >l^e, F & A
northerly portion of bridge connecting the
town of Bucksport with the town of Verona,
ailed Jii. ldth Rilph E
! tne appropriation to b«r expended under the
.vard (J.Pendleton, senior
supervision of the State higiiwa.v commission.
adieit, junior warden;
A resolve, proposing an amendment to the
<r deacon; Cecil Pendleton,
constitution granting suffrage to women upon
Fames, treasurer; Arthur
equal terms with men was int reduced Thursday
..am Hatch, tyler; Emery B
by Senator Swift of Augusta. Provision is
*ard; Herbert Bates, junior made to have the proposed amendment subAllen L.
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officers of

rnan, chaplain; Ernest L
Between the installations

mitted

to

the

people next September.

At the budget hearing, Thursday Principal
A F. Richardson of the Castine Normal School
i.
enasked
Both
were
for $19,900 for that institution, $15,000 of
very
sang.
that amount lor a gymnasium, $2,500 to fur-is present.
After tne ini nish ten rooms in a dormitory and $1,200 for
were made by Rev. R H.
lie said that if
permanent improvements,
d Thomas E Benner. After
these amounts were grant, d in tht next few
be
no
need
of any large apyears there would
the dining room for suppropriations in the near future, not mure than
were present and everybody
$1,000 for ordinary purposes.
e.
The Eastern Star instalFirst Assistant William B. I all of the schorl
said th t one reason fur asking additional room
Jan.
23d,
Tueaday evening,
was the great increase in the summer school
pupils, last year there being 108, while the first
year there were but 62, In response to Senator
Walker as to the size of the proposed gymnasium he said that it. would be about 60 by 50
ana that it ought to be of brick, although the
estimate would not cover the cost of building
it of that material.
Alice Simmons recited and

j

Rep. Clement of Montville— Act placing a
close time on fishing through the ice in Unity
pond in the towns of Unity, Burnham and Troy
in Waldo county.
Rep. Ames of Stockton Springs—An Act to
incorporate William D. Rennet, Rodney S. Ginn
and Frank Bennett, their associates and successors, as the Penobscot River Ferry company
to maintain a ferry across the Penobscot river
for twenty years to convey passengers and
freight between the town of Verona in Hancock
county and the town of Stockton Springs in
Waldo county.
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Georgianna Carley of Stockton Springe,

daughter of H. G. Carley, who served three
years in the Civil War,
Rep, Ames of Stockton Springs—Resolve in
favor of a Sti*te pension of $12 a month to Lucena T. Andrews of Stockton Springs, widow
of Andrew Andrews, who served in Company I
29th Maine regiment during the Civil War,Mrs.
Andrews i» 86 years of age.
Rep Ames of Stockton Springs— Resolve
granting a State pension of $ 0 a month to
Ellen M, Shute of Stockton Sp-ii gs, widow of
Samuel Shute who served in Co, L), 8tli Maine
regiment, duiing the Civil War.
Rep. Clement of Montville —Resolve granting
a State pension of $8 pe: month to Addie L
Coombs of Montville, daughter of William
Coombs, who Bervea as a private in Company
G 28lh Maine Regiment curing the Civil War.

Senator Conant of Waldo—An act to amend
the Revised Statutes relating to the taking of
smelts, minnows, white fish and cusk,providing
that it shall be unlawful to take smelts at any
time with a dipnet in Swan Lake, Waldo counI ty, or any of its tributaries, and further proeturn voyage with a
ol
cargo
vided that it shall be lawful to catch white fi-h
“de to make 60 miles one
day he and cusk with five set lines when fishing
be blown off 100
the next. Or
through the ice, also striking out the prohibi
1
arried a colored crew, but thu
tion against taking white fish and cuak at night
with setdines.
'hvc* white
f

Bails, and if conditions are
Hayes will make a recHi:-* last trip to Lisbon wat
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By Mr. Buzzell of Belfast—An act relative to
the compensation of judges of probate. The
act provides that any judge of probate having
attained the age of at ieast 70 years, and having
served as judge of probate for at least 20 years,
who resigns or ceases to serve at the expiration
of any term, shall during the remainder of his
life receive an amount equal to one-half of the
salary which is by law payable to him at the
time of such resigntion or termination of service.. This money shall be paid to him by the
State treasurer in quarterly payments on the
first Hays of January, April, July and October.
The proviaiona of this act shall apply to present
and former judgea of probate, to take effect
on the first day of January, 1917.
By Buzzell of Belf aat Act to fix the salary
of the register of deeds of Waldo county at
$1200

per

annum.

By. Mr. Buzzell of Belfast: Resolve in favor
of repair and reconstruction of a part of Lower

Merritt A. Johnson of Rockland was at the
State douse Jan 25th in conference with mem
bers of the Legislature, especially with mem
bars of the sea and shores fisheries committee,
and also had a talk with Governor Milliken, in
relation to the proposed ciange in the .obster
law.
Mr. Johnson is strongly opposed to the
change from ten and a half to a nine-inch law.
He declared that if such a change is made it
would mean the utter descruciion of tne Maine
lobster and that other States having a nine
inch law would be glad to return to the
larger
limit if they could.
At Tuesday’s session of the House.Representative Buzzeil of Belfast presented the follow-

ing measures:
Resolve providing a State pension for William H. Dunham
Act to repeal Section 73 of Chapter 33 of the
Revised Statutes relating to Sunday being a
closed season for game or birds.
Resolve providing a State pension for D ucilla Roberts of Brooks of $15
She is
per month
42 years of age and a
daughter of Daniel J.
Roberts of Co. I, 26th Regiment. Volunteer Infantry, and by reason of sickness is unable to
earn

any part of her
of any kind.

living

and has

no

property

are

now

during his absence.

the Baptist church last Sunday evening
the ordinance of baptism was conferred on
four young women by the pastor, Rev J. Wilhor Richardson.

;

E. T. Girland, agent of the Ma ne Bible Society. wili supply the pulpit at theUaiversalist church next Sunday morning.
Sunday
school

at noon.

Service will be held next Sunday morning at
in the Congregational church, with sermon by the minister;
topic, "Re called.” We

f 10.45

extend

a

cordial

invitation

to you to be

with

us.
Special music will be rendered by our
voluntary choir led by Mr. E. S. Pitcher.
Sunday school will be held at nooo. Tonight,
Thursday, at 7 30, the mid-week service will
be held in the vestry.
We shall be glad to
Bee

you

choir will

there.

Saturday, at 7.30 p.
practice in the church.

m., the

Methodist church next Sunday mornHorace B. Sellers will speak on
“Prophecy—Advance from Formal into SpiritAt the

ing Rev.

ual

Sunday

ed.

At 2 30 p.

school at
m.

12,

You

m

Mr. Sellers

are

invit-

will speak in the

East

of

the

“The

Northport chapel. Subject
gospel service at 7 30 p m.,

sermon

Young

Man—His Habits and Character.” Next Tues-

day, at

j

at

|

7.30 p m., the Bible class will take up

ihe 7th and 8th chapters of Revelation. The
other services will be omitted on account of
the absence of the pastor.
floral committee of the North church caused
the omission of several

names

shipping fert

to

It is the intention of this

include not

church, but all
attending more

those who

expenses

and it is given

correctly as follows: January, Mrs. N. Houston Small; February, Mrs. Elon H. Gilchrest;
March, Miss Amy Stoddard; April, Mrs, John
R. Dunton; May, Miss Anne M. Kittredge;
June. Minnetoska Club, and Miss Margaret

The News

Belfast.

of

interesting letter from Mrs. George A.
Quimby will be found on the 7th page.

Keene; July, Miss Emeroy Ginn; August, no
service; September, Miss Leroy A. Strout;
October, Miss Marguerite Owen; November,
Miss Florence Shaw; December, Mrs. Clyde B.

The Colby Glee Club of about twenty memgive a concert in the Colonial Theatre
Feb. 6th, under the auspices of the senior
class of the Belfast High school. The concert
will be followed by a dance, probably in Memobers will

Holmes.
meeting oft the Methodist Sunday school was heid Jan. 25th and the following officers elected: Superintendent. Clarence
E Frost;•'assistant superintendent, Harold P
Cobb; second assistant, Edwin XCosi; secretary, Eugene M. Pierson; treasurer, Ralph E.
Brarnhall; supt. of primary department and
cradle roll, Mias Annie E. Going; supt. of home
department, Mrs. Eugene M Pierson; Supt. of
temperance instruction, Samuel Durost; supt,
of Missionary instruction. Mrs. Annie
M.

a

Saturday

A still alarm last

chimney

fire in the L ot the

noon was fora
J. H. Darby house

of

Lewis

Portland,

the State

take supper with

is

foreign Consuls and their valuable aid to the
Government. Prof. J Ritchie Smith of Prince-

on

a ten

string match.

preaching

.Irving Wood*B two little
have whooping cough.

Dix.d.dc

give

popular

the

the 21st.

!

i

planning

talks.”

At

12, noon, the
“W:ien Greek Meets Green.," by Mrs. Lora Bible class convenes in the main auditorium.
H. Ritchie. The topic, “How Would I
A large attendance, much enthusia.-m, good
Keep
House Without a Woman?” was
opened by J. teacners, classes for every age. A welcome
Earle Braley, ail the men
gladly taking part. extended to all visitors. Young People's
The evening's fun closed with a
potato race Christian Endeavor meeting at 6.30; all young
A. B. Smalley winning, with Mrs. Lora h
people invited.
Sunday evening preaching
Ritcaie second.
service at 7 30; minister’s topic: "Christian or
Morning Light Grange, Monroe, met as usual skeptic, which is the more credulous and superthe skeptics who say
Saturday evening, Jan. 27th, and held an in- stitious?” an answer to
about Christians and their Bible.
teresting meeting. Considerable business was funny things
Sermon repeated by request. Preaching at
transacted, two applications were received,and
the Northport Baptist church next Sunday at
a short
was
as
program
follows:
presented,
2.30. Young peoples’ rehearsal on Monday,
Roll-call, “Quotations from your favorite auand Friday evenings. This, Thursthor"; reading; “The Random Shot", Walter Wednesday
at 7.30 o’clock prayer and praise
Evans;violin music, Harold Clements; anecdote, day, evening
service in the vestry, to which the public is
C. M. Moore; “The Most Important
Question
Please read the twenty,
before the American Public today," C. C. Clem- cordially invited.
second chapter of Genesis for the Scripture
ents; reading, Helen A. Cooper; and the queslesson. Tickets were given to the young peotion box, which led to
interesting remarks. The
ple to sell to those desiring to purchase in adinvitation extended to Comet
grange lor Feb.
3d has been accepted, and it is hoped there vance |in order to secure sittings for the play,
"Finger of Scorn,” to be given Tuesday and
will be a large attendance on that occasion.
Wednesday evenings, Feb. 13th and 14th
The Woman's Hospital Aid will meet to- When the seating capacity of the vestry has
morrow. Friday, at 2.30 p. m. with Mrs. E. A. been sold, tickets will be withdrawn from sale.
Wilson.
The Baptist chareh is
for an

planning

*

"Every

voted to hold
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ture
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in direct

opposition
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doubliug

mea

discussed, but

the

tax

rate

as

for

Brookline, Mass., is president;

that

the

committee

week’s time in which

to

should

Coyle,

Belfast Opera House The ideal Ameribeauty, Edna Goodrich, the personification
of loveliness, with her perfect
beauty and regal carriage, makeB a wonderfully attractive
bride-to-be in the Paramount five-part photoplay, “The House of Lies,” that deals with
the determination of a beautiful
girl to be
won for other qualities besides her
beauty and
appearance. This surprising play, with the
can

Hearst News and

and Pauline Frederick in “The
SJave
Market,” will be offered at the same small
Concert
starts
at seven, so be on hand
prices.
mons,

early to secure good seats. Saturday, matinee
evening, Bertha Kabch, the famous emotional star, is offered in the powerful Fox six-

and

reel

ing

be

chairman.

The

includes:

program

Snake Bites/* Elmer Ellis;
Whit to L>o in Case of Fainting. Roy Bradford
The quest on under debate will be, “Eleccnc
Lights or Gas, Which is Best?” Tolfor i L>u*-.
him and Byron Greeniaw in the affifrm ui^e
to

!>n for

a:iu rvennein v^oic >ru

ami

uranv ;

it--3 in

;•

negative. Charles Roboins will give x sto-v
of some local historical *p »t. The story e li-ig
wili be by Walter P<ige, Walter O n^r, \\ ai!ac<*
Pendletcn and Charles Swift. The benefit for
the

Boy Scou s will be given at the (' ,<iial
Wednesday evening, February 7th,
with a number of special features in nidi;ion

the

Theatre

regular program, for which sp- cul pichave been ordered.
One of the fr-atures
of the evening will be n* w dances by Miss
to

the

tures

Doris Sweatt, who will appear in fe >Mume,
and this alone should draw a large attorn:*:.ce.

The interest in the B y Scout work in tne city
by popular subscription and ask the city is
increasing, but to make it a success it eeds
[
$25,COO more and put up a' modern building the aid of more
people and financial support,
that would care for the High school and the
The wetk of Feb. lith wili be observed as the
7th, 8th and 9th Grades, ali of which are
anniversary week of the organization in this
crowded with pupils.
Ralph L. Cooper of the
committee
meet

do

io

absent

Dunion’s

Mr.

at

eveni

was

what

to reoort on
on

iffice
Lhev

n«xi

Tuesday

have been

able

city.

The program will open with

a

sermon

Boy ocouts at the Methodist Ciiurch on
Sunday morning by Rev. H B Sellers, with
special music
During the following week
to the

J

proposition.

this

there will be a bar quet on one night and other
special features. On one day in the week each
Congregational boy will be rtquired to Do A Good Turn,”
church h da very ei.j«*yable ihimbie party and which will b6
reported to the Scoutmaster.
I
picnic supper last Monday afternouu and evenWinter
W
lather in m.o ida.
Mi.-s L »u!a
T e
ing, followed by a business meeting.
smaller vestry was used for the thimole paity A Mason, who with her brother W A Ma-

Thd Guild Thimble Party

and

Supper'

The Ladies’ Guild of the North

the

tion

I

atteruoon, wnen sewing and conversain order. With about 35 present
The
was

served in

covers

were

licked

from

table.

Coffee

the

the larger vestry at 6 p.
laid tor 54
Seven small

members

assigned

to

son, is

spending the

winter at St.

Peter-hurg,

Fla., wt iters that they bad an hour's w :t in
Jacksonville and leaving their train for a short
excursion were obliged to keep m >ving to
p

were

Owen, Mrs. Elon B. Glichrest, Mrs John W.
Jones, Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes, Mrs. Fred K
Poor, Miss Emeroy Ginn. Each hostess arranged lor the linen, china and silver and so

Katherine E. brier
Not assigned

the

“What

warm.

40

Miss Maeon says: *T think

quite

arrived in St.

with furs

|

and

!

as

much

as

Petersburg

on.
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rtm.ut

w

in Mai;
ur
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feel

Wn

friends

n..

we
;

us

L*ter in the day it

wa- warm

Tms weather this

season so

spring-like.

far has

her

it

degrees, but. eomehow in Florid

the cold

E.

Ogarita Rose

At the B .y Scouts meet-

for

will be

Miss

The Boy Scouts

ing this, Thuisday, evening, Lloyd Smith wd

000

tallies, each sealing eight, were under the direction of Miss Anne M. Kitlridge, Mrs. Chus.

Miss

Ever increas-

Saturday

on

good things coming the first of the week. On
Monday, Blanche Sweet in “The Evil Eye;”
Tuesday evening. House Peters and Barbara
Tenant in “The Closed Road;”
Wednesday
evening, Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell
io World Brady-Made feature, “The Madness
jf Helen.”

a

will

feature, “Love and Hate.”
attendance

proves the quality
and worth of these Fox features. Some more

one

l'he committee

comedy cartoons, is offered

tonight at 7 and 8.30 at the Opera House. Friday evening, a big double program, a concert
by the band, vocal selections by Charles Ham-

this

ta«e

Aaron

uilfCLUTH.

by

$25.-

to

Coyle

B. Cole
Eliot, clerk and treasurer; H. F. Pearsall,
E. C. Kamsdel), Walter W,
Strangman and J,
W, Brophy of Boston, H A. Ram of
Wollaston,
Mass Arthur Lane of Arlington,
Mass., Samuel T. Oldfield of Reading, Mass Frederic A.
Jones of Winlhrop, Mass., and P. E.

the

raise

attempt

was

of

year, which would meet witfi strong opposition, this plan was dropped. It was finally

agreed

It

entertainment

^Steamer

with

funds

an

to raise

Notes, Reorganization of tie;
Eastern Steamship Corporation has resulted in
the formation of the Eastern
Steamship Lines,
Inc., articles of incorporation of which were
approved Jan, 27th by the Attorney General.
The capital stock of the new
corporation is
fixed St $6,000,000, of which
$2,500,000 is common and
$3,500,000 preferred. P, E.
of

not

to

meet

obtaining

of

matter

only

each month.

kind of

Tile Aid will
money.
this, Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. B.
*
A, Tuttle, Cottage street.

request of the legisla-

State constitution and could
retusal.

was

month

appointed
some

meet

of

opera Pinafore on March 19ih
It will be in vacation and the

all records.

money

condition

decided that it

was

advisable to make such

supper
m., and

to

by members of the High
school, witb the following tentative cast of
local talent with the exception of Miss Rose of
cboru8

|

are

of the matter it

in

..t >u»

Philharmonic Society

or

a

mu..

Belfast

| Rockland:
Shiblee;conundrum« by Worthy Lecturer.
First Baptist church, Rjv. J Wilbor Rich- Josepnine,
Seaside Grange had a large attendance last
Buttercup,
M mday evening and carried out the
following ardson, minister, residence, 1 Northport ave- Habe,
ne
3
212
nue,
the
teleph
Sunday
program:
morning preach- Sir Joaepn Porter, K.
Singing by
Grange chorus;
fne Chip Basket," in which
chips from many ing service at 10.45. Minister’s topic: "The Capt. Corcoran,
time when
Mark

mittee will he

French

the sick list...

children

Testament
Preacher,” and at night Prof. William Lyons
Phelps of Yale closed his course on literature

discussion of Robert Browning
and Christianity to a crowded house.
The
convocation week in point of attendance broke

.The

President,

Frank

H. Mayo; vice
presidents. Mrs.
Eugene L. Cook and Miss Edith M. Southworth; secretary and treasurer, Mrs Frank G.
Mixer; work committee, Mrs. Frank I Wilson,
Mrs. Frank G. Mixer and Mrs. Giles
G. Abbott;
entertainment committee for
February, Mrs
George E. Leavitt. The chairman of this com-

Shall We have A New School Building?
Messrs. R. F. Dunton, 0. E. Frost, James C.
rarel y if ever falls below 100 average and his \ Durham, Jamee H. Howes, William H.
Hall,
friends think he will stand well against the
j A. P. Goodnue und Supt. Win. B Woodbury, a
i
champion.
special committee of the Belfast Board of
The Daughters of Veterans Sewing Club
Trade to investigate as to the possibility of
will meet next Wednesday af tern con. A pic- | obtaining permission of the Legislature to innic supper will be served, followed by a regucrease the city's
ii debtedness beyond the 5
lar meeting in the evening, when th^ members
per cent limit in older to build the muchwill teli how they earned an extra dollar for
needed school building, met Tuesday evening
the society.
at the < ffice of Mr. Dunton.
After discussion
to bowl French in

...

and life with

Mrs.

bring Roger
champion, here I

...

ton gave the last in his course on
the same afternoon on "The New

Saturday...

next

adjourned

versalist

home in Islesboro.... Charles Hawkins,
surgical patient, will return to his home in

Brooks

j

Sunlight Grange. No. 314, Knox Station,
held its regular meeting Jan. 27th with a good
attendance. One candidate received the first
and second degrees and the lecturer presented
the following program: Music by choir; reading, Gladys Ward; recitation, Robert Leslie;
music, Vera Patterson; recitation, Ellen
Shiblet; reading. Bertha Shinies; recitation,

K'lgore.

Morris Rooney of Searsport, who* is suffering
Union street. Hose Company No 1 re-, j from a compound fracture of the left femur,
with
the
and
of
chemicals mad^ ! is very good ut present and th^re are no signs
8ponded
short work of the fire. There was no real j of internal
injuries-Miss Geneva Perkins,
damage.
younger daughter ot the late Charles M. Peri kins, has entered the hosuitai training school
Arrangements are being made to

_

Morning Light Grange,
Saturday niirht.

shipments

on

The Baptist Y. P. S. C. E. observed the 35th
anniversary of the ueneral society and the
27th of their own society last Sunday evening
at a largely attended meeting which included visitors, memDers cf former years.
The
Belfast Endeavor was organized in March,
Chief Shute of the fire department was noti1890.. under the pastorate of the late Rev. fied yesierday that the fire engine had been
Geo. E. Tufts, with 13 active charter memBhipped from Manchester. N. H., and would
bers, and at the close of the first year had 28 probably arrive here this, Thursday, evening,
I active and 13 associate members. Willis B or to-morrow, Friday. Shipment was delayed
LIEUT. F. F. BLACK OF SEARSPORT, Fletcher was its first
president. The present because of lack of a suitable car.
board of church deacons have all been active
Harold Lockwood and May Allison, two*
to
Promoted
in
the
25th
Recently
Captain
members; one, Mr. Chas. H. Twombly, having noted stars in a five-pare Metro feature, “The
Regiment U. S. Infantry.
served as president. The society has nad 335 Come Back,” wi.i be the attraction for
this,
*
Capt. Frederic F. Black, of the 25th Regi- active mmbers, 53 coming from an associate Tnursday, afternoon and evening, at the Co|
Schofield
H.
ment.
Barracks. Honolulu,
J. has membership of 158. Two of its former mem- i lonial Theatre. This is a thrilling story of
been ordered to Texas, and will leave at once. bers are doing Y. M. C. A. work, two ar^ minsociety .and the great north woods. A part of
Mrs. Black and son Freddie, will spend the re- isters, 2 are ministers’ wives and one is
doing this picture was made in northern Maine.
mainder of the winter at Tampa, Florida, with
missionary work in China. About 200 have
Poor’s Mills. The entertainment that was
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Ross, Capt.
joinec the church from this society.
to have been given Jan, 30th is postponed inBlack is the son of the late Joshua W Black,
Mr. Bert Farrell of Connecticut is
Ex-President Taft gave his third lecture in definitely.
and
rs. Black was formerly Miss Blanche
the applied Christianity course of Convocation a guest of Capt. O. A. Wade... .Rufus Dyer
Ross of Searsport.
week at the Bangor Theological Seminary last passed away last Monday morning at the age
of 86-Thomas Wentworth is failing. He
Friday afternoon on “Foreign Missions
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Many were unable to obtain seats or standing has been sick a long time.... Mrs, Hattie ;
Rolerson is on the sick list.... F. T. Wentworth :
Mrs. Warren Gardner of Rockland installed room in the church where he spoke, fie dis
Miss Maud Stevens of
the officers of Tranquility Grange, Lincoinville, cussed missionary work from a layman’s is gainiug slowly
i*
her sister, Mrs. H. M, Stevlast week.
standpoint and complimented the class of Bangor visiting
eus.
.Mrs. E'ta Brown has been quite sick
Comet Grange, Swauville has been invittd men found in the mission fields and spoke of
for the past week_Mrs. Charles Littlefield
next

liz rs and their

for her

rial hall.

Frost; pianist. Miss Kum Macomber; assistant
pianist, Miss Sadie Bowen, chorister, B^ron M.
Salter, librarian, Frank Downs; Sunday school
visitor, Mrs. John L. Dow.

Monroe,

I

.—■

surgical patient, will return to her home today, Thursday.... Mrs. Sarah J. Marden, a
medical patient, is gaining-Miss Edith Marden, who had been treated for an injured finger, returned home last Friday_Miss Lukie
Kellar, an appendicitis patient, went to her
home in Islesboro last Monday... .Ch irles
Heath, treated for an infected hand, left
Wednesday for his home in Sandypoint....
Miss Mollie Williams, an appendicitis pattern,
and later a medical pat'ent, left Wednesday

An

The annual

to
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only the members of
are in the habit
of
or less regularly.
The
Wilbur A Blodgett of Belfast, who went to
church is a public institution.
No man or Jt cksonville, Fla., as chauffeur for James P.
woman would care to live in any community
Taliaferro, wired home Wednesday that he
and attempt to educate their children without had accepted a
position in a Jacksonville
the benefit of the influence of the church. bank and had
engaged Wm. H. Dickey of this
Therefore it seems that all citizens of any city to take his place as chauffeur. Mr.
community should contribute something toward Dickey will le3ve for Jacksonville this week.
the support of some one of the churches withThe young people of the Baptist church are
in th^ir midst
It is the intention of the Bapmaking extensive preparations for the play
tist church to ask nothing more than volunwhich they are to present on the
evenings of
tary offering from anyone. It is hoped that
February 13th and 14th. A permanent stage
the many friends will feel perfectly free to
has been erected in the vestry, not only for
make a contribution, large or small. The memthis but other entertainments they intend
bers of the committee in waiting upon them I
to give. The stage has a fifteen foot
opening
simply wish to carry out their part of the pro- and is fourteen feet
deep, and is equipped
gram; that is, to give those interested in the
with footlights and two sets of border
lights,
Baptist church an opportunity to contribute if the
wiring being done by the Penobscot Bay
they desire to do so. The following committee Electric Co.
The stage is nearly three feet
have been appointed: Geo. W. Miller, Willis
high making the performers visible from all
B Fletcher, Albert L. Cuzner, Geo H. Robert
parts of the vestry. Special scenery has been
son. Ben. L. Robertson, Alton K. Braley, Chas.
designed by Warren Nichols, who is also the
E. Rhoades,; Chas. H. Twombly, Mrs. Gerald
The young people believe
stage manager.
Vv. Howard, Mrs. Herbert S. Morey, Miss Lulu
that wholesome entertainment is perfectly
L. Smalley, Edwin S. Perkins, Earle L. Talbot.
compatible with genuine religion, and so they
Geo E. White, B. B. Greenlaw, Herman H.
have entered into this new departure with enCoombs. Ernest S. Webber, Roy E. Youne,
thusiasm. They have formed a permanent
Gerald W. Howard, Mrs. Roy E. Young, Miss
organization,
membership being epen to any
Amy L. Wilson, Miss Elia I. Smalley, Mrs. Geo
one desiring to join.
The proceeds of every
Holt, Mrs Warren B. Nichols, Mrs Chas. E
entertainment are to be used in beautifying
Rftoades. Mrs. O E. Frost. Mrs W. J. Clifford,
the church edifice.
Mrs. Geo. H. Robertson, Mrs. Fred M. Dutch,
Mrs Kempton B. Craig, Mrs. Ben. L. Robertfast, a medical patient, returned to his home
son, Miss Edith L. Burgess, MisB Grace H.
last Tuesday.... Mrs. Ada Whitcomb of BelThe
canvass
will
be
made
between
Hayes.
fast and Mrs. Pearl W. Thomas of Camden,
the hours of two and four in the afternoon,
Sunday, February 11th. It is necessary to surgical patients, and "Baby” Knight of Belfast, a pneumonia patient, are ail convalescraise not less than $58 00 per week to cover
ing-Mrs. Lizzie Waterman of Belfast, a
the current
of the church.
the

At

..

j

served at 6,30. Work.

-v

>

to

church will be closed

|

j

Hlanquefort
Fllsworth, last Monday
visit

Rev. Arthu- E Wilson left Monday for a
f *w weeks’ visit in Boston and the Unitarian

coin’

Rev. Arthur

of

rs
as

The candidacy oi Horatio D. Crlt of Casti
An act to provide for the registration of rosi- i
ie,
formerly oi Criehaven, for the position of
dent hunteis has been presented in the Hous<
missioner oi sen ami s orewas
ui.
fisheries,
hyRepresentative Charles P.Barnesof Hi-ult.n
Friday announced at the Capital. Mr Cne has
Tlie act provides that no resident of this state
shall hunt any wild animals or wild bi'ds with- I De. n eiiuhgcd in the business of afi h rmau all
1 Ips nit ami bus han long • xperience in th
out. havi g firs, procured a certificate of regismg,selling and canning of lobsters
tration, provided, however, that nothing in this cafciun^.buy
and
went to Uastiue abuUt
tiernn£. H
act shall be construed as affecting the right of
l.j years
He c >.j6tvuc ed the fLst weir m that
ngo.
a bona fide resident of this State or his immet.iwn and now conducts a successful sardine
diate family to hunt without such license .»n
land owned or leased hy him, and on which he j business. Wh n a citizen of Criehaven n« held
the offices of plantation c e k a«.d
is actually domiciled. The words “resident ot ;
superiaten
this State” shall he construed to mean a bona (lento! schools and was inslt umeutai in secura post, ffioe f(*r trie settlement.
ing
This is the
fide resident of this State for a period of six
first time lie has been a c mdidate for a State
months next prior to his application for regisoffice.
tration
The applicant for a lice :se shall apply J
to the city, t wn or plantation ciera for a cer
That the State Federation of Labor will back
tificate for which he shall pay a recording fee
of io cents, and this certificate snail bear the several amendments to tne workmen’s comact was the statement made at Aupensation
of residence a d
name, age, occupation, piac
gusta Jan. 25th by Cortez C. Smith of Fairfield,
other identifying descriptions of the holder of
and
president
legislative committee of the tedthe certificate
This certificate shall not be
These amendments would raise the
transferable, shall not be v lid unless the sig- ! eratiun
nature of the person to whom it was issued is ! rate of compensation from one-half to twowritten thereon in ink, and every person hold- i thirds of the average
weekly wage, They
ing a certificate shall at all times,whiie hunting, would also have the period from which compensation ohuu!d b *gin reduced from the fichave such certificate on his person and shall * x
teentd day after the
hibit the same for insptC'ion to any person au
injury to the eighth. A
provision would also be made for some method
thorized to enforce the fish and game laws.
of making the average weekly wage
figuie
Senator Conant of Waldo has presented an cover piece women?, for whom no provision is
made in the present form of the law,
act to incorporate the Pilgrims Home

They

liim

II
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canvass
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It is planned to open the Children’s
Hour’
under the auspices of the Belfast Free
Library
leb. 3rd in the Peirce echooihouse. A cumber
of those who told stories
last year have agreed
to do so again and a
pleasing program will be
prepared. The story tellers next Saturday
will be Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore and
Mrs. Harry L.

Real Estate. .Shipping
rtanly, U. of M. 13.

9
9^
9

or-

Women’s Alliance of the First
Parish,
will hold a
sewing meeting at the
p-trsonage this, Thursday, afternoon at 2
o’clock, to assist in the work of the associated
charities.

H

9
9

by McKeen’s

rJhe

Springs. .Per-

.ton

music

Unitarian,

Merchant

9

with

chestra.

Belfast.
California. ..The Older
Frank W. Gowen..
Sylvester. .Literary

of

1

o

today's Journal.

■
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good as last ye«r. Some
mornings have been cloudy; not like our Vt^ine
cloudy weather, but more like C-dif rnia’s
high fog. St. Petersburg is sty led me Los
Angeies of Florida. Thev say every [lace in
Florida is filled with tourists as this one is.
not been

as

and cream were lurnished by
The menu included salads, chicken j
Chas. F. Hammons ! pie, hoi rolls, olives, sandwiches. Cake, minis,
beldon Hammons
etc.
At the business meeting that followed
Dick Deadeye, able seaman,
it was voted to have a Japanese garden parly |
J. Almon McMahan
Last year they said there were 15 UOU people
Bill Bobstay, boatswain,
Ralph 1 Morse 1( in Memorial hall iu March, with the following here
and there must be twice that number
Bob BecKet, boatswain’s mate,
Not assigned
committees in charge: entertainment—which 1
1
Ralph Racksiraw, able seaman,
is also ihe committee for the whole year— now. To-night, Saturday, Central avenue, the
Arthur F. Johnson
Miss Anne M. Kitlridge, Mrs. John C. Pilis- business section, is packed with autos. 1 never
West Belfast. G. B. Dyer and neighbors
saw anything like it last year. We came south
bury, Mrs. Herbert L. Seeking, Mrs. Charles E.
have tilled their ice houses from the Dyer
for the warm climate, bu’ we have everything
Owen, Miss Alice E. Simmons; refreshment, j
nice besides.
V\ e have met several Maine
pond-The Friday Country Club met with Mrs. Wm. F. Weshee, Mrs.
George E. KitMrs. Frederick Toothaker Jan, 19th. The affamilies.
Mr. Candage of Seal Haroor recenttridge, Mrs. Fred R. Poor, Mrs. B. L Davis,
ternoon was spent in sewing. Salmon wiggle,
a house and lot here.
Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Everett E. Hamilton; decoration, Miss ly bought
Vinal and their daughters from Warren are
saltines, olives, cake and coffee, were served.
Emeroy Ginn, Mrs. John T. Davis, Mrs. N. H.
Howard
....Fred Toothaker and
Newcomb
not far from us. Mr. and Mrs. Box are here.
Small, Mrs. Lerov W. Strout, Mrs. Marion E
have each bought a Victor Victrola....The F.
When we lived in Montville her grandfather.
Brown; posters and menus, Mrs. Clyde B
C. Club met with Mrs. Herbert L. Seeking
Elder Wiiliam Clifford, was our pastor for sevHolmes, Miss Florence Shaw, Miss Florence E*
Jan. 26th. The afternoon was spent in sewera! years.
We don’t need to have Maine
Dunton; tickets, Mrs. William M. Thayer; table
to feel at home for we are very pleasSandwiches, coffee
ing and parlor croquet.
decorations, Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore, Miss Mar- people
situated with people from Illinois and
jelly and tea were served....Mrs. S. W New- garet L Keene; tables and lunch
cloths, Mrs. antly
comb is confined to her home on Belmont
Wm. L West and Mrs. Wm. B. Woodbury; Ohio I feel so sorry for you people who are
avenue with a bad cold....Mr. and Mrs. John
table of novelties for sale, Mrs. Thomas E. having colds. When we are in Maine our winWaterman entertained Mr, and Mrs. Ralph
Bowker, Mrs. Zenas D. Hartshorn, MUs Lena ters do not seem so bard; but here with sunat
one
last
week.
Hayford
shine and flowers 1 wonder how only two weeks
evening
supper
Nye and M *a Isabel Smalley. It was voted to
Equity Grange met Jan. 28d with a good atago 1 thought snow was just as good as flowa constitution and by-laws, to be preadopt
tendance. A very nice program of readings
ers in winter. All the hotels are full, but tourpared by the ifficers and executive committee.
and music was enjoyed and after the close of
The next meeting is to be held at the parson- ists continue tojarrive. Many new apartment
the meeting a delici oua lunch of sandwiches
houses have been built the past year. Will
age, Feb. 12th, with Mrs. Walter T. Hawthorne,
and cake waa served by the lecturer, Mrs. who will be assisted by Mrs. Woodb ury and spends most of bis time at the Park. I wish
Mrs. Hartshorn.
oil my Belfast friends a pleasant winter.”
ru'i
Toothaker,

C.

B.,

I

the Guild.

j

Letter

California.

from

To the Editor of The Journal: 1
that my last letter was dated Nov.

Bet

Then the smoke of battle

14, 1916-

was

clearing

away and we thought some
mornings that Wilson was elected and
the next morning that Hughes was the

Well, we big Injun California
Democratic President and Gov.
Hiram Johnson, U. S. Senator by 29U,000 majority. There are yet many difwinner.'
elected

a

opinions as to the State giving a
Democratic majority for president and
such an overwhelming vote for Johnson.
My opinion is the same as on Nov. 141h,
and more so, that the standpatters were
dead sure the golden plums were theirs

TWO Lone YEARS
HE SUFFERED
As If

and they desired to rebuke Johnson’s
Surejy Gen. Otis & Co.

have learned

a

lesson that will last them

four years at least.

enjoy

I think your readers will

Southern Califor ia letter,

as

real

a

many of
this beautiso

you cannot he here to enjoy
ful climate and scenery. First, let me
sav 1 am no California booster. We only
QH

nniil

85

QDI*OQ

miles north of Los

Angeles.

to

shipped

the first

the Porter

$500

picked

one

tree

me

to

say that the

millionaires.

Virginia

the

two

They

own

Hotel and Kennebec

“Let’s see—if

mansion

city

Recently they
Bixhy Park, which

acre.

city blocks, worth
Jotham

$100,000.

Fruit Co.

and had

are

$1,000 per

to

covers

across

B'xby

the street

has

more

costs

than

$75,000
from the park.
a

It would take many letters to tell you
about Mainites here. The Maine Association has a printed record of 33,010
names

of those who reside in

Los An-

in the great prosper ty of LosAngeles city
and county.
Los Angeies parks are the
finest in the world. Take City hall, 3rd

a

Now you ask

receipts.

me

is

orange
It is a

Hollenbeck, Elysian, Echo, Central,
profitable business?
South, Exposition and Griffith Parks.
dollars
gold mining—two
good
The city auditor give? $10,000,000 as the
spent to get one back. Orange groves value of lard, with bui- ings and imin past years have depreciated in many
provements $300,000. The plans now are
For several sea-

growing

a

deal like

localities 50 per cent.

to connect

evanges have been frosted and the
weeks for night after night the
past
met- r has ; en as low as 23 to 28
the t;
abe
Smudge pots have saved the

sons

croi’

if low lanas.

Twelve

car

loads

or

heard of

have any autoes? Yes a few;
185,000 registered in the Slate; in Los
Angeles county 60,000,and in Los Angeles

ica. Do

ar-

understand he
forty-niners
who came in search of gold and was successful.Some time in the 50’s he wandered
was one

across tne mountains

of the

into soutnern

i.an-

fornia and bought a Spanish grant of
land, and about 30,000 acres vet belong to
the Baldwin heirs. The city of Monrovia was part of this ranch and the
village of Arcadia was part of it. There
is no better land In Los Angeles county.
It is now covered with orange, peach
and olive groves. Thousands of acres are
in alfalfa and there are immense herds of

cattle, sheep and horses. One of the
daughters lives in a $100,000 mansion.
The Pacific Electric railroad runs across

we

city 30,000. 1017 will be a record breaker
for auto sales.
There are 2,560 miles of

Lucky

Baldw in who died a few years ago and
lett an estate valued at $60,000,000. I

I

double

a

1

finest boulevards in Southern California
and millions will be spent this year to inthis mileage.

crease

Train loads of

riving.

wealthy tourists

are ar-

ten

autos

with him; another 30 fast horses.
large hotels are filling up fast.

The

common

One of them

people

not

as

brings

The

plenty.
M. H. Kiff.

Monrovia, Calif., January,

The Older

1917.

Boys’ Conference.

WatervIlle, Me., Jan. 29. Announceof the 12th annual Older Boys’
Conference of the Young Men’s Christian Associations and church boys’ Clubs
of Maine, to be held at Lewiston and Auburn, Feb. 9, 10 and 11, has been sent out
ment

Pasadena is
this land east and west.
constantly growing toward the ranch i from State headquarters in this city, and
arid no doubt it will soon be annexed to already many registrations have been received. The Boys’ Conference has bePasadena, a city of 60,000 population.

>

r»*>

the

press.]

no

captor’s obligation

is to put a prize crew
aboard and take it into a home port
Felt Like 90, Now Like 21.
At present I am living or the foot come a settled institution in the life of
where a prize court will give notice to
Like a weak link in a chain, a weak organ er,- i interested parties, hear the evidence and
hills, 1,800 foot elevation, with Mt. Wil- the boys of Maine, and this year’s profeeblea the whole body. Weak kidneys lower condemn or release the ship or its cargo,
sor, 8,000 feet altitude, just above us. gram, bearing the names of some of the
vitality. A. W, Morgan, Angola, La., writes: or both. A naval officer at sea has none
The great Carnegie telescope, the larg- greatest workers among
boys, gives I suffered with pains in the back. I atn 43 of the powers of a prize court, and it is
years old, but I felt like a man of 90.
Since I
est in the world, and the big hotel, are
as unlawful for him to attack or
destroy
promise of the most1 successful confer- took
Foley Kidney Pills I feel like I did when I
the causes set out as it is for the
plainly seen from our house. The past ence of the long series of gatherings was 21.” 50c and $1 00 s:zes. Sold Everywhere. without
merchant ships to ignore their obligation.
week snow 12 inches deep was on the that have been held.
Now Germany says, “it is not consummit.
Before me 1 see the great San
N. E. O. P. VS SYLVESTOR
venient for us to obey these laws, we can
The following men nave been appointinflict greater damage and distress by
Gabriel valley, said to have 40,000 bear- ed leaders
for (heir respective county
A very interesting rescript was recent- ignoring them.”
ing orange trees, and in the far distance
groups to the State conference: Andros- ly handed down from the .aw court.
Wnat is the legal as well as the moral
In
we see the Whittier hills and the
great coggin, Harold L.
esults?
166 Main ; the Knox county case of Supreme Lodge,
Redding,
walnut groves. At this season of year
New England Order of Protection, in
Germany gives notice that it will atstreet, Lewiston; Aroostook, B. F. Gibthis country looks its best.
Rains have erson.
equity vs. Laura E. Sylvestor et. al„ the tack and destroy on sight, regardless of
Prerque Isle; Cumberland, C. J. rescript by Chief Justice
This
declaration
Savage gives a international law.
watered the mountains and they are a
C. Mee, Y. M. C. A., Portland; Franklin, very clear cut definition of the word
de- makes her course outlaw, and releases
carpet of green. The grain crops are Charles H. Sawyer, Farmington; Han- pendent as used in insurance contracts. the merchant ship from all obligations
now well along, with a fine prospect for a
cock, E. L. Saxton, Y. M. C. A., Seal The rescript, which is of interest to all lot to resist visitation, search and seisassociations, is as follows:
ire, and this warrants arming merchant
good yield. Olives are fast becoming Harbor; Kennebec, L. T. Goodman, Y. beneficiary
The plaintiff is a fraternal beneficiary ships without depriving them of their
The M. C.
one of the great leading industries.
A., Augusta; Knox, John Taylor, society. By its by-laws, and by the laws iharacter and rights in neutral ports and
State Board of Agriculture reports 834,- Y. M. C. A.,
Camden; Lincoln, Rev. H. of Massachusetts under which it was or- waters as merchant ships: indeed it may
it was provided that death bene- •hortly be necessary for our own and
939 bearing trees, and 551,221 non-bear- F.
Milligan, Waldoboro; Oxford, R v. J. ganized,
fits might be made payable to persons ither neutral ships to arm, as we did
D-_4
C
XT
ing. The 1915 crop averaged $62 per V.1 A rtorii
dependenbon a member. A member pro- luring the Napoleonic wars, not to make
acre, and the records show 3,622,275 galFolley, Y. M. C. A., Bangor; Piscata- ! cured a benefit certificate which provided war on European nations but to protect
lons of olives, worth $1,607,903, and 6,- iuis, J. Baker
Smith, Greenville June- that his benefit should be paid to his de- >ur ships from unlawful attacks and deceased wife's sister, “related to him as struction.
720,967 gallons of olive oil for table use,
ion; Sagadahoc, W. A. MacCormick,
It has always been customary to arm
dependent.” Upon a bill of
worth $3,225,000, was imported into this if. M. C. A.,
Bath; Somerset, E. L. brought after his death, to interpleader,
determine to merchantmen against attacks by pirates,
France
and
from
San
Italy.
country
Allen, Good Will Farm; Waldo, George whom the benefit should be paid, it is ind a pirate is a ship which wages war
Fernando valley has the largest olive Robertson, Belfast; Washington, Rev. E. held:
igainst the rules of international law.
1. That no person can be a beneficiary
No nation is yet, Germany ip not yet,
unve orcnaras in
orchard in me worm,
1. Bodman, Lubec; York, Frank C. Cobb,
except those in the classes designated by :he master of the world so that by its
Italy are known to be 1,000 years old if. M. C, A., Kennebunk.
the statute of Massachusetts, and by the sole ipse dixit it can make or unmake
and yield a crop every year. The first
One of the features this year will be laws of the society.
he international law of the whole world.
trees in California were brought from
2. That to constitute dependency there
Meutrals should prepare to protect their
a conference
orcheptra, under the direcSpam by the Spanish Padres, who land- tion of E. L. Allen of Good Will Farm. must be some duty or obligation, either merchant ships from piratical acts of delegal, or equitable, or moral, on the part traction upon the high seas, where the
ed at San Diego.* They built 24 Missions Leaders are
requested to send Mr. Allen of the member to furnish support or to 'ight of navigation is in common and
from San Diego to San Francisco. These
;he names of any delegates who can aid in doing so, on account of which the
lpon an absolute equality.
olive trees were planted at Santa BarH. J. J AQUITH.
day orchestra music readily, and in order claimant has some reasonable grounds of
Boston, Jan. 20, 1917.
bara Mission about 120 years ago. ; :o allow time for rehearsal, entertain- expectancy of support,
3. That where the claimant, a sister
Maine has had her part in settling and nent will be furnished one day in ad- of the deceased
wife of a member, lived
U. of M. Has 1286 Students.
improving, especially in Los Angeles vance for members of the orchestra.
in his family for mutual convenience, she
’49
the
as
In
here
for
and
The age limit for the boy delegates is acting
where there
stampede
The catalogue for the University of
county.
housekeeper,
no contract or promise on his
part to Haine for the present year shows that
gold, John W. Bixby from Kennebec :rom 14 to 20 years. Delegates are in- was
continue the relation, and where either
.,286 students are registered there, which
county, Maine, came over the plains. cited from church clubs, community might end the
nakes it one of the big colleges of New
arrangement without the
He was not successful in finding gold dubs,
Sunday schools, Young Men’s violation of any duty, she was not a de- England,with more students than Browr,
and wandefed south over the Tehachapa Christian Associations and other
of the stapendent, within the
\mherst, or Williams; almost as many
religi- tute under which themeaning
1
society was organ- is Dartmouth, which had 1,331 a year
mountains and at last beheld the Pacific ous organizations for
boys. Each dele- ized.
igo.and comparing very well with PrinceOcean. 1 get my information from a ?ation must be
4.
That in accordance with the laws
accompanied by an adult
on which has about 1600students. Maine
man who was his only white companion
eader. Not more than six delegates of the society the benefit in this case is ms nearly as many students as the other
for some time. The whole country be- ind one leader can be allowed from each payable to the sole heir and next of kin of ;hree Maine colleges combined.
the member, the other claimant.
tween Los Angeles and Long Beach waB
ndividual organization.
Decree below reversed.
A Sp nish cattle coman arid desert.
Free entertainment will be furnished
Decree in accordance with the opinion.
a
few
years previous thousands ay the citizens of Lewiston and Auburn
pany had
of sheep and cattle here, and when Bix- to regularly accredited
delegates who
—in thousands of households, people
by arrived their bones were bleaching aave complied with the obligations set
overeat, and their stomachs and livers
among the sage brush. Mr. Bixby found forth in the announcement, provided that
A mother of six children writes: “My baby
suffer for it the next day, and even
that he could buy this land for 50 cents regular credential blanks secured
sick
a
wsb
and
friend
of mine suggested
very
from
the day following. Ordinarily a good,
True’s
Worm
Dr.
Elixir.
Now
I
have
trying
In
time
he
per acre, Spanish grant.
the State office in Waterville have been
big dinner hurts no one when some
children and am never withcommunicated with Eastern friends, who properly filled out and returned to Jeff
work is done after it.
But Sunday
out Dr. True's Elixir, the Family
C.
is vest-day, and the stomach doesn’t
Laxative and Worm Expeller, in
sent him money, and he bought a tract smith,
Waterville, Maine, on or before
my house. Mrs. B. N. Gile, West
get the help of the usual exercise,
from San Pedro Harbor to Huntington
ruesday, January 30, 1917.
and sometimes it is given too much
Newbury, Mass.”
Beach. The Eastern parties did not hear
Signs of worms are: Deranged to do.
In such cases, “L. F.” Atstomach, swollen upper lip, sour
much from him, and after several years
wood’s Medicine helps the digestion,
Worms Easily Removed.
stomach, offensive breath, hard
acts on the bowels and carries off the
sent a man out to see the country.
kail Hark Emit Wand full bellyi with occasional
Mother, if your child whines, is fretful and
gripings and pains about the navel, pale face bile before any harm is done. It is
He looked it well over and said to Bix- cries out in
he
is
sleep,
probably suffering from of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitch- an old family remedy, perfectly safe
by: “I consider this land practically worms. These parasites drain hiB vitality and ing eyelids, itching of the nose, itching of the for even the children, and a good
worthless and will sell you the whole make him more susceptible to serious diseases. rectum, short, dry cough, grinding of the
medicine to keep in the house for sudred Doints sticking out on tongue,
den attacks of indigestion, biliousness
outfit at 25 cents per acre and give you Quickly and safely kill and remove the worms teeth, little
starting during sleep, slow fever. If your and sick headache.
all the time you need to pay for it.” Long from your child’s system with
Kickapoo child shows any of these symptoms, start givFREE.—”Ye Olde Songs,” words and music
at once. At all dealers—
Beach city, Olimolis and Seal Beach Worm Killer. This pleasant candy laxative in ing Dr: True's Elixir
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
tablet fotm quickly relieves the trouble and 36c, 60c and $1 00. Advice free. Write to me.
one outside yellow wrapper from the bottle,
cities were hewed out of this venture. your child
brightens up. Get Kickapoo Worm
together with your opinion of our Medicine.
Long Beach now has 45,000 population Killer at your Druggist, 25c.

Guild Saved from Worms

Every Sunday

£six
Auburn, Maine.

quarter buys about two
SOCONY Kerosene, \vh

san e

Save money and

"L. F.” Medicine Co,

Pertland, Me.

keep

Burn

warm.

!

SOGONY KEROSENI

|

of the most beautiful drive in all Amer-

rive! in New Y irk already frost touched
market low prices. Perwhit'ii gave V

haps you have read

all these paries with

quarter”—

a

will keep a Perfection Oil Heater going fuli
blast for twenty hours. And not a cent’s
worth of fuel is wasted. The Perfection is n
when you need it and off when’you don’t.”

j

twenty foot ladder to pick this lusciouB street and
Broadway as the center of the
A gentleman who owns 6 acres at
fruit.
and draw a circle of 6 miles and you
city
Glendora told me $5,600 was this years find East Lake and West Lake
Parks,

1

scuttle of coal

a

That
gallons of

geles county. Many of them have shared

A banker at Azusa

30 boxes from

Bro’s

to

gave

ent estimate is that 50,000
shipped^rom the 1916 crop, worth $60,000,000. In my twelve years 1 have never

sight.

-1

Hotel at Long Beach, and thousands upthousands of acres which sell from

The prescars will be

a

XT XT

on

California to New York
paid $1,200 freight charges.

beheld such

6 for

.fiiroc! T.imito/1

I

the many interesting articles
in the February Wide World Magazine
is one on “Cheetah Hunting,” by Lewis
R. Fr email, who has spent many years
ERA0K vv. gowen,
in India. Among the native rulers of
I India trained cheetahs are used to chase
Who is Urged by “Dry” Republicans to Be- and bring down deer, and a cheetah
come a Candidate for Congress in Cali- hunt is
usually one of the entertainments offered to a distinguished guest.
fornia.
Mr. Freeman has had many opportuniWe take pleasure in presenting in this ties of seeing cheetahs at work at close
! issue of The Journal the likeness of Mr. quarters, and he gives a very interestFrank W. Gowen, widely known for his ing account of his experiences with what
have rightly been called “the fastest
temperance work in Maine, with a recent animals on four legs.” Another article
letter to the Los Angeles Tribune in which will attract attention is J. A.
which he declines to be a candidate for Jordan’s account of his “Ivory-Poachin German East Africa.” This, of
Congress next year, and a brief sketch ing
course, occurred before the commenceof his life hv that naner:
ment of the great war.
“After Out’_
laws in Unknown New Guinea” is a
breezy account of a most interesting exthanks “Dry” Workers
pedition—a trip to the unknown Central
Editor Morning Tribune: Now that Mountains of New Guinea,
j
among tribes
the smoke of the recent great battle for ; of
piginy cannibals, in pursuit of a band
California “dry” has cleared away, re- , of native murderers who had
wiped out
suiting in heavy gains for our glorious the population of a village.
cause over that of two years ago, and
The January number of “The Writer,”
I'm rested from excessive speaking, I
take this opportunity through the col- beginning the thirtieth year of the helpful little Boston magazine for literary
umns of the Morning Tribune of thanking my friends for their many kind words workers, opens with an article comparnersonallv and hv letter
ing the results for writers of "InspiraAs to the part 1 bore in our late cam- tion” and “Perspiration.” Arthur Pempaign for home against the saloon ! berton continues his series of practical
throughout this Southland, I rejoice articles on “Preparation for Proof-readthat Southern California gav> a “dry” I ing,” from which writers can learn
majority of over 48.000 and but for the j much that is useful, and Joseph Gerard
“wet” vote of San Franrjsco this great Morgan, in the department, “AdvertiseState would have been swept for prohibi- j ment Writing,” writes of the preparation. But God is on our side, and as sure tion of copy, from the point of view of
an
as we live and God
expert. The publication of “The
reigns we will carry
California for Statewide prohibition in ! Writer's Directory of Periodicals,” givthe coming great battle of 1918.
And ing the addresses of publications that
now, as regards.the matter of becoming a buy manuscripts, with information fuicandidate for the assembly two years nished by the editors about their manuhence, or even the Prohibition-Republi- script needs, is continued, and further
the present special
can candidate for
congress in this Ninth information as to
district, I’ll state with all kindness to my needs of various periodicals, with anof
manuscript prize offers
friends that I’m rot a candidate for any nouncements
political office in the.gift of the people. and the news of changes in the periodI’m more interested in ridding our com- ical world, is given in the department,
monwealth from the terrible evils flow- “The Manuscript Market.” Trie other
ing from the liquor traffic than in seek departments are particularly interestAnd if God spares my ing, with reviews of books on literary
mg public office.
life 1 shall enter the fight in 1918 and do topics, a reference list of "Literary
my best with others to make California Articles in Periodicals,” personal gossip
“cry,” which will count more for the about authors, a writer's comment on
happiness of our homes, which will weigh letters from editors soliciting contribumore
in humanity, in morals and in fi- tions, and the live news of the literary
and publishing worlds.
“The Writer”
nance, than all other questions that will
come
before our people of whatever .s indispensable to those who write, and
interesting to all who read. The price
name.
FRANK W. GOWEN.
[Mr. Gowen, who has won a good deal of the magazine is ten cents a number,
of praise as a speaker and organizer in * >r one dollar a year, and the address is
the late “dry” campaign, was born in ; P. 0. Box 1905, Boston, Mass.
Maine and educated in the leading in- i
A Woman’s Experience With Grippe
stitution of learning in that State.
He
also studied law with ex-Governor WilWhen a cough or cold hangs on, and you have
U. of M. Basket Ball Schedule.
liam T Haines.
He was for four years iches and pains that are hard to define, it is
an organizer and lecturer of the World’s ! ikely that grippe is taking hold of your system.
Order ot Good Templars, visiting many Mrs. J. A. Rodgers, Switzer, S. C., says: ■*!
Orono, Me., Jan. 24. University of
im susceptible to colds, often ending in grippe.
States, Canada and Europe, in its inter- Ln this
Maine base ball schedule is practically
caBe I have found Foley’s Honey and
est, and was for a number of years at far to
prevent doctor bills.’' Sold Everywhere. completed, with but two
the head of a very strong legislative
open dates, for
which games are pending, and is as folSix
temperance committee in Maine.
ARMED MERCHANT SHIPS.
years ago he came to California on a visit !
lows:
and liked it so well he has become a per- I
To The Editor of The Boston TranApril 10, New Hampshire State at
mantnt citizen in this land of sunshine. script: The status of armed merchantDurham; April 11, Brown at Providence;
He resides in Hynes, where he is con- i men
may soon become an acute question. 12, Harvard at Cambridge; 13, open; 14.
nected with relatives in improving an f
International law requires a merchant Rhode Island State at
Kingston; 19,
old worn out ranch into a fine, oroducship, neutr;,’)or belligerent, to submit to Colby at Waterville (exhibition); 28,
live estate, and is interested in the dairy
visitation
and search by a war ship.
|
If Easterns at
Brewer;
May
2, Bowdoin at
business.
He has a very large and ex- it neither tries to
j
escape nor resists, it is
Brunswick; 5, open; 11, Bates at Orono,
tensive library and has written much for f roo from ottonlr
rd
i-nntir.ii
TRn

i

I feelfine.

$2.50, trial size, 25c.
dealers orsent postpaid by Fruit-

the Great

of oranges from
city and

car

now

DAN McLEAN.

box,

and it is needless for

tell you is as near truth as
In 1890, Mr. Porter,

who established

and

g

Among

entirely. I recommend this pleasant
fruit medicine to all my friends ”.

Bixby

tell.

to

better,

I1

spondence, contributed by former Chief
Justice Emery of Ellsworth; and Albert
Gallatin in Maehias, Me., by the editor.

I have a good appetite, relish everything
I eat,,and the Headaches are gone

rm-D)

I have 16 acres in Bartlett pears.
A twelve years old pear orchard recently
sold for $23,000 cash. W e have the largest
orange crop ever known here. Now
am

box.
to feel

Four

acre.

what I

a

At all

years ago I could buy there for $5 per
Now 1 can sell for $50 per acre.
In 10 years it will be worth $1,000 per

possible

try

to me, so 1 decided to
In a very short time, I

1

H. Montgomery of Camden.

concluding article on
Hon.EliasDudleyand His Political Corre-

appealed

began

•

acre.

Hon. Job.

I

and

It also contains the

Fruit-a-tives
your sign which read
make you feel like walking on air.”

60c. a

rtf lotlH ill A tlfplfUlP VpllpU

Edgar Crosby Smith of Foxcroft,

Nov. 28th. 1914.
two years, I was troubled

with Constipation, Drowsiness, Lack op
Appetite and Headaches. One day I saw

This

Notes.

value to all who are interested in such
matters. Among the contributors are
Fanny Hardy Eckstorm of Brewer, one
of the most talented and best known of
the writers of our State; Rev. Henry 0
Thayer of New York, H n. Wm. R. Ai
len or Bangor, A. W. Stewart of Augusta, Hon. Beecher Putnam of Houltun,

Walking On Air

over

and

The fourth number of the fourth volof Sprague’s Journal of Maine History has been received. As usual it is
well-tilled with Maine historical items of

Orillia,
“For

News

ume

“Fruit-a-tives” Made Him Feel

ferent

Progressives.

Literary

Remember it’s SOGONY Kerosene
Standard Oi! Company of Nev
York’s best grade of refined Oil. Say
SOCONY to the grocer’s boy. Look
for the SOGONY Sign at your dealer’s

|

the

|

|

STANDARD OIL CO. of NEW YORK
(Principal Office#)

NEW YORK

ALBANY
BOSTON

BUFFALO

$SSE§;
PICTURE®
360

ARTICLE®

360

Wt>

EACH MONTH

ON ALL NEWS STANIM
15 Cen'
Foley’s Honey
t, It tastes good.

i

16, Colby at Waterville; 19, Norwich it
Oron ; 23, Bates at Lewiston; 26 Bowdoin at Orono; June 1, Springfield Y. M.
C. A. at Orono; 12, Colby at Waterville.

*

and Tn-

?nd. ft makes them fer? good.
It wi’l turn a ievcrish, fre>t..l

?

child into a happily smiling cue.
Because- It puts a he 'ui-l.
coating on a feverish, m:' m
throat.
It helps s.iutile; \n 1 ;
m>
wheezy breathing. It st<
quickly, and it wards otf : e
It contains no
opiates, doe: n *t
seta delicate stomach, and the i.e-i jin the bottle is just as good as the fir:.
Try it.
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POPl
MECHA

,
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■

MAG AZIN
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Camden 53, Thomaston H. S. 39.
In the
Thomaston, Me., Jan. 24.
Knox County Basket-Ball League toCamden
night
High defeated Thomaston
High, 53 to 39. Dahlgreh and McGee
excelled for Camden and Hinckley, Merrifield and Clark for Thomaston. In :he
girls’ game the Camden High school j
girl? defeated Thomaston High girls, 14 I
to 12.
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DO YOU lAYE DIZZY SPELLS?

CLUBBING RATES

Its Important to Learn the Cause, As

Many Belfast People Have.
disease of itself-its

only

a symptom of some deep-seated trouble.
Much dizziness is caused by disordered kidneys
failing to filter all the poisons from the blood-

attack the

w*

solicitors

to

*

A7.lNi

■

■'
W

C

en-

Wm. M. Thayer

A juIG BOOK on diseases of Horses,
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Poultry, mailed
free. Humphreys* Veterinary Medicines,

poisons

MECHANIC'
Michigan P

nerves

and

dizziness

If you are subject to
eason to suspect your

dizziness, there
is good
kidneys, and if
you suffer backache, headache, and irregularity
of the kidney secretions, you have further
proof. Many Belfast people have learned the
value of Doan’s Kidney Pills in just such
Read this Belfast resident’s statementC. C. Cunningham, 37 Court street,
Belfast, says: "Last winter 1 was taken down
with the grip and after I recovered, I noticed
my kidneys were disordered. My back ached
and I got so bad 1 could not even dress myself
and many days I had to let my housework go
undone. Dizzy spells came over me and I was
obliged to lie down, as they seemed to blind me
for the time being. 1 was very miserable and
went to the Old Corner Drug Store and got
Doan’s Kidney Pills. Three weeks’ use of this
medicine rid m° of kidney trouble entirely and
I am now in the best of health.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
—the same that Mrs. Cunningham had. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. t.

DENI IS
37 Main Sheet,

foreclosure W

SICK ANIMALS

These

no

gagements for

to

loo William Street. New York.

results.

®

r

Burning.

Humphreys* Homeo. Medicine Company,

a

3S.0ar>

join in “clubh,

not

employs

1917

never

S',

Popular Mechanics offer
does

J

Dizziness is

W
®

6 North

One application brings relief, i
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, at
i
all druggists or mailed.
Send Free Sample of Oil

Amateur Mechanics
sports tint! play Lnrt
how to build bonts.m-

POPULAR

i
(COMPOUND)
For- Piles or* Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching

I

and how to

Catalogue of Mechamc:tl Boot

Oil!

Haze!

-S'
®
B

as

Ask sour denier to showto news stand, send $1.5(1 •'
or fifteen cents for curre-

HUMPHREYS’

Witch

manner,

«hop.

the

^

I

1
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WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UA
All the Great Ever
Engineering and Irv
the World, are desert*

j
|
j

The following clubbing offers are only for
subscriptions to the Journal paid one year
n

advance:

The Journal and Farm and Home,
$2.00
The Journal and McCall's Magazine,
2.10
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine, 2.25

Leon
WHEREAS.
the ft unty of Wald
L..

1

by his
cordeu

mortgage deed d;.:
in Waldo
Registr\
Page 224, conveyed to
certain lot or parcel of

Montville and bounded
on the wester!
ir.g from HogbacK, so
lage and at Stephen M>;
saiti road;thence northwt
lard to corner of R. C .4
by said Averill’a land to
thence southeasterly
lard of Van R Eels to "
twenty-five feet of said
eighty-four feet; thence
and twenty-five feet to
said road to place of (

ginning

fifty

acres, more or

less,

and whereas the condition
*
been broken, now there!
breach of the condition t‘
closure of said mortgage
Dated this twelfth da>
1917.
JAM!'
d. & m.
;

i

\
I

\

|

\

j

\
!

j
h

j

The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to different addresses.

cases.

Send in your subscription now.

Mrs.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. Co.,
Belfast, Maine.

NOTICE.
accordance with the provisions of Section
of Chapter 67 of the Revised Statutes and
amendments thereto, I hereby certify that the
persons entitled to deposits now in my hands
by virtue of said law, are as follows:
Charles E. Stephenson,
Emma to. Lemley,
Nathan Miller,
Elbridge Cunningham,
Heirs of Dan’l Gardner, Gerald Cornforth,
CLIFFORD J. PATTEE,
Treasurer of Waldo County.
Iw5
Belfast, Maine, Jan. 24,1917.
In

20

In wood uaw outfits, cut
and gasolene engines, electr
water plants. Send for cir<
you money.

THOKNDIKE MAi I
4w2

j

NOTICE
I wish to inform the pul
in particular that 1 am at my
Masonic .Temple during 1 u?"
will be pleased to welcom*
DR. ERM
lml

;

MEN WANTED—lu

j

j

their Safety Razor Blades
ened better than new. Sing
Gillettes. 86c; l'“V.'“N
Gem., 26c.
60c. per dozen. C. E.

Belfast^Me.

j

I conclusion as to what lay in this extraordinary man’s mind when he wrote it. So
various are its proposals, so limitless the
reaches
of its magnificent impertinence, I
Received at Home and Abroad. that it seems as if the Wilsonian
mind
it Fruitful of Mischief.
must have entered a new and
dangerous I
of
its
stage
development.
Evening Transcript.]

ff?^esident’s
V

Aliress.
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It is easy enough to say that the President has merely furbished up the soapbox Utopianism of the Boston Common
and sprung it on an astonished world.
But the matter can’t be dismissed with a
mordant statement of the obvious.
It
sibi remains to ask by what right the
President of the United States seeks to
commit a whole people to a pursuit of the
millennium: for we,venture that the bulk
of the country will disagree with those
parts of the message which it understands, and will not understand those
parts with wnich it agrees.

States and abroad
ression produced by the
.Jr. rS to the Senate is one of
necessity of careful considbecause of the immen,ve
r, -tented and the revoluthe proposals.
of
r
In
wspapers—such as the
the comment is admitted
judgment. Of all the
ill opinion two utterChester (Eng.) Guardian

United

(Tenn.) Tennesseean,

rident’s statement the
all history for a univeroid the Guardian insists
principles and phrases
.1,,. to autocratic rulers, the
lUr terms or ought to be.”
British papers are friend[

j

|

Wm

.1

Generally speaking
u

I:___l

‘vl the Allies or the
The New York Times

i'

|

‘‘I

!
1

j
;

|
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the Presithe only ones
Ijential German ormi as a British
ally
failed to act at the
a
his
last
chance
poses
irn he should unite
vers if he expects
Doubtless this line
the papers in Geralarly those of the
a
party. Continental
iraily cannot appreview of the Arneriall the world, will
m
ide agreeing on the
g- 1 in by the speaker.
,-s already spoken in

}

motive, in his adStates Senate, the
eviously had been sent
ers, is explained in the
itches.
It is affirmed
has become convinced
..•t the fighting nations
assured that it will be
alter their rulers will
.arontee. So along comes
with a plan of univervhich if accepted by the
•at doubt do away with
.de to any immediate
dream of course is the
man as exemplified in
and conduct ol the war
Powers. The kulter that
instilled the right of
> of human
beings cand in a few days. Of inioment is a code of maris prepared at the suggesry Lansing and presented
ne American Institute of
aw now in session at Ha;e is to be taken
up within
> the societies of internaeach cf the twenty-one
In this code the
'ublics.
ti i down that if neutrals
prevent a conflict, they
ung possible to end it on
oiie of the obligations of
‘a duty of
pacification
The code also dwells
; uf the seas.
Commercial
i i be forbidden and mails
a it ships without contra>f belligerent or neutral
t>e unmolested if they
rs; right of search at sea
■ped. Under the proposed
i.
utilize “an internapunish violations of neu1
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Suffering

Pa.—“For twelve
S,-£-’sville’
sutiered with terrible

years

I
cramps.
rr would have to stay
I* *n bed several days
every month.
I
tried all kinds of
remedies and was

by doctors,

but my trouble continued until one day
I read about
Lydia
E.

|
1

I

)1
I
|
l

|
<

j
1

j
i

Mary E. Ryder died Jan. 25th at her home.
No. 51 Brioge street, aged 37 years and 2
months. She was born at Middle River, N. S.,
the daughter of. the late Kenneth and Mrs.
Her father
Annie Campbell MacLennan.
came from Scotland and her mother was a

Pinkham’s Vege-

table Compound and
what it had done for
others.
I tried it
——-——-and now I am never
troubled with cramps and feel
like a
different woman.
I cannot praise
E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable ComLydia
pound too highly and I am recommending it to my friends who suffer as I did.
—Mrs. George R. Naylor, Box
72,
Marysville, Pa.
Young women wno are troubled with

painful or irregular periods, backache,
headache, dragging-down sensations,
fainting spells or indigestion should
take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable
Compound. Thousands have been restored to health by this root and herb
remedy.
Write for free and nelpful advice to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential), Lynn, Mass. Omy women

"In the President’s appeal to them, he
wen and read such letters.
the philosophy of brotherhood
and cooperation and this is inconsistent 1
with the proposition that it be backed up ^ he
opportunity of fighting for liberty
by a large display of force. In other
ndall those other great
principles which,
words, the President, has sown wheat and
s
we have
always been taught to betares together.
1 hope that the Senate ; j
eve, Americans hold dearer than life
will approve of the wheat and reject the j
tself.
But i his enthusiasm for these
tares.”
I 'rinciples will not carry him as far, his
1 ext best course is to leave it to
the Allies
The Voice of the American Press.
0 secure them for the World
by the only
Louisville Courier-Journal: ”It is in- \ ■■ay in which
can
be secured, that
they
deed staggering —this
formal, actual j ! to say, by victory.”
proposal of a transcendental tireamer for
the instant, practical establishment by
The Yarrowdale base.
force of the millennium of mankind and
the Courier-Journal has not the heart at
the moment of first impressions to proAmbassador Gerard at Berlin has betn
ceed into an analysis of its fatal incon- t sked by the Washington Government to
sistencies, fantastic illusions and limit- t sk Germany about the Americans capless possibilities for misfortune and mis- t ured on the British steamer Yarrowdale
chief.”
f nd held as "prisoners of war.”
It apNew York Tribune: ‘‘In our opinion | tears that there were three Americans
the mixing in advance into tne details of i 1 the crew of the Yarrowdale.
Ab the
the coming peace compact in Europe is
'arrow-dale was cleared from an Amerihighly imprudent. It puts the United c an port under the sanction of the United
States in a false position and cannot but t dates Government as a merchant ship,
excite the resentment of the European
nd the Americans aboard her accepted
belligerents, from whose quarrel Presi- ( mployment under the protection of this
dent Wilson, so long as it suited'him to c lassification of the vessel by their gov1
do so, insisted that we must stand rigid- t rnment, that
action
represents the
ly aloof.”
j udgment of the United States Governtent upon the legal status of the YarNew York Herald: “When Mr. Wilson emerges
from the dreamland of his t owdale, and if Germany has treated
fancy and essays to deal with the cold, t imerican citizens aboard that vessel in
hard facts of a situation which finds
ccordance with another interpretation
great nations battling for a righteous c t the law the United States is bound to
peace he shows that a proper realization I t roiest and seek piotection for them in
of the sentiments impelling those peo- t ccordance with their rights.
In the
pies to sacrifice their all for liberty has c ase of the Arabic and the Marina, too,
no more found its way into the secluded
t he issue was direct and unavoidable,
cloisters of the White House than has a i ut no action has resulted.
The last
real understanding of the sentiments of b eard of these cases was a report from
I lerlin to the effect that the United
the American people.”
Providence Journal: “The mountain I tates had submitted full information to
has brought forth a very small mouse, t he German foreign office showing those
essels to have been, merchant ships
cornucopia of words that was not fully £ nd to have been, therefore, illegally
s
more
direct
and
in
an
stated,
unk, with the killing of the Americans
infinitely
honest form, hy ftlr. Balfour several c n board them, in consequence, illegal
days ago? Mr. Wilson beckons the bleed- a nd murderous.
ing and suffering nations of the world
towards him with his schoolmaster’s
Lingering Coughs Are Dangerous.
cane and delivers a prize oration on the
Get rid of that tickling cough that keeps
millennium, while civilization and the
liberty of the world are battling for life 1 uu awake at night and drains your vitslity
in the shambles of a hundred bloody a nd energy. Dr. Kirg's New Discovery is a
;

to

came

for

some

( leaeant balsam remedy, antiseptic, laxative
a nd
It soothes the irpr. mptly effective.

time with

cancerous trouble

a severe

was cared for by her husband and sister,
Mrs. Hannah Stactham of Boston, who came

and

Mrs. Ryder
here for that purpose.
ed for several years in the Leonard

had work,
& Barrows

member of the Boot &
She was also a member of Osceola Council, Daughters of Pocahontas. She was one of a family of eleven
children, of whom the following survive':
Katherine of Boston; Hector, who is at the
front in France; Murdock, in the West; Frank
of Bangor; Belle of Middle River; Christine,
Mrs. Barbara Madden, Mrs. Hannah Stactham
of Boston; Mrs. Jessie McKay of Middle River,
Her brother Frank,
and Kathleen of Biston.
sisters Hannah, Christine and Kathleen, and
Capt. Ryder’s brother Frederick and wife of
Boston, came to attend the funeral services,
which were held in the Universalist church
Sunday at 2 p. m Rev. Arthur A Blair offifactory and

shoe

was a

Shoe Workers’ Union.

ciating.

There

was a

prolusion

oi

William
Tell
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The Journal of Jan. 18th gave particulars of
the accidental ueath, Jan. 15th, of Herbert L.
Moore of

load

Swanville,

who

was

thrown from

a

<

of

lumber, when returning to his home
from West Winterport. The following addi
tional particulars were received this week from i
a
correspondent: “His son-in-law, Walter |
Lowe, reached him in a very short time, but he j
soon expired, within a few rods of the home of
his aged parents, who he was caring tor. He !
was born in bwanville, July 1, 1871, the son of
James S and Eleanor Moore. He was a man

good character, always doing kindly acts for
others, and will be sadly missed, especially in
the home, where he was so greatly needed, and
the heartfelt sympathy of the entire town is
tendered the sorrowing ones in their bereavement. In 1890 he was married to Miss Susie
Curtis of Frankfort, who passed away several
years ago at their home in Frankfort village.
of

Besides the parents he leaves to mourn their
loss three children:
Irvin of Panama, Harold
of Frankfort, and Mrs. Gladys Lowe of West
Frankfort; four sisters, Mrs. Lida Lowe of

Bangor, Mrs. Ida Maddocks of Frankfort, Mrs.
Lizzie Tozier of Swanville and Mrs. Laura
Aliej of Frankfort.
be

Thist>is

the first link to
Moore’s family of

broken in Mr. and Mrs.

five

children, and the only

“Bert”

was

called

beautiful flowers

to answer
at

the

and

son

the

brother

summons.

funeral

were

messengers of love, and included
from Granite Grange, Searsport, of

T.

e

silent

a
pillow
which he

a member, flowers from Mr. and Mrs. W.
York, Belfast, Mrs. M. E. Hartshorn and
Mr. and Mrs A. P. Moore, Monroe, Miss Abbie
Peirce, Searsport, Susie Walbridge and Mrs.

was

S.

May Craig, Bangor, casket pieces and sprays. !
funeral services were held at his late !

hor

The

home

Jan.

Wood of
the
fort

Monroe,

Grange choir,
cemetery.

Merton

m„ Rev. Eugene
officiating, with singing by

18th at

10

a.

lhe interment

Services

were

was

in

j

in Frank-

Haley, Monroe, undertaker.”

was

born 70 years ago in the house

has been occupied by the Kilburn family
for 113 years. It is an attractive farm, commanding a splendid view of Winterport and
the Penobscot river, and Mi. Kilburn was justly proud of his home. Since the death of his
mother, 6ome years ago, his sister, Mrs Sa’ah
J Parser, has resided with her brother and
which
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State of Maine.

Baxter, Wheeler, Wise., says: “For ten
ears we have used Foley’s Honey and Tar in
ur
family and consider it the best cough
nedicine on the market, especially for children,
is they like to take it.”
Contains no oniates;
afe for babies; effective for adults. Checks
roup;stops coughs;relieves colds.—Sold every-

In the death, Jan. 24th, of Horace E. Kil- i
burn, after a long illness, Bucksport Center
loses one of its $blest and best citizens. Mr.
Kilburn

Croup, Coughs And Colds.

A

charge of

••

!

I

j
I

i

j
1

i

!

In House

Pay Highest

j

lows

acts

as

counsel.

They

came

to

to

fix\

CASIOR IA

Furs

Raw

Stove for Sale

|

with Uncle Sam I
tor payment of their salaries and ex- j
as
commissioners.
They present- !
penses
pd a little bill aggregating about $25,000,
which Secretary Lansing has requested
the Maine senators to look over and O.
j
K. if H appears to be all ri^ht. In due
Lime a warrant will be drawn and the
gentlemen m question will divide this
>
tidy sum between them.
Col. John J. Dooley of Portland has i
oeen in town in the interest of a machine
yjun which he represents, and which, to
near Col. Dooiey tell it, has got all other
machine guns “skun a mile.”
While
[lere Col. Dooley was made a member of
the executive board of the National Rifle
association, of which he was already a
iir^ctor.
Hon. Forrest Colby of Bingham has
j
been in attendance at tl e sessions of the |
national forestry conference.
Pie is aj
large limber owner and operator, and i»
no doubt one of the most
practical foresters in the country.
Mrs. William Moulton Ingraham, wife
of the assistant secretary of war, will
receive on the first and third Mondays in
February and March at her apartments
at the Burlington.
She is one of the |
most graceful and attractive hostesses
n the high official circles in
which she

Washington

of

>

j

SHtKIHFS SALE.

ST A rE uF MAINE.
COUN I Y OF Vv A LOO. SS.

arrange

j

A No. 36. Broadsides, Noyes & Nutter make,
horizontal, box stove. Takes three foot stick
of wood
New
6 hours: Cost
terested write
2tf

a

day of January, \. 1 1917,
execution dattd January 10th. A. D 1917,
"u; r-me
issued on a judgment rendered by >1
o
at a
Judicial Court for the County >t W
Taken this 22nd

Never used over
Must be sold
If inLEON It HUSSEY,
R. F U. 1, Belfast, Maine.

year

ag<>

$18 50

on

term thereof begun and held at Be fa.-:, withfirst
in and for s«i»l equity of W»lli, m:
fifth
Tuesday of January, A. D 1917. on
day of tne term, bt mg the six h >i »> of
January, A. L* 1917. in favor of R. C. Whitaker
of Unity, in the County of Waldo, c«n.ector of
taxes tor said town of Unity for tiie >a.:r 1915,
and against Mrs. James O Clifford of Bangor,
in the County of Penobscoi and State of Maine,
and particularly against the reai estat. uw-ied
her
by the said Mrs. James O. Clifford m

E. H. BCYIhGTON

j

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

iajj,.,
npri.. ay
possession on me nrsi uav
situated in said town of Unity und g»k' died
^
t
and bounded as follow*: Dome
.<ge,
bounded east by land of Annie M.»rs-*,s heirs;
north and west by land of l'. A. Wl :Ue'i, and
*um of
south by land of J R. Tabor, for tn
nineteen dollars a d seventy-three c
t.-. debt
or damage, and fifteen dollars and fi iv-four
u«»lic
cents, cost of sui-. and wii h« sold
in
jr
auction, at the office of F W
ot
Wald
on
neein
said
Brooks,
County
day, the 28th day of February, A D. isl7, at
me
ten o’clock in the forenoon, :o muo.
above described real estate as win tu si.ffi i- /it
l,"th
to pay the amount du«* on said exjcu\i
all necessary charges ..£ sale.
FRAKK A 111’Tl.F.Hrl
3w4

OPTICAL CO..

BOYINUTON

;.

South Main Mrte:. Wintcroori. Maine
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OFFICE DAYS

MONDAYS AND

TUESDAYS

To Rent
House for small
street.

family

on

••

Cedar
In-

Terms reasonable.

RALPH I. JVP RSE.

buire of

t(4

moves.

Sam Conner, private secretary to Sen- !
ator Fernald, although a busy man, as I
all private secretaries are, finds time to J
Jend a column of “live wire” stuff to the |
Lewiston Journal every now and then, j
Sam says he lias been homesick only |
once since he came 10
Wasungto and 47 Main Street,
Belfast, Maine
Lhat whs one evening when he drooped
nto a movie show, and they threw a pic- |
TEACHING
MUSIC MDSE
ture of Bill Cariigan and his baoy on to j
REPAIRING
the screen.
RENTING
That was about, all Sam
iould stand, and had it been possible he
■
ire
BAT-rrocnN
vould have set out for Lewiston forthvith.

Sheriff’s Sale.

PATTERSON’S

STATE OF MAINE.

COUNTY OF WALDO SS.

MUSIC SHOP,

A

Seventy-Year

GEO.t.

Old Couple,

Mr.

and Mrs. T. B. Carpenter
Harrisburg,
?a, suffered from kidney trouble but have
>een entirely cured by Foley
Kidney Pill*. He
lays: *‘Althi/ we are both in the seventies,we

vigorous as we were thirty years ago."
Pills stop sleep disturbing bladweakness, backache, rheumatism. Sold I
Sverywhere.
ire as

Foley Kidney

ler

JOHNSON”

Attorney at Law
BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in ail
a

Courts.

specialtv.

ENDS CATARRH, ASTHMA,
Bronchitis, Croup, Cough* and Cold*, or
nooey back. Safct and guaranteed by
A. A. H0WES*'& CO.

Glasses Pitted.

Frank F.
*

Probate practici
2ft

Eyes Examined.

|J',h

Chnar'au

Notice of foreclosure.

Representatives,
HEREAS, Herbert A, Clark of Frankfort,
January 18, 1917.
in the County of Waldo and State of
Ordered, the Senate concurring, that the
Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the sixtime tor the reception of petitions and bills
for private and epecial legislation be limited to teenth day of July. 1914, and recorded in the
Friday, February 9, 1917; that all such petitions | Waldo County Registry of Deeds, B *k 318,
where.
and bills presented after that date be referred j Page 55, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a
certain parcel of real estate, situate in Frankto the next Legislature, and that the Clerk of
fort, in the County of Waldo and State of
the House cause copies of this order to be
MAINE FOLKS IN WASHINGTON.
all
daily and weekly papers in this Maine, and bounded, as follows, to wit:
published in
On the east by land of Joel Lane;
the
State until February 8, 1917
north by land of Horace Lane, former.v of
Seeing the Sights, Being Entertained and
House of Representatives, Jan. 18, 1917.
j
John Hobbs; on the west hy land of Fred CofSent up for concurrence.
Read and passed.
Enjoying 1 hemselvcs Generally.
fin, Wilmot Hamilton, E, P Treat, land formerW. R. ROIX, Clerk.
Hon. Beecher Putnam, of Houlton,
ly of Frank Batchelder, and land toimeriy of
In Senate Chamber. Jan 18. 1917. Read and ; Fred B. Hall; on the south by the highway,
was the first of the electoral vote mespassed in concurrence.
containing one hundred forty-eight acres, more
sengers 10 arrive in Washington, and a
3w4
W. E. LAWRY, Secretary.
or less.
miad army of reporters and camera I
Also, another parcel of land adjoining the
ri -nds were on the watch for him.
With j
above described pare- I, being the same premPrices for ises
iL usual modesty Mr. Putnam sought to I
c uiveyed to Albion J
Curtis by Betsy
escape them, but within twenty-four |
F. Littlefield by her deed, dated N-. vernier
hours his
in
2■. 1»81. and recorded in Waldo Registry of
picture appeared
every
Washington paper, some of which were
Deeds, Book 190, Page 425. said lot cm : doing
nine acres, more or less; and where-is t
conexceptionally good.
dition
of said mortgage has been broken;
Pe'er Charles
Keegan, sometimes
reason of the Preach of
Now,
therefore,
PRICE
FOR
LIST.
by
SEND
as
oiown
“The Sage of Van Buten,”
the condition thereof, 1 claim a fun closure of
Ho->. John B. Madigan of tne Maine
said mortgage.
W. D. HINDS,
supreme bench, and Hon. Cscar Fellow's
Dated this twentieth day of January, in the
>t Bangor, have been in town several
u dred
year of our Lord one thousand nine
31 Plum St., Portland, Maine.
and
and
have
been
shown
i
seventeen.
numerous
lays,
4.s3p
M ARI \ A CURTIS.
3 v4
courtesies by Senators Johnson and Ferj
By Walter A. C owan, her Attorney.
nald.
Messrs. Keegan and Madigan are j
the American leprestrtatives on the St.
|
John boundary comm s-i on, and Mr. Fel- |

>

I

I

many set

‘‘The address intimates that our country, without army i r
and with a navy that under this Admin- i our cough is soon relieved.
Delay is dangeristratior, has become a joke, is going to n
U'—get Dr. King's New Discovery at once,
! walk across the ocean and dictate to the
j or nearly fifty years it lias been the favorite
nations what they must agree
! warring
for giippe. croup, c iughs and coldd.
r
to.
By what authority does he interfere 1 trnedy
et a buttle today at your Druggist, 50c,
and who gives him any right to dictate
during his long illness was unfailing in her
terms of peace to those engaged?
If his
loving devotion and care. Mr. Kilburn’s life
.jadscript Editorial]
The Rumanian Campaign.
was an exemplary one.
speech is not objectionable to the Allies,
He was never known
tice upon
Europe that we shall he surprised.
will
resent
They
to utter a profane word, and during the long
without victory”, will ;
his pretension in walking into the situaA new development in the Rumanian months of suffering, which he endured pain pat by of
rnerica, Mr. j tion and will
question his declaration amuaign was revealed in a recent Ger- tiently, he was always cheerful and
ithout the authority of
appreciathat there must not be a victory.
lan official statement vvhien reports a
j men, much less that of
tive of all that was done for him. He was an
movement northward in Dobwith Uh the citizenship
tulgarian
trade
and
was
engineer by
Canadian Comment.
employed for years
a.
We know there are j
udja across the southern estuary of the | by the Boston Tug Boat Co. He was a charter
Toronto Globe:
“Forced to defend
: w men in this
fanube.
The
was
effected near
crossing
republic
member of Floral Grange, and was always
their national rights ano the liberties of
.oscrioe to such a threat,
ultcha, 38 miles southeast of Galatz
•nd places the Bulgarians, apparently, | deeply interested in its welfare. One brother,
that “the brotherhood of Europe while in a state of unprepared,
I n one of the large islands wnich
ness for w ar, the Allies are now asked
not without many rnemstud Joseph E. Kilburn of Waterbury, Conn., and
he course of the river near its mouth,
a sister, Mrs. Sarah J.
publics to the South. To in the third year of the war, by the head
Parker, survive and
.’he Teutonic advance is thus carried have the sympathy of hosts of friends. The
of a neulrai nation, to allow the agressur
ord to the ravishers of
learer the Bessarabian
to escape the consequences of his unpar'eny that “the wages of
boundary, which funeral services were held Sunday afternoon
lere is formed by the northern
alielled crimes against civilization and
The poor people of Belestuary from the late residence and were largely atif
the
to
of
him
the
humiliation
Danube.
It
remains
tn be deveithat
spare
military
kin
message a retended.
Rev, A. J. Lockhart of Winterport
e
doctrine that “right- defeat.
iped whether the Bulgarian move is the
irelude to an effort to turn the Russian officiated, reading comforting Scripture pas
"President Wilson has not aided the
xalteth a nation.” And
eft flank hy completing the crossing of sage and quotir.g impressively, “He giveth
siuer republic of France cause of peace in Europe hy his interhe stream at this far easterly point. In his beloved sleep.” The floral remembrances
isillanimous proposal for vention at this stage.”
“When
Toronto Mail and Empire:
ny event it gives Field Marshal von were very beautiful. The hearers were Ulysses
price?” Unwittingly it
dackensen a firmer hold on the Danube G.
President Wilson speaks of freedom of
one the less inevitably,
Houston, Leonard H. Pratt, Alphonso B.
lear its mouth, the
i ultimatum misinforms
the seas he must have in mind war cononly stretch where Nason and Merritt T. Smith, and the burial
te had
not already complete control of
because it misrepresents ditions only, for in time of peace there
he river. Along the remainder of the was in Riverview Cemetery in North bucks
has always been freedom of the seas.
tumanian front there have been only en- port.
Mr. Wilson attributes to If Mr. Wilson means by ‘freedom of the
tmbition to impose on all seas’ that the seas should he equally
advance detachgagements between
Martin V. B. Knowlton died Jan. 29ih at the
Monroe Doctrine and at- free to the commerce of all nations in i ments, these resulting favorably to the
teutonic forcts, notably in the Kasino Waldo County hospital, aged 81 years, 3 months
arize his proposal by de- time of war, his remark is merely laughworld-wide application is able. He cannot suppose that at his
’alley region, where a Russian attack in and 14 days. He was born in Damariacotta,
■e of the
pledge of the bidding, or the bidding of any other ome force was repulsed, accrrding to the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.Andrew Knowl1
now
lerlm.
which
the
but
a
British
fulfilment of its neutral,
ss,
navy,
ton. When 19 years of age he learned the shipjuggles words in a way denies the freedom of the seas to Gercalker’s trade and worked at it ahout 19 years.
^
his dexterity in the con- man vessels, would abandon its advanFor many years he worked in the Belfast ship1
phrases, but he does not tage and thus throw away the sure fruits
yards and was at one time in company with
iih the straightforward of victory. If he means that the seas
There is nosuccesafulimitaticn of the
Joseph H. Trussell, He was twice married;
the first President.
Nor should be free to neutral vessels, the
glow of health.
first, to Miss Augusca Dunbar of Nobleboro.
expression to the abid- reply is that so far as the Allies are conRich red blood showing through
who died 45 years ago. Two sons and one
ee among his fellow citicerned, they are free.”
translucent skin means not only beauty
the temerity to believe
daughter of this marriage survive: Irving Lbut health. When your color fades you
>
W hat a London Paper Says.
Knowlton of Rockland, E, Augustus of Portday and generation the
will find that your heart palpitates on
reign policy bequeathed
Morning Post: President Wilson’s Blight exertion, such as climbing a stairs, land and Ina K., wife of John A. Fogg of this
>> President Washington
is
“full
of
noble
and that your breatli is short and you
speech
aspirations and
city, with whom he had mude his home for the
-'uide for the republic than
The belligerents
lack ambition.
All these tilings are
nunt thrde mintura
14
amiable sentiments.
shs of President Wilson,
feel the desire lor peace at least as much
of
an
anemic
of
condition,
symptoms
Julia Waterman of Belfast, who is living at
l' -ctrine is an American as do neutrals.
It is only when we get
thin blood.
Biddeford Fool. One sister, Mrs, Melissa Gild
down to the question of how peace is to
Try building up the blood with Dr. den, lives in
American defense. It be attained and
Nobleboro. Mr Knowlton was a
maintained, that we Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.
he arbitrated.
cornetist and played for years in the old BelTo talk might find ourselves in
Eat nourishing food, exercise a little in
disagreement.
il to the world is
fast bard and in Sanborn’s orchestra.
only to According to President Wilsoli’s logic it the open air daily and watcli the color
Many
urnloeution its abandon- would have been better for Lincoln lo
retu rn to cheeks and lips.
If you are
years ago he war made a member of Alney
have met the Southern leaders upon the
below your normal weight you should
Lodge, F. & A. M., of Waldoboro and later was
ee speech calls for no
take on one or two pounds a week unfield, shaken hands and agreed upon
made an honorary member by the lodge. In
by «the Senate, for he peace.
When the war between
der this treatment.
And the first sign
religious belief he was a Baptist and attended
Personally lo that body Spain and the United States was still unof improvement will be in your appetite.
that church when able.
The funeral was held
veral days before writ* settled would Americans have been satisDr. Williams’ Pink Pills tone up the
its advice, to the govern- fied if the
at the home of his daughter Wednasday at 2
and the re-vitalized
had interEuropean
powers
digestive
organs
"■
world. It calls, howiever, vened and said: ‘You must make peace
p. m., Rtv. J. Wilbor Richardson of the Bapblood carries nourishment that means
-t comment by the press
tist Church officiating,
without victory, because any other peace
strength to every partof the body.
1<- of the
nation, to the end would leave the sting of resentment and
Two books, “Building Upthe Blood”
1 Ihct
between the ambition a bitter memory.’
Maine Couple Married 71 Years.
and “What to Eat and How to Eat”
'•'lit and the
“In both of these cases Americans
aspiration of
give just the information that you need.
"
be well known and quick- would have
Bath, Jan. 26. Mr. and Mrs. Read
replied, and did reply, that They are free. Write for them today
,e
world.
At the outset of the war must be fought to a finish until
,
to the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
Nichols, Maine’s oldest couple, reached
ticans
balked
at the bonds
the vanquished
accepted the victor’s Schenectady, N. Y. Your own drug.,
their 71st anniversary today at their
neutrality, and surely they termB. Upon first impression the Presigist sells Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills or
!l upon to be
601 Washington street- ThiB af
home,
for
a
full-size
cents
can
send
equally wary dent’s scheme does not fill us with any
fifty
you
age of the “meddling” neu- very sanguine hope. We remain still of
ternoon a number of friends called to exmail, postpaid.
package
by
"hich the President is now the opinion that a permanent
tend congratulations.
peace can :
Mr. Nichols is in
",mit them. In the consid- be obtained
till,
Enforcement in Aroostook.
only by the defeat of Geralmost perfect health, but Mrs. Nichols
lus matter let us not confuse
t,
We would even say to President
many.
*ith good 6epse. To defend Wilson what Lincoln said to
is feeble. The two, however,'were the
Europe at
Houlton, Me., Jam 24. Aroostook
lit Mt> °f a man whose mind is oc- the end of 1861: ‘I am quite sure that a lounty’s new sheriff, Charles E. Dunn, life of a family dinner party tonight,
'd
abstractions is not iocom- Bound argument could be made to show it a local restaurant tonight, declared he when they were surrounded by their childi,
the duty of disclosing the them that they can reach their aim more
ranted his men to strictly enforce the dren, grandchildren and great-grandchil*i-.
obsession which has prompted readily and easily by aiding to crush this ’rohibitory law. He al-o called the at- dren. Mr. Nichols is 95 and his wife 89.
rebellion than by giving encouragement
ention of his deputies to gambling, sellto it.’
1 °«ton
ng of cigarettes* to minors and selling
Journal Editorial.J
“In other words, if President Wilson
andy and cigars on the Sabbath, saying
FOR FLETCHER S
Bludy of the President’s re- desires to end the war, let him come in I ie expected them to prosecute all oftenaper brings us no nearer a and help us end it. He will then have t lera.

fomulgation.

r

neautiiul

pieces. The members of Osceola Council attended in a body and
many of her shopmates were present. The
bearers were Ira T. Clough, Eugene L. Cook,
Melvin O. Dickey and Eben F. Hatch, (Rocklaud papers please copy,]
flowers, including

'''

Belfast

had been ill

She

ite with all who knew her.

[

fields.”
j Hartford Courant:

She

Scotia.

native of Nova

|

about 21 years ago, and June 26, 1898, married
Capt. John W. Ryder of Belfast. She was al
ways bright and cheerful and a general favor-

presents

are

T

|

have

that may

treated

J. Bryan Dissents.

the Presi-

declares

|
I

I

to

>

l

r

help them by example, than 1 have in our
»f the German-Amer- country to help them by endorsing the
ctly unfriendly, with European plan of relying upon force and
ae
Staats-Zdtung of terrorism.

standing solidly

t it ion,
d
behind

|

Much

j
|

press receives the mes,nv angles of view
as

tr

Suggestions

“The President’s message is a wonderfully eloquent appeal to the nations at
war,” William J. Bryan said in an interview at Madison, Wis., dan. 23d.
“Insofar as the President’s message suggests terms of agreement, it is entirely
sound and reflects w hat I believe to be an
almost unanimous sentiment, but I dissent entirely from the proposition that
this nation should join in a movement to j
effect peace in Europe.
“If I know the sentimentuf the American people, it is inconceivable that they
j
should be willing to put the American
army and navy at the command of an international council which would necessarily be controlled by European nations !
and allow that council to decide for us

mil of admiration for the
'o" -■( President but cannot see
apply to the present war. The
,c-icle points out the Presivj;
l
..,; Icceive himself with hopes
war without
bitterness.
>;i alter the fact by tellhing to be bitter about.

THOSOWFUL
_CRAMPS

_3

OBITUAKY.

Graves,

Registered Optometrist,
Belfast, Me.,

I. O. O. f.

Bldg

Taken this 22t.d day of J .r.uary, A D 1917,
execution dated January 10m, A.
i9l7,
issued on a judgment rendered by tnc Sugrt /i.e
Judicial Court iui the County of Wald >, at a
term thereof begun and he d at Belfast, within and for said County of Waldo, on toe first
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1917, on the firm
day of the term, being the sixth day of Jaiiuary, A. D. 1917, .n favor of It. C. Whitaker of
Unity, in the County of Waldo, collec »r of
ti'Xes for the said town of Unity for the year
1915, and against William Walt, n of said Unity,
and particularly against the real estate owned
by tbe said Witliain Walton o. in nis possession
on me first day of Aprii, A. D. 1915, situated
in said Unity, and bounded and descri evl as
follows: dome farm, 150 acres, bounded on the
east by lanos ot Charles Dean and J h
Lewis;
west by land of J C. Harding's heir? and Bog
land; south by lar ds of Mrs. O. B. Cookson and
Harry Waning, and north by lands of Norris
Pushor and Alton Blanchard, for the sum of
thirty nine dollars and ni ety-five cents, debt
or.damage, and seventeen dollars and seventy
cents, cost of suit, and will be sold at public
auction, at the office of F. W. Brown, Jr., in
Brooks, in said County of Waldo, on Wednesday, the 28th of February, A D. 1917, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, so much of the above
described real estate as will be sufficient to pay
the amount due on said execution with all
necessary charges of said sale.
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,

on

I

!

!

3w4

Deputy Sheriff.
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Combination—Finest

Magnificent

A

Pub. Co.

Mrs. Chas.

r

[ Bu“ J£Lg«

Friday night

and pharmacists have
the desirability of comi10n—a superlative tonic—in a

oiood-purifying, building-up medicine.

combination of the iron with
Sarsaparilla has now been seined through the happy thought of
prescribing Feptiron Fills to be taken
in connection with the Sarsaparilla—;
one before eating, the other after.
In this way the two medicines work
and
most
harmoniously
together

cbscrietion Terms. In advance, $2.00
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
a

Gen. Pershing’s forces

Mexico,

of

out

but

with them—dead

Dollars

a

call

or

are

beneficially, supplementing

marching

alive.

that the “leak”
will result in what the fish-

a

“water haul.”

at

$5 and upwards per barrel.

the Boston &

“No

a

a great newspaper man
fortune out of journalism,”

ily, and it
the

put in

a

great-

and babe

looked upon as

was

paft

a

Berry, Gilmore street, has been
quite ill for the past week from a very severe
At
cold, complicated wita other troubles.
tins writing, Monday, he is improving under

of

the

A hill has been introduced in the Connecticut legislature for licensing journalists. Applicants must have had at least

classes,

lias

neighbors.

meat-eaters. Cheese-making
the farm was given up because of the
labor it entailed upon the women of the

nation of

Alvah

mill

Jtfferson

which

in

manner

suggestion of an
Anglo-American alii .nee ought to be a
caution tu President Wilson against going
into partnership with the civilized Powers
the

down”

British

of earth!

although

President Wils'ii
tions to the Kaiser

is according to

cabled

on

his

custom

congratula-

birthday,

as

an

internation-

Farm and

Kaiser its

a

personal
publication

to

message
could have been

the

name

message

of the American

people,

in in

wnich
him

The Globe says that
in Imlia the natives used to have more
than 10.' holidays, reducing the working

days

in

the year

by

a

third, hut in pro-

gressive New Z-aland only

four

holidays

allowed, and it thinks that the worka-

are

spends
which

on

these

the

conditions

a

frequently
in

as

the

it meets with

a

A.

Stevens

apparently

gain-

improving

Mouday

and

further return of

hope she may
this trying ailment.

we

The

no

Phippsburg,

Me. to attend the

schooner Margaret L Roberts, in
which he will leave immediately for New
York, where she will load a general cargo for
Para, South America. Leaving comparatively
suddenly for a long voyage, he ask9 that his
| good-bye be extended to friends in Stcckton*
; Winterport and vicinity whom he was unable
to

of

house to Howard

has leased his

Sylvan street

Capen, formerly
soon

as

of

Eastport,

some

necessary
done.
The

papering is
Mixer furnishiDga were being removed
Monday, Mr. Mixer having been with

on

his

daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Barrett, Stone House farm, since the death of
his wife.

SWANV1LLE.

direct reward,

of Mr. A. 1. Mather of
While traveling in Southern

he has had set in

illustrated article

a

ring.

with

his

mother,

Maple Terrace

Mrs. T. D. Nickerson at

Annie Nickerson, who is teaching in
the Porter Bchool, Searsport, spent Saturday
and Sunday with friends in the village.

“The hearty welcome extended to the
Prince of Wales when he landed at Hali-

and

on

Nova

fax in 1860, to Prince Alfred in 1869, and
to the.Princess Louise and the Marquis of
Lome but

few months ago, illustrate
the devotion of the Nova Scotians to Victoria and her representatives.” That is
a

true today, not only of Nova Scotia but
of thejoyalty of all Canada to the moth-

country. An article from the Boston
Herald, published last week, on Canada’s

er

contributions in men, money and munitions, was a remarkable exhibit of practical

patriotism.

A foreigner recently said of President
Wilson that he had the genius of inop-

portunity,
“Warped
from the

and the
as

Brooklyn Eagle sayB:

this

point

estimate may seem,
of view taken by the

President and hiB

sympathizers, it is
remembering that it reflects not
only the preponderance of public opinion
in France, England, Russia and Italy,
worth

but also

a

considerable element of pub-

in the United States. Even
Mr. Wilson’s warmest friends must admit that he is not alwtrys fortunate in his
choice of words; that he frequently
lic

opinion

weakens his public utterance by employing expressions that require labored defense and explanation at home and arouse
a

furious

antagonism

abroad.

In this

category his critics will place his “Too
proud to fight;’’ his assertion that both
groups of belligerents are striving for
the same objects, and, lastly, his declaration for “peace without victory.”

men

are

treme

lively at C* R. Nickerson's mill
searching the neighborhood for

places to pile their lumber until it
tended to.

can

Ray Robertson closed a very successful
school in District 1 and 2 last Friday,
Mia. Robertson is an up-to-date teacher and
Mrs.

the

pupils

made

good

progrese.

Hussey of Waldo closed his school in
District 3 and 6 last Friday. His pupils showed good work. His singing and teaching them
to sing was a noticeable feature.
Leon

anxiety.

Last week, after Monday mornings Bnow
storm, gave us some beautiful winter weather
Thursday was an exceptionally mild day for
mid-January. But dark clouds gathering at

be at-

term of

Great

sympathy is extended to our neighb.r in his
suffering and to his anxious wife and daughter, Mrs. Edward I. Littlefield, in their ex-

Miss

Business is

time, he being unable to speak.

short

farm.

Halifax,
Scotia, published in an American
Magazine of March, 1882, the writer
said of the loyalty of the Nova Scotians:
an

;

nightfall settled into a snow storm during the
night, which cleared during Friday forenoon,
the wind swinging to the northwest and bringing

clear, but very cold, Saturday. Sunday
the present week with a cold, desul-

a

At 14 off from its Value?

j

We have about 50 Winter Overcoats we would like to close out, and for the s,
days, beginning Feb. 2nd and ending Feb, 9th, we offer to sell these to you at a
discount from our present low prices. This means you can purchase

r'

pa

A jZO.UU

1
|
§
dill

Mrs. P A. Goodale of Bucksport is the guest
ner

Ol

mrts.

daughter

v>.

nunan

family and will spend

iuiutr,

mm

remainder of the

the

winter with them.
Miss Winifred A. Dodge of Freedom will arrive tomorrow, Friday, tc visit her cousin
Miss Florence Cross.

pa

Claude B. Nutter* o{ Lee, formerly
Belfast, spent Sunday here with friends.
He was on his way to attend the evangelistic
meetings in Portland.
Rev.

of

SS

<jj|

Mrs. J. Wilbor Richardson will leave next
for Clirton Springs, N. Y for further
treatment at the sanitorium. Mr. Richardson
will accompany her to
the last of the week.

Boston, returning

i§

ff|

Miaa

P

Miss

for

l.Vur.^00

Hall

in

I

I

Mackinaw, 4.50

Special Lots in Men’s Suitsj

free

Big Reduction in Price

a

1

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
The Main bireet Clothiers,

.jjjij

Ahhntr

the

or

8.3S

These in the famous Kuppenheimer make,
No blacks or blues in above special lots.

fill)

Maimi, Fla where they plan to remain for
several months, having given up tneir trip to
To

11.25

“

25 Men’s Suits at $5.95. Regular $7.50 to $8.50 value,
30 Men’s Suits at $11.95. Regular $13.50 and $15 value
28 Men’s Suitsjit $16.95. Regular $20 and $18 \ ; i

P|

William H. Hall and daughter, Miss
Hail, will leave next Monday for

substitute

$15.00

The above lot includes both the long great coats which are also very usefj
use in the spring and fall, and the dressy medium length coats, in the
style models. When you realize that in order to get the same quality in coat
winter the price will be at least 25 % higher, you can judge that these coats ar

At

p
p
|

H.

...

A

|j

Mrs. Emma Knowlton Kochersperger will
leave Boston this week to spend the remainder
of the winter in Florida. She will be joined
in Jacksonville by her sister, Mrs. Amy Knowlton Pratt of Chicago, and later they will go to
Mrs. Kochersporger’s home at Sea Breeze.

V

12.50
6.00 Boys’ Overcoat

Three

|

Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton of Chicago arrived
yesterday morning to spend a few days with
her father, Mr. Edward Sibley, and is the guest
of Misses Mabel R. and Maude E. Mathews,
Mrs. Hilton came east on business in connection with committee work at Wellesley College

will

“

A

for
“

‘

|

bargains.
Our prestige of selling only new up to the minute merchandise, and gen
cash out of these goods to pay for new spring goods coming in, is our only c
this big reduction.

tint

home

Mrs Haraden S Pearl left Saturday night
for Rutland, Vt., where sho will be matron of
honor at the marriage of h
sister. Miss Edith
Montgomery,to Dr. Abbott Hutchinson of New
Yorx, which will take place Thursday night,
February '5.

Grace

“

15.00

A

•

Kuppenheimer Overcoat

1

»

auto

Tuesday

James Eilis Knowlto
of Swanville, whose
birthday was celebrated Jan. 18th, was
born Jan. 18, 1837, and married Miss Harriett
Marden of Monroe, June 6, 1855. He enlisted !
at
Mrs. Amanda B Stantial died Jan. 29i.li
in the 26th Regiment Company I, Oct. 11th,
E. Stantial,
and was sick at Raton Rouge and mustered out the home of her grandson. Arthur
1 2 months.
in East Belfast, aged 75 years an
at Bangor Aug. 17, 1863. Last June Mr. and
She had been in her usual health, but took
Mrs. Kuowlton observed the 58th anniversary
cold Jan. 22nd and was not considered seriousof their marriage.
until laBt Friday, when bronchial pneuThe many friends of Mrs. Emma i'obin Dick- ly ill
monia set in and she failed rapidly until death

Belfast.

>

80th

ens

OBITUARY.

of Camden will be

pained

to learn

she is

confined to the house, the result of a fall on the
ice. One ankle was badly sprained. Mtb.
Dickens, who is the Grand Matron of the Grand
Chapter, O. E. S., of Maine, has been attending
many installations in the State and had just
completed her duties.
^ *^**6
The Womau’s

its

in Boston.

Owen went to Lynn,
Mass., last Friday to spend a week with Misses

Marguerite

Miss

H.

Harrington. Among the
pleasant things she is anticipating during her
visit is a concert in which Madam Evelyn ScotHelen and

Anna

ney and her husband

How.ard White will ap-

They recently returned from a trip to
Madam Scotney’s old home, Melbourne, Aus
tralia, and are filing their Boston engagepear.

before starting
Pacific islands J

ments

the

many

on a

17-months

tour of

H. Hanscom of New York, who has
in Belfast, sailed trom New

friends

York Jan. 30th for Tamua, where she will

spend

several weeks with her

daughter,

whose

in that city with Stone &
Webster Engineering Corporation of Boston.
Mr, and Mrs. Hanscom have been in New
York for the past two years and have an apartn.» it at The Chelsea, Mr. Hanscom holding a
responsible position with Charles W, Morse.
husband is

l cated

case

$600,which

In

|

avenue.

Clarence Curtis is at home from Carmel, sick
virs. Albert C. Burgess will return the last
Frank B. Jackson, Church street, previously
Rockland.
with a cold.
mentioned as going to Boston for a second of this week from an extended visit in Boston,
California 15 years ago Mr, Mather did
We are getting a little more much needed treatment by a mouth specialist, submitted to w here she was called by the illness of her lifean act of courtesy for an elderly woman
an operation—a very critical one—Jan. 22nd, at
long friend, Mrs. Frank B. Willson. Belfast
snow to make our traveling good
friends received word Sunday of Mrs. Willwhom he didjiot known. Years after he
Much sympathy is extended to Edward the Des Brisay Hospital, a small private Back
received a letter front her, stating that Gross for the loss of his younger son
Bay Institution, where under special care of son’s death. She is very pleasantly rememHarry.
and nurse he is being most carefully bered here,where she had frequently visited.
surgeons
he had been remembered in her will, and
The L. A. S. met with Mr9. T. D. Nickerson
Miss Alice Ball of Boston.
the other day he received from the at- Jan. 26th. It will meet Feb. 8th with Mrs. watched, the cutting having been extensive She was formerly
and Berious.~ Mrs. Jackson is in Boston with She is survived by her husband, their two
torney representing her estate a package Mary F. Nickerson.
relatives, having at this writing. Monday, been daughters, Mrs. Ethel Haywood and Miss
Containing a diamondiworth between $500 Stanley Cunningham of Monroaspent Sunday allowed to see her husband occasionally for a Emily Willson,and one sister, Mrs. Charles H.
and

|

A Winter Overcoat

jjjl

MiSB Marian Knowlton, a stenographer, is Bt
home from Boston for a visit with her parents,
Mr and MrB. Edward Knowlton, North port

Mr**. A.

see.

Herbert Mixer

who will occupy it as
inside painting and

not try this in Maine?

Miss Gertrude Hogan of Thorndike was the
last Friday of Mr. aod Mrs. Allen L.
Patterson and attended the firemen’s ball.

guest

journalism

launching

j

|

Mr. and Mrs. Eimer A. Sherman left Tuesfor a business and pleasure trip to
BoBton and Providence.

day noon

mother, Mrs. John M.

uary 24tb for

is to get more farmers to cure the
meat needed for home use; to bring about
the revival of the country smokehouse.

B. L. Davis returned last Saturday from
Bangor, where he spent Convocation week.

lation of the press to women’s clubs were discussed. Among those present was Miss Kate
Lewis of the Boston Evening Record staff and
who for some years past has been engaged in

Everett Knox, West Main street, left Jan-

Missouri

M.

A. M. Ames, arrived home
Friday night, Mrs. Ames, joining her husband
at Bangor on his return from Augusta.
He
left, Monday afternoon to resume his legislative duties, Mrs. Ames remaining with his

Ames, School street, for
the present week. Later she will spend some
time with her husband at the Capital.

their

WOULD YOU BUY

1

Fowler went to Livermore
tor a week’s visit.
Mrs. Fred G. Spinney returned Monday
from visitB in Portland and Boston.

Mrs Ethel
Falla Tuesday

I

i
l i e following clubbing offers are only for
subscriptions to The Journal paid one year
n

opened

Cole, all of Boston.
A fine

original

poem

was

read

by

John Clair

Minot, a native of Belgrade, and a graduate of
Bowdoin college, class of 1896, at the formal
opening on Jan. 15th, of the new clubhouse of
the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity in the 12story building previously occupied by the Yale
Club at 30 West 44th street. New York City.
Mr. Minot

was

editor of the

neaily

12 years associate
Kennebec Journal, but for the
for

past eight years has been connected with the
Youth’s Companion. Among the after dinner
speakers was Rear Admiral Robert E. Peary of
the Bowdoin class of 1877.

advance:

The Journal and Farm and home,
$2.00 i
The journal and McCall’s Magazine,
2.10 :
The Journal and V\ Oman's Magazine, 2.25 !

ended her Bufferings. She was born in Freedom, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs Bartlett
She
Whitney. Her mother was an Abott.
married Joseph Stantial of Knox, who died
five years ago, and for the past two years her
home had been with her grandson in East Bellaet. She is survived by two sons. A. B.
Stantial of Belfast and B. F. Stantial of Brocks;

Send in your

subscription

and

Belfast, Maine.

in

the receiving

KIDNEY
PILLS
FOLEY
AND BLAQQER
FOR
BACXASrfE

iTrlEE

'<

see

,
j

tlu

W. L, WEST

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. Cu.,

cousins. Mrs. Stantial was a most estimable woman, devoted to her family, and her
death will be mourned by all who knew her.
The funeral service will be held today, Thursday, at her late home at 11 a. m., Rev. David
be
Brackett officiating, and her rema.ns will

a

horses, y.
right out

ferent addresses.

are

placed

I have

The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to dif-

City Club of Boston observed
“Publicity Night” at a dinner given to the
by four grandchildren and five great grandpress and other friends, Jan. 24thr at which
children. She was the last of her family and
last various phases of newspaper work and the releaves no near relatives. The Abbots of Knox

have

Mr. and Mrs.

State Board of Agriculture five years
ago inaugurated a farmers ham and
bacon show, and the exhibition has grown
until it is now one of the big features of

Why

G.
•

is

out

practical proposition politeness object

pays, in all the walks of life and in every
line of business, and if it did nothing
more than soften the amenities of life it
would be well worth the while. Not un-

bed, although under the medical

his

of Dr.

Mrs. F. S. Humistou, wife of the proprietor
of The Stockton, has been suffering from a
painful attack of sciatic rheumatism anc^is a
patient of Dr. H, E Small. Sne was able to be

|
day world has more in common with enlightened New Zealand than with anI
cient and decadent Rome or caste-ridden
Farmers Week, as the annual convention I
India.
of Missouri farmers is called. The big
As

confining

nurse.

farms.

change

is

Dr. G. A. {Stevens, under whose care
at this writing, Monday.
Mrs. Corliss is with her as housekeeper and

The figures in other States
are believed to be bigger.
In order to

own

writing, Monday,

tion of

she

case

$7,000,000
they might easily provide

Mrs. Annie H. Monroe went to Lincolnvilie
for a visit.

library.

Angie G. Mudgett, East Main street, is
suffering from a very severe coid, which con-

|

holidays.

destination.

“Honest

Mrs.

which stop the income of many needy
saltpeter used by the packers to retain
families, as thousands ot persons are ! the color of the meat hardens it and despaid by piecework or by the hour. Yet ; troys the flavor. In one corn-belt State
we beiieve that the ones thus affected
it is estimated that the farmers annually
will be found the most earnest advocates
for meat
in excess of
of more

with

Rockland

Tuesday

Mrs.

the passage from Hayti to
His
a cargo oi logwood.

on

Soffia,

mis

ing.

home-cured

flavor to the home-cured article.

at

to

caxe

hams that tasted good.
Fireside says: “Official in

is the

her back to

John,” occupying
rooui3 for some mouths m the Masonic Block,
was seized last week with a very severe cola,

with butter, the product of the packing houses is inferior in
as

storm,

Mr. John

big packing plants and come back
producers in hams and bacon, with
freight charges both ways, commissions
and profile, added to the selling price.

And,

a

vessel sailed Jan. 26th for

to the

lne Boston Globe does not approve of
'ncreasmg the number of-holidays, which
it says are a severe tax on business and

time!

of

Biistol. It. 1

to

to the

the

people have a right to know what he
says in that message.

use

Edmund

Elden S. Shute, Sylvan street, received
a telegram Jan. 2iJd from Capt. Shute from
the Delaware Breakwater, where he had put

and that less than five per cent have
President of use,
any surplus for sale." Pigs are shipped
a
in

withheld. But when the
the United States sends

portable

Mrs.

show that only about 70 per cent of the
farmers cure enough meat for their own

the

street, is busily

Church

from his wood lot to the

the

the

in Maine sugar
makeshift for a

eating

nearest

may prove per-

family homestead, taking
city Monday morning.

in

vestigations made right out in th£ ‘hog
and hominy’belt of the Central West

message to be made public, which is conIf Woodrow Wilson
to precedent.
sent

and

her

Hichborn, West Main street,
drove to Belfast last Saturday afternoon to
bung home his Eister, Miss Emma, to spend
Sunday with himself and sister, Miss Nellie,

seeing
a

recent

writing,

this

at

to

gain

her

Henry Hawes, Cape Jellison, taking

of

Capt.

pickled

sweet

trary
had

recall

smoke-house,

which

But he refuses to allow the

al courtesy.

we

hogsheads used as

have,

walk

this

Treat,

C.

economical

by our best dairymen, who, unfortunately, do not make enough to supply the
local demands.
There is an editorial in the same num
her of Farm and Fireside advocating the
revival of the old smokehouse, in which
mention is made of the “country-cured
hams, brown as berries and having an
indescribable aroma and never-to-be-forSuch pork products are
gotten flavor.
still to be had, but not in New England,

“turned

from

street,

back to his home each trip the lumber manufactured from the previous loads. Surely an

it is inferior to the butter made at home

of “Walks and Talks,” says
that Jefferson was the real author of the
Monroe Doctrine,” and that the prompt

hope

We

hauling logs

and be

caption

to

Church

manent.

experience, pay $10 for a li- household and butter-making has been
subject to suspens'on. When largely given up for the slme reason.
licensed they would be elig'hle to assist Cream is Bold to the creameries, which
President Wilson in running the universe. ship it to Boston, where it is made into
How about newspaper men? Are they butter and comes hack to be used on the
tables of the farmers and others, though
to be licensed also?

the

bronchial cold

Monday, ventured to

for the poorer
while Americans have become a

c:i

Julius Chambers, a vetetan and well
informed newspaper man, who contributes daily to the Brooklyn Eagle under

Partridge,
improved

Leora

sufficiently

severe

six months

cense,

of Dr. G. A Stevens.

care

Miss

expensive

too

progressing finely.

are

Willard M.

Later cheese-making
regular
generally given over to the factories

has been
i

__

then

and cheese seldom appears on the farmers
table. In England cheese has long been
the chief article of diet, as meat there

claim to be ranked among the

a

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur R. Colcord, Gilmore
street, are receiving congratulations upon the
recent arrival of a little son in their home.
With Mrs. Isaac Littlefield as nurse mother

our

diet.

was

class in

journalism at
the Ohio State University. If the reverse of this proposition is true we shall
talk before

a

Ruth Merrithew arrived Friday night
from Pittsfield for a week-end visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Merrithew, Church
street, returning Monday morning to resume
her studies at the M. C. I.
Miss

necessary to the success of every firstclass New England farm, and large
quantities were consumed by each fam-

declared Colonel Edward S. Wilson, editorial writer of the Ohio Srate Journal,
in

Albert C. Colcord, East Main street,
took Thursday’s Boston boat for Rockland for
a brief visit with her daughter and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Shute, returning Saturday morning by steamer.
Mrs.

recalls the time—one hundred years ago
—when cheese-making was considered

is

man

friends.

all

as a

production.
only about three pounds each for
whole populatiijn in a year.” He

given to its leased lines as a condition
to any reorganization. But that would
seem to be a case of tne tail wagging the

who makes

other,

part of the nation’s farm
Our total consumption is

carried on

that control of
Maine Bystem should be

suggested

It has been

LadieB’ Aid of the Umversalist parish
will meet this, Thursday, afternoon with Mrs.
The
Albert C. Colcord, East Main street.
genial hostess extends a cordial invitation to
The

says: “American born citizens eat less
cheese per capita than any other country
where dairying and cheese-making are

In the South cotton is king, at 20 cents
pound. In Maine the potato is king

guest at
Is-

a

land and vicini yon a business trip at the pres
ent,buying tish for the New York city market.

to Farm and Fireside

A contributor

Alston

for the winter, is at Swaus

The Sloeaton

and giving a four-fold result in bloodcleansing and up-building.
You get blood-purifying, appetitegiving, liver-stimulating qualities in
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and great tonio
p-operties in Peptiron Pills.
iluy these medicines today.

Villa

bringing

not

doughnuts

to

investigation
ermen

are

each

Sandypoiut with
Ellis, re-

in

New York,

Walter Rich.of

Mr.

he
Hood's

overusing Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
•uo 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Saturday

and

parents, Mr. and Mrs.
turning by night train.
her

Known

ii.g

A. Snow, Church street, spent

went to

Mrs. John C. Pillshury
Monday to visit.

street.

Course of Medicine.

physicians
ARLES A. PILSRURY.

C

personal.

The Auxiliary Aid of the Universali9t society will be entertained tomorrow, Friday,
afternoon by Miss Ethel Colcord, East Main
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ened better than new.
Gillette?.
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THE

besid.
tery for burial in the spring in Brooks
her husband.
Rufus Uyer died Jan. 29th at his home
months
the Poor’s Mills road, aged 85 years, 9
He had not been in his usual
and 25 days.
about his
health for several dayB, but 'was
the
home, which has been cared for during
and Mrs. Orrie Wentpast two years by Mr,
but
worth. He was up early Monday morning,
Mr, Dyer was
about 9 a. m. passed away.
John and
in Union, the Bon of the late
on

“The Phonograph with a;

born

trade
Dyer. He was a cooper by
and in early life worked in New Hampshire
to Poors Mills
and Massachusetts, He came
He had always been a
about 45 years ^go.
citizen.
hard-working man and was a good
Robert PatterFor many years he worked for
and farming at his
son and later did coopering
think he has a
home place. His neighbors
but do not
couaiu in Augusta, and a brother,
Mr.
his name or place of residence.
Anne Walker

$30, $50, $75, $100,

up to

Come in and 'hear the New Ediso

know

creates the voices of the world’s

married. Karly in life
Uyer was three times
Miss
married a Mias Achorn and later
his
Florence Lincoln of Washington Mills,and
The futhird wife was Mrs. Melissa Kimball.

greates

he

CARLE & JONES

at

neral took place at his late home yesterday
officiat10 a. m.. Rev. Nathan Hunt of Morrill
in the receiving, The remains were placed
and in the spring
ing tomb at Grove Cemetery
will be buried in his family lot at Washington
HartsMills. The bearers were MessrB. John
Wilson and J.
horn, Henry Wentworth, M. O.
Ervin Jackson.
wife of James H.

thj

Get Your Name in
New Telephone Dire tor)

Perkins, died

Hattie C
30th. at her home No. 221 High street, af-

Jan.

ter a

iew hours

gestion.

severe

She had

illness with acute indi-

complained of

not

feeling well

several days and was taken worse at 1 a.
Mrs. Perkins was born in Freem. Tuesday.
and Angie
dom, the daughter of the late Abram
Randall Bradstreet. t,he was highly respectfor

ed and very devoted to home and its duties,
is survived by her husband; by two broth*
ere, Ansel and Simon Bradstreet of Freedom,
and by two sisters, Mrs. Mary Cox of Liberty
and Mrs. Belle Benner of Worcester, Mass.
The funeral will be held at her late home toRev. Arthur A.
morrow, Friday, at 2 p. m
Blair of the Universalist church officiating.
She

j

j

Cecil Clay of PortlaiM. who is now acting as
stenographer in the lower branch of the legislature, began his duties as court reporter 23
years ago. At that time he was a rapid writer
Mrs. L. H. Averill began teaching Monday
of sborth4nd and had reported the doings of
in the Union district in place of Miss Ethel
thel international Behring sea commission preof
the
there
to
take
of
the
Pownal
On
January 24th,
place
evening
Savery,who resigned
vious to his appointment as stenographer to the
had
a
A.
Ada M., the two-months-old child of John
&
in
the
Brick
installation
of
M.,
school, Belfast.
public
Lodge, F,
Raphnel Leavitt
supreme court of Maine. His first assignment H. and
the following officers, with Worshipful Brother
Mary Ward Canning, died Jan, 28th, at
was with Justice Emery, with whom he rethe Waldo County hospital after a short illness
Arthur A. Blair of Belfast as installing officer:
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
mained until 1911, a period of 17 years, when
Mr. Canning belonged in
with pneumonia.
W. J. Young, W. M.; French Richards, S. W.
the Chief Justice retired and Justice Hanson
Mrs. Canning was from Orono.
J.
Albert
M.
and
W.;
Town
Isaac
Littlefield,
Old
Ames,
was
a
calbusiness
Jenkins
Miss Myra
was appointed to the bench, and Mr. Clay had
ireas.; L. A. Gardner, Sec.; Percy Kneeland,
They have lived in Belfast about two years
ler in Bangor Thursday,
since been with Judge Hanson.
S. D.; Chas. I. Littlefield, J. D ; Allen Ellis, S.
and this iB the fourth child they have lost
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew T. J. Wise of
since coming here. A prayer service was held
S.; Clyde Merrithew* J. S.; F. S. Humiston,
KNOX CENTER.
Belfast are in town for a visit with his Chap.; Chas. A. Snow, Marshal; Edgar Heath,
at their home near the M. C. R. R* station
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Cramp.
Monday afternoon, Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson
Xyler. The ceremony was made very impresfor
is
J.
F.
Foster
in
working
Harold
Bryant
A. A. Blair and the following
of the Baptist church officiating.
Mrs. Alvah H. Cornforth, Mr. and sive by Rev.
the mill.
IF YOU ARE A TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER
Mrs, L. L. Libby, attorneys J. W. Man- pleasing program rendered: Selections by a
Mrs. Adelle M. Brown, wife of Dr. Elmer E.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Abbott are receiving
son and Harry R. Coolidge were business
seven-piece orchestra lead by J. H. Gerrisb;
any change that will affect your listin'on the birth, Jan. 21st, of a
Brown, died, Jan. 28th at her home in Bangor, templating
callers in Bangor Thursday.
solo by Mrs. Farrte; hymn by Mrs. Farris, Mrs. congratulations
Was
a
She
resident
of
47
formerly
Miss
Lizzie Trundy sen.
aged
years.
H. Hopkins and
Telephone Directory, you should give your ordei
The girls’ basket ball team of Maine George
and prominent in woman's club,church
and a short recitation by little Miss Ruth
Miss Claribel Jones closed a successful term Clinton,
Central Institute will play a game with Lathrop. Remarks were made by the retiring
Her
father
and
and
work.
mother,Mr. IF YOU ARE NOT A TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER M
charity
Foxcroft academy master, C. A. Snow, installing officer. Rev. A, of school here Jan. 26th and returned to her
the girls’ team of
and Mrs. W. H. Kidder, live in Clinton,
thiB, Thursday, evening in Foxcroft. The A. Blair and the newly-installed master, W. J. home in Jackson.
only a few days left in which to give your order ><>
M. C. L, team will play a game with the Young, following which a fine collation .was
The remains of Mrs. Will Sprague, formerly
hall, the large company
A Seventy-Year Old Couple,
Bangor High school team in Union hall served in the banquet
name may appear correctly in the next issue of tK
requiring the setting of the tables the of Thorndike, were brought here fpr burial
Friday evening. ThiB promises to be a present
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Carpenter Harrisburg,
third time, the orchestra furnishing music Jan. 26th. The funeral was held at the Knox
teams
are
out
to
as
both
lively contest
Orders taken at the local office, Belfast,
Pa., suffered from kidney trouble but have
during the serving of the first table. After Corner church.
win.
been entirely cured by Foley Kidney Pills. He
the serving of refreshments, the company re*
or by telephoning the local manager
in
the
we
are
both
of
a
season
social
seventies,we
assembled in the hall for
Samuel K. Thorn pstn and Amy Blanche Bays: “Altho’
are as vigorous as we were thirty years ago."
chat, before retiring at a late hour to their reCh.iiQ.iait
New England Telephone and Telegraph Cor^P
rhomas were united in marriage Jan. 17th.
Kidney Pills stop sleep disturbing bladFoley
spective homes. Members, their families and
FOR FLETCHER S
invited guests were alike pleased with the rheir many friends extend congratulations der weakness, backache, rheumatism. Sold
E, R. SPEAR, Manager.
Everywhere.
and good wishes.
program and enjoyment of the evening.

Ury

CASTOR IA

storm, the temperature apparently,
low to allow a genuine downfall.
Monday continued the disagreeable storm,
with considerable rise of temperature as these
items are being finished.
tory

snow

being

too

Rev. Horace B. Sellars of the

Methodist,
Ur. and Ur*. Etheel Willey, who have been |
Bucksport Monday to assist residing on High street, are to remove early
Rev- Dsvid M. Angell, pastor of the Fraaklin
this month to Wiseasset, where they will make
street Methodist church, in a series of revival
their home.
He
meetings.
will return home to-morrow,
~Miss Carrie E. Gilmore, bookkeeper for the
Friday, noon.
A. A. Howes Co, is ill at her home. 39 High
The Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co., last street, and Mrs. Therese Southard is substi.

| church

I
j

I

I Ten

Week sold the John W. Dahl cottage on the
South Shore, Northport, to Ralph F. Thurston

Store is offering on every Shoe and
I ltai Hie Pinsmore
,<,,i her in their store. For Seven Days Only, beginning
.-.ivlay, February 3rd, and continuing up and includSaturday, February 10th. Considering the un-

offerings

Don’t for

made.

ever

one

date.

„et the

H. Hayes went to Portland Tuesday to attend a meeting of the Maine chief
operators of the N. E. Tel & Tel Co. at the
Congress Square Hotel. Miss Nellie Rams-

the senior operator, is serving as chief
Miss
operator during Miss Hayes absence.
Hayes expects to return home to day, Thurs- !

At the next annual meeting of the Maine
State T acher’s Association in BangoT the
opera Martha will be given in the Auditorium

Schools.

ard of

the semi-annual

Siindmom

I__
11At their meeting next Tuesday afternoon
Thos. H. Marshall Circle will serve a 5 cent

Belfast.

News of

| from 6 to 7.
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the

on

j

the

High school,
of

room

j

j
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!
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1
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•. >.

i
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|

E'bridge S. Pitcher of Belfast, Miss Gale Littlefield of Bangor, supervisor of music in the
public schools, and Miss Louise Fernald of the
Bar Harbor schools as the special
committee

|9)

|

Mrs

The
ice

menu
cream

several

vocal

amp, No. 43, S. of V,, was in•i^jor William Southard of the
and senior vice commander
‘Vision, S. of V. The work was
a
very pleasing manner. The
ary served a fine banquet at

appreciated by all present.
joyed after the working of the

was

ce^rir

About 125 tickets have
ihn men’s

banquet under

the

Board of Trade in Odd
to-morrow, Friday, at 6 p. m., at
i award Amherst
Ott, will be a
iquet will be served by the ofcree staff of
Aurora Rebekah
menu will be a good one.
Later,
Dr.

Ott will

address the

•tterment,

a talk for men
only,
Ott will give in the Colonial

r.

iia

most

interesting lectures,

Come True
v

or

the

Haunted

interesting questions

on

power will be answered
made a stud*/ of sanity.

the

by

school in

the church

a

Folks,"

by the

vestry Thursday evening, Feb. 8th, under the direction of Mrs. S. A
Parker, who is coaching the cast. It was
planned to.give it Feb. 6th,but it was postponed
•n account of the concert by the Colby Glee
Club

aus-

iv.'fast

»m.

Philathea

a three-act drama, will be preyoung people of the Baraca and
classes of the Methodist Sunday

“Our
sented

to

be

given here

on

that date under the

auspices of the senior class pf the Belfast
High school. The cast of characters is as follows: Capt. Thompson, a retired shipmaster,
Leon S. Goddard; Harry, his son, Byron Salter;
Capt. Sleeper, a retired Californian, Charles
Getcheli; Teddy, his son, Frank Downs; Hiram
Small, a mill owner, Samuel Durost; Phial,
Capt. Thompson's man of all work, Fred Seward; Mrs. Thompson, good as gold, Dora Brown;
Mrs. Sleeper, hoping against hope, Leota Patterson; Becky Sleeper, the tomboy, Maude
Bryant; Huldah Prime, full of complaints,
Ethel Frost; Cilly York, slipshod but willing,
Gladys Marshall.
----m
f
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bargains

great many other
in email lots and

mere

are

cost of

pound
living.

quite

makes

Dr. L W.

cut in tue

was

until the

nave

high

overcoats aud mackinaws, and three
special lots of men's suits, in the famous Kuppenheimer make.Ingraham block, recently
occupied by Jo.ie & Snow, is for rent. Apply
to the City National Bank, Belfast_Don’t
forget the ten per cent discount that the
Dinsmcre Store is offering on every shoe and
rubber in their store for seven-days only, be-

ginning Saturday, Feb. 3rd, and continuing up
to and including Saturday, Feb, 10th.
With
the present 1 igh price of leather this is a remarkable < ffering.. Carle & Jones, as usual,
.,

big bargains for Mer-

chants’ Week. Special prices on ail merchan
dise. Three big specials in the dry goods department—on crepe de chene, black taffeta

AS USUAL

silk and 40-inch

sheeting.... B. O Norton will
return from Boston the last of this week with
a
load of medium and heavy
weight draft,
horses-See abstract of *he 67th annual report of the Union Mutual Life Insurance Com-

CARLE & JONES

pany of Portland, Maine, on the 6th
page.
Charles W Ryder, manager, Brooks, Maine.

1

over

Feb.

knew the place well.
They broke out
cellar window in the
alleyway, sash and
woo

Values

Big

j]

FOR MERCHANTS’ WEEK.
We shall make it

possible for

i Special Prices

on

.....-

I

I

ju

3

y

OF

all merchandise

1

They rummaged

iviute 01

me

the

office,

but

Mr. C. E.
only six

tbey
had banked everything
Saturday.
drawer were not distook
11 boxes of gum, opened
They
company Bays

miss

he

boxes,

took

pipes and left

some

filled

they
They

while in the
building.
emptied a large number of chocolate
boxeB and piled the contents in a corner, but

also

left it to take other goods
they liked better.
Mr. White estimates the loos at about
$50.
They left the cellar open and only by good

Evening Shades,
new spring merchandise, 65c
value,
sale price
49c.

tanks, etc., did nut freeze, which
would have coat the company at least $1,000,
besides delaying their work. It is
thought
that several trips were made in tne direction
of the depot to take the plunder
away.
The Sick

and

members of

Convalescent. Both
Chase & Doak, who

the

the firm

of

Black Taffeta Silk, 36 in. wide, regular
$1.35 value, special,
$1.17
^0 inch

Miss Huzel Doak

...

m..uth is

England

^

see us, we

will make

it worth your while.
Very truly

!U|
g)

>Hol

a

severe

cold

She

Tuesday and yesterd y
bookkeeper for the H

able to be out
duties aB
L Whitten Co.
was

resumed her

more

men

and

to

years

to-day

women

are

J.

I 11©
Dramatic Tensity

and

ones

j
AT

a

full

the

benefit of

DWIGHT P. PALMER S.
TELEPHONE 6-4

long

of a

Woman. The UniThursday afterqoon, Jan.

Famous

Harriman

and

a
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Howes’Special Coffee

the Secretary of the New
Association, from Mrs. A. W.
Bangor, acknowledging the contri-

of

was

absorbing interest, bringing

Saturday, February 3rd,
FROM 3 TO TO 6 P. M,. WE SHALL SELL

Howes’

Special Coffee

at 10c. a

Aot over two pounds to a person.
Three pounds 55c.; regular price 20c

pound
a

lb.

This offer is made to introduce the coffee. Try it We
stand behind it and if not entirely satisfactory, return it
and we will refund the money.
No delivery and no telephone orders.

'•

A. A. HOWES & CO.,
GROCERIES.

DRUGS,

MEDICINES

out

HOUS©
and

a

Ll©S

OT

the

,,

COMEDY CARTOONS

Band

o

CARLE & JONES.

H

Monday Evening
BLANCHE SWEET in

Tuesday Evening
HOUSE PETERS in
“THE CLOSED ROAD”

0

|_| ATP.,

& HATE

Wednesday Evening
ETHEL CLAYTON in
WORLD FEATURE?

interesting

HORSES

life.

was

I shall arrive from Boston the last of this
week with a load of medium and heavy
weight draft horses.

B. 0. NORTON, Belfast, Maine.

expressed

wishes of her parents. They
first to St. Petersburg, then to Heidelberg, where the young student attracted at
tention by her wonderful mind and ambition to
develop it. Here she formed friendships with
George Eliot, Darwin, Spencer, Huxley and
others, but was never happy, and her bitterest
complaint was “Nobody has really loves me.”
Her scientific work, successful as it was, never
gave her any real joy, and thought was her
tyrant instead of her servant. It was quite
the reverse later in life when, through her
own wilfulness, she was without what her
heart most craved, a love as strong as she was
capable of giving and a home of her own. To
her reality always seemed far behind her anticipations. She succeeded nearly as well in
her lectures and literary work as she had in
her mathmatical research. The story of her
later life in Paris was charmingly told by Mrs.
Williamson. The last days of her life—with a
morbid fear of the great unknown and her'
dearest dreams not yet
;#ali^ed— were spent
among strangers in Stockholm, where she died
iir February 1891 aged 41 years.
went

Wonderful Finale.

by Belfast

of this unusual and

born in Russia in 1850, a most, unwelcome child in the family of the Russian
General Krukovsky and his worldly wife. Mrs.
Wiiliamson described the home life of this
family of wealth and dirtinction, giving piojpinence to Sonia’s unusual talent as a child and
her wonderful development in her three personalities—emotional, literary and scientific.
To the world she is best Known for her remark-*
able work as a mathmatician. In Oct. 1868 she
married Waldemar Kovalevsky, for the sole
purpose of continuing her studies and against
Sonia

|M

i._.

yours,

->llcnoi=^l|n

1

central thoughts and blending the reality and

~

ioi

'

of Belfast Alliance to the Carolina Industrial School, and from Miss Brown of the
Lend a-Hand Club movement of the Unitarian
Alliances. Miss Colburn also explained the
work the society had undertaken in sewing for
charity ar.d announced that the next meeting
for this purpose will beat the parsonage to
day, Thursday, with Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson,
and all who can are urged to attend. Miss Colburn took exceptions to a current statement
that the North Church Guild with its 55 members was* the largest branch society of any
church in Belfast, as the Alliance has a membership of 67. The paper of the afternoon
was by Mrs. George R. Williamson on “Sonia
Kovalevsky, Lover and Scholar,A True Story,”

confined to
his home.... M iss Clara R. Steward was confined to her room in the H. H. Coombs
houBe,
High street, for several days the past week
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| BERTHA KAUCH
RAT -EVENING | in FOX 6 REEL FEATURE
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bution

Phoenix Row last week and is

Vocal Selections by Mr. C harles Hammons.
PAULINE FREDERICK IN “THE SLAVE MARKET”

“THE EVIL EYE”
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Alliance

Scott of

w

Concert

I

25 % Discount

letters ircm

read

TONIGHT ONLY-TWO SHOWS-7.00 AND 8.30 P.
M„

EVENING

«

to have the

large number of members ar.d several invited
Miss Charlotte W.
guests were present.
Colburn presided and read the new coda for
the Alliance of Unitarian women. She also

of

case

HEARST NEWS

o

35c.

Merchants’ Week

ages

Mrs. James S.

with

25th

Belfast Opera House.
C°**N
WWJ
WOMFORTABLE

Story with

“

practice.

The Story

weakness, SCOTT S helps
fortify the body against
grippe, pneumonia and weakening colds, through
its force of medicinal
nourishment.

A Strong

“

.50

Street, Belfast, Maine.

range from 16 to
experienced musicians can

The

tarian Alliance met

bronchitis_Sheriff Cushman
is recovering from n two weeks’ illnesB with a
Bevere coid, which has confined him to
his
home on Congress street, where he has attended to business as usual.,.I.V Miller, the veteran
furrier, had nn ill turn at his place of business

(TL-

$1.00 quality for 75c.

Messrs. 4. Lee

are

years of

recovering from a serious illness at
her home. No !1 Union street. She was taken
ill first with the whooping
cough, which was
followed by ptomaine poisoning and later bv a
severe

Community Orchestra.

70. and thus the
give the younger

by
Mrs. Etta Knowlton Wey.

to-day, but from forty to sixty
from degenerative diseases.

1

Men’s Winter Caps

E. Fletcher of L'ncolnville has been
an agent for the protection of ani-

orchestration.

NORWEGIAN COD LIVER OIL
Powerful blood-enricher and strength-builder
ward off the headaches and backaches
that mean

THE AMERICAN BE„UTY.
IK.
IN
EDNA GOODRICH

Sheeting, 10 yards,

Come in and

12 Main

will be added later, as
hoped
oboes, bassoons, etc., until there is

had been confined to their homes by severe
colds, reported at their store the first of the
week.
Mr. Cease was taken first and then
Mr. Doak, and the store was closed for a
day
or two, after which it was taken
charge of

r

FALL CAPS
Quality for 35c.

Ralph D. Southworth Co.,

it is

Refuse Alcoholic Extracts That Do Not
Contain Cod Liver OiL

fjl

5,00

50c.

violas, J. Lee Patterson and C. E. White;
’cellos, Miss Edna Curtis and Seldon H m
mons; bass viol, Dean Knowlton; horn, Earl
Hammons; clarinets, W. M. Fortier and W S.
Davidson; cornet, Leroy S. Green; trombones,
Herman Cfeamer and J. Fred Sylvester; flute,
Charles H. Crosby; drums, John Parker; piano,
Mrs. Bessie Keyes. Several other instruments

luck the

■__Scott * Bowne. Bloomfield. N.

rppe de Chene in all the

6.30

“

endeavoring to arrange for a twentypiece orchestra for ensemble work and
orchestral practice, to include experienced
players and beginners, particularly the High
school pupils. It is hoped to perfect an organization later, but Mr. Pitcher has already
couducted two general rehearsals in the Belfast mUBic hall, when very satisfactory work
was done.
The present personnel is as follows: First violins, Lloyd McKeen, Leslie C.
Follett, Everett Tasker, Miss Hazel Doak;
second violins, Frank A. Nye, Russell M. Carter, Wesley Woods and J. B'rank Waterman;

as a

to

BOYS’

five

SCOTT'S EMULSION
,

SPECIALS

BIG

|1
ety,

up

years.

reports

years

“
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ASSORTMENT OF

Prffer

f ZCf

romance

j_U

|Uj

forty

“

Patterson, Frank A. Nye, Elbridge S. Pitcher
and Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, the executive
committee of the Belfast Philharmonic Soci-

attempted to enter the main store by the
elevator, but failing in that pried open a
small
door to the entry that had been nailed
for

mortahty is increasing
Thousands of well-informed
learning the true value of

you to pur-

Pase more goods for $1.00 than vou have
been able to the past year, or it will be
possible to the coming year.

The

A GOOD

™S
a° g°od’ clean merchandise from this
season’s stock, but odd lots and broken
}S
that We
t0 sel1 at g00d trades in order
that we may be able to
keep our stock
fresh and up-to-date each season.
Telephone 67-2

A

the
ail.

FEWER
PEOPLE GROWING OLDER
Public Health Service
that
people live

the age of

Suits,

mals.

COME TO THE FRONT

With

8te.„,.»8

Will close for S10.00

appointed

2.nc

with

Overcoats,

-— *

Dana

Plant Entered. The Belfast
of business on Pleasant
street was broken into last
Saturday night or
Sunday. The thieves are thought to be boys

Candy Company’s place

on

$18 Men’s Cravenette

___

Candy

A

A few

given general satisfaction.

tobacco

boys'

to the lront with

decided to let the matter
go
of the city governmer.t

meeting

3.75
3.00
2.00

Men’s House Coats
$5.00 Coats for $3.50

I

6:!i, the night watch meanwhile to serve both
day and night. Dr. Ham mens had served ar
city marshal fpr several years, making an excellent record, a-.d his appointment would

had

a

8.00
6.50

|

and it

$3 Coats at $2.

$10.GO Suits for $7.00

y

have been

to

was

“

$4.50

15 to 18 years

appointed city marshal for the remainder of
the term of George W. Frisbee,
resigned, re- E
ceived injuries Jan. 24th while at work in a
j
siiiTdo and was unable to assume the
duties,

turbed,

See the special offer of A A.
Howes & Co, for next Saturday, from 3 to 6 p
m-Harry W. Clark & Co., the ivlain Street
Clothiers, are ruaki.ig some special offers,
which include winter overcoats at 25 per cent
off from their value, the same discount on

come

Hammons, who

"

Youth’s

an

pleasure of all

The stumps in the desk

not

a

to the

to

5.00
“
“
“
4.00
“
“
“
3.00
____;

|

present.

cents as

enumerated,
broxen sizes.Twenty-five per cent discount for Merchants'
Week on pocketbooks and handbags at D. P.
Palmer's, Masonic Temple... Coffee at 10
cents a

solos,

“

Overcoats, fiandVyear3

follows

as

$6.00 Suits Reduced

I

2,20 *•« «
at *UI /pay

Boys’ Blue Chinchilla

Boys1 Suits

Sizes 10 to 17,

j

included chicken salad, rolls, olives,
and coffee.
Fred Hart rendered

Vices

—-—

i

Fred M. Dutch.

Sweatt and Mrs.

i_

o-;vfn

45

|

1 f%

===5«sttSs*:.i5rr™s

-

||

by

Harry

01 °Ut al a

SUeS a<

4

flowers, and at 7.3u p. m as a
complete surprise to her, the dining room
table, which had been arranged for a lunch,
had on it two
birthday cakes, presented

«£«&’

prefer

SaI
Febr
tMUrt|ay,

’

■« V„u ^ ^en’s

carry „

^ejare

I

with fruit and

:

..

officer, Paul Tuttle; assistant, Floyd South worth Co., 12 Main street, will have a
Winchester; trust reporter, Walter Omar. The mid-winter sale of real genuine bargains in
boys spent a pleasant evening from 7 to 10 boys and young men’s clothing, to begin towith a candy pull, games, etc.
day, Feb. 1st, and close Saturday, Feb 10th.
gree

depart-

Mrs. Mary A. Pendleton, who liv^s with her
granddaughter, Mrs. Walter B. Du'ch, No. 27
Congress street, was made very happy last
Sunday with a family observance of her 88th
birthday. She received a shower of post cards

promoted from grade 7 to 8: 22 from 8 to
There were 10 promotions from grade 9 to

»HI

_|5

committee, has appointed

this

the preliminary work of selecting the cast,
etc., will he begun in the near future.

Twenty-five

common.

™e

h

ard

building

but they will remain in the
grade 9 and take extra work undtr
Principal Z D. Hartshorn in Algebra and General Science, as there is no room for them in
the High school
At the present time there
are 94 pupils in grades 8 and 9
Mrs. William
F. Faulkner, the oxtra teacher engaged for the
j
relief.
remainder of the pchool year in the Hiiih
Rev. Dr. John G. Lovell and Miss Adelaide I school, began her duties last Monday as a gend Mrs. vesta Davis Higgins’
i eral assistant. The Union school was reE. Roes were married at Long Branch. N. J
v\ ashington as iL is Today,”
Jan. 2nd. Miss Roes was formerly a teacher | opened Monday, having been closed for seviit-xi week.
Her first arti- |
of elocution in the Long Branch schools and is | era! weeks on account of illness among the
sting, and those to follow !
well known here, having visited Miss Anrie pupils, and is in charge of Mrs. Mabel Averill
of S wanviilo, who succeeds Miss Ethel Save;yf
V. Field.
Mdies of the Baptist Sun- f
rec-ntly transferre d to the Brick school.
' 'E. O. Colby was in the city last Monday »o ^
e Winners will have a 8aJe
New
DVEftriSEMENTS
Read & Hills, pro
a Beltasl branch of the New
England
and candy, Tuesday af- j organize
of Toe City Drug Store, announce
printers
hut
on
of
Dairymen’s
account
a
Association,
Feb. 6th, in the Baptist
J misunderstanding as to the time and place if e | fhe;r third one-cent sale to h gin Saturday
will he served to ali w' o
! Feb. 3d and end Saturday Feb. 10th. During
organization was postponed and will take
that week they will take a slap at the high
piac« next Saturday, if arrangements can be
curt of living and $1 will do the work of $2.
'light the boys’ and girls’ made. Mr. Colby is spending the wee
n
staled the method of this sale is as
: the Belfast High school
Waldo county for the purpose of orga izirg Briefly
fu.lov.t-: Whatever the selling price of an artia ms from the Castine
Normal the
dairymen.
cle one *.ent additional will give the customer
grange hall. These will he
The Beaver Club was organized Wednesday
two
articles. For example, take a Turkish
f these teams in the grange i
evening, Jan. 24th, at the borne of Mrs Mary bath towel that se'ls for $1; for $1.01 you get
attendance is hoped for.
S. Whitmore, and the following officers and two towels
The sale includes full lines of the
iud or rne isiortn cnurcn is
j committees were elecied.
President, Gran- popular Rexall goods_.Perhaps you do not
rtiemine party for the primary
j ville lioffses; vice president, Ralph McCabe; know that you could enjoy eleciric lights and
Minday school, and at the laBt secretary, WTalter Omar; treasurer, Wellington all the tin e-saving and
labor-saving electric
some very dainty Valentines
Winchester; superintendent, Frank Downs; utensils that help to make home brighter. If
They are also working on gifts committee on sports, Ralph McCabe; superin- not, call on the Penobscot
Bay E eciric Com.-hipped to the O. J. S. head- tendent of nature study, W. Winchester; de
.The Ralph D.
pany and let them show you
has

g

;

the bchool

the chairman of

ment of the State

! were

lunch to all members of the Post and
Circle, i
entered the James ; the proceeds to be devoted to the
patriotic j
s store as clerk.
fund.
i
a
Mr. Ben Hazeltine, accompanied by Mrs.
Dodge of Freedom will
Hazeltine, returned home Wednesday from !
their friends on the after;i..f Feb 13th, to celebrate
Boston, where he recently urfderwent a sucMing Anniversary. Please cessful operation which has given him great j

!

for

The last three leave the

Camden,

^°S03

of the

Academies and
High schools in eastern Maine. Bertram Pack-

The changes occasioned by
promotion of pupils who had
acquired a high percentage in their studies
! were made last Monday under the direction of
! Supt. Wm. B. Woodbury. In the Peirce school
only two grades were affected, and 15 were
sent from 5 to 6. There were 47 promotions
in the McLellan school: 5 from the sub-primary to grade t; 4 from 1 to 2; 8 from 2 to 3: 7
i from 3 to 4; 9 from 4 to 5; 11 from 5 to 6; 3
The

I

•*

t

j_
-J

^'{rC::i^-pu?„!°thlnei
^

II

dell,

exclusively by pupils

*»-

I

|

genuiiJ^™.®At.e

R£AL

/

Miss Grace

o*".'"-!
//VTfD
/
arga/ns j

Boys'™ yO0

/

gregational church will give

organizations has prepared the following interesting program: Assembly, Avard Craig;
singing, America; prayer; Address of welcome;
solo, Avard Craig; vocal
response; cornet
solo, George White; declamation,Stanley Eaton;
vocal duet, Max and Doris Collirs; reading,
Miss Alice Simmons; vocal solo. Miss Katherine
Brier; tableau, The Blue and the Gray; violin
solo. Miss Hazel Doak; singing. Marching
Through Georgia; speeches by tho comrades
The regular business meeting of the association will be held in the forenoon, followed by
dinner at 11 30.
The afternoon meeting will
begin at one o’clock

I

i

The Ladies’ Aid of the North Belfast Cona supper and entertainment in the vestry, Wednesday evening, Feb. 7th. The program will be a fine one,
including a farce, music, recitations, etc. Admission, 20 cents.

The Waldo County Veteran association will
hold their February meeting in Belfast today,
and will be guests of Thomas H. Marshall Post
and Circle. A joint committee from these two

Discount bale

most remarkable

tilting for her.
Under a resolve presented in the legislature
for the distribution of what is known as the
railroad tax Belfast will receive $620 62 and
towns in Waldo county smaller amounts.

of Waterville. This was the former summer
j
home of the late Frank Gilkey of this city.
The company have rented the Ho g house on
Bay View street to G. H. Gove; the StephenThe following let- I
8on house on Park street to William
Advertised Letters.
Newbert.
and a second rent in the Frye Block on Court ters remained unclaimed in the Belfast post
street to MiBs Edith Marden of Bangor, whose i office for the week ending Jan. 30th: Mrs. J.
K. Lufkin, Leslie Abbott, A. P. Sleeper.
family are to move to this city.

Per Gent

tiled condition of the leather market this is

went to

!

regular monthly

The

business

meeting of

^

the Belfast Woman’s Club will be held at the
slub room, Monday Feb. 5th, at 3 p. m. It is
j
hoped that new copies of the Constitution will !
^e ready for distribution at this meeting.
Cochhm Chapter, D. A. R., will meet
Monday evening with Mrs. Thomas E
Bov. ker, who will be assisted by Mrs. Herbert
L. Seekins. The roll-call will be answered by
John

next

inecdotes of American actresses. A paper
“The American Women in Staareland” will
be read by Mrs. Winnifred K. Holmes, and
Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock will read “An Epilogue at Wallack’s,” by John Elton Wayland.
Miss Isabel Ginn, treasurer, will receive dues
hi

it this

GIRLS
WANTED
TO WORK ON POWER MACHINES.
Steady work. Apply at

THOMPSON

&IF6.

C0„ Church Street,
Belfast.
4w4

Store for Rent
Ingraham block

meeting.
:-

OmiQren Uit
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR I A

on

High street.

i Recently occupied by
Snow. Apply to

Jones &

CITY NATIONAL
BANK,
Belfast, Maine.

WM JONES AND KED JACKET.

ABSTRACT OF THE

THE GRANGE STATE-

Two Maine Schooners Race From Maine
Ports To Savannah, Georgia.
Al the close of the Civil War I bought
William
an interest in the schooner
Jones. She was at Rockport, Me., and
was chartered to take a hold full of lime
and a deckload of hay to Savannah, Ga.
At the same time the schooner Red Jacket, Capt. Averill, was loading at. Rockland, a port two or three miles distant,
w
tie same kind of cargo and bound to

SIXTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT

UNION MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

WIDEJGHWAY EILI
After a year of the most careful
which
extended
into
the remotest corners of the state of
Maine and which sought to probe to
the bottom the many and diversified
interests of the state at large, the
State-Wide Good Roads
Committee
has presented to the Legislature the
proposed new mill tax and
general
highway law which is to be introduced under the title of the Grange
State-Wide Highway bill
This bill
has the endorsement of the following
the state:
of
The
organizations
Maine State Board of
Trade, The
Maine
State
Grange, The Hotel
Keepers
Association, The Commercial
The
Travelers
Association,
Maine Automobile Association
and
some forty local
chambers of commerce and boa.Ms of trade.
For the
drafting of the bill the State-Wide
and
Committee had the assistance
advice of (he most expert authorities.
The >111 Ig to be
commended for

Investigation

Sav

ah. Our
shippers were very
that wt should get to Savannah
first, for,said they, if the Red Jacket gets
there first your cargo will have to be ;
anxmus

PORTLAND, MAINE.
1

ASSETS.
SURPLUS,

stored.

$19,115,226.10
$ 1,263,427.47

sailed we feil in with the
Red Jacket down off Monhegan, lying
The

Payments

to

6,120,313

$10,482,855

....

$64,767,030
S 2,528,543
$57,223,741

Policyholders During 1916,
Policyholders,

INVESTMENTS—“The Company is prepared to make loans on municipal securities, and on a
conservative basis on local real estate, where the property can be personally inspected by members of the
It also continues the practice undeviatingly of confining the securities purchased
Finance Committee.
exclusively to municipal bonds, issued ehnfly by cities sod counties of States where the Company is
entered for the transaction of business. The Company’s holdings of such securities have increased three
millions of dollars during the past three years.’’—Extract from report regarding investments.

SI A 1IME* T DECIMBBB 31,

i

1916

DISBURSEMENTS.
Death Claims.
$
Matured ard Disce unted Endowments.
Surrendered Policies and Cancelled Notes.
Surplus paid Policyholders.
Annuities.

Insurance Premiums (less $3,670.00 for re-insurance
.$2,289.602 85
852.170 13
Interest and Rents
81.064 26
All other Receipts.
......

836.370 10
423.304 86
868,80? 41
397.940 65
3,824 99

Total paid Policyholders. .$ 2,528.543 01
Insurance and Agercy Fxrensep.
298.119 88
Home Cffce Salaries ard Legal Expense.
1C5.216 00
Taxes on Insurance.'..
47.235 96
Taxes. Repairs and Expenses on Real betate.
35,935 27
Medical Examinations.
13 96f 50
Advertising, Printing, Postage, etc.
15.925 59
Kook Value Real Estate Reduced.
10.000 00
Supplementary Contract Claimp..
13,704 01
Accumulated t-ash Dividend*.
2.242 14
Miscellaneous Expense..
4.602 47
All other Disbursements..
60,060 12
Receipts in excess of Disbursements (ledger assets increased).
87,287 29

$3,222,837

ASSETS.
Government, State, County and Mun.c.pal

Rnr^a

BotldB'[l97 0,a ]fi
ecus^BondaVamortize'd value.' 3,'706,434 75
Railroadand!Seel*an
Bank and Miscellane.ua Stocks, market
Railroad,
Keai

; ^ ^ ^

..

c,. uuf......

807407 26

........

844 304 68

Collateral Loans..
3
Collateral Loans on Policies..

|

Premium Notes.
Agents’ Balances.
Cash in Banks.

i

Net

l

basis.
Interest and Rents, due and

!

Deferred and Uncollected Premiums, paid-for

Gross

acciued.

058*260

SHEET
LIABILITIES. )
f
Reperve re quit f d trirsure all cuteler dirp rolfcieF.$17 517 403 00
a
(The ,er<,« of .1t C< m, «r, is
upon

calculated*
V «rw, .Vv'Y” "Y ri"Y
»

^

1?17

fx< f ir

Grots Suiplus, Lett

<5; o2s SJ

t“c

Y"

rettl.irert.

Claims in centre <f
Rtetrve for State 3

03

*'“

D

1

*r

(<

>

! ntii

d).

81, 19H.

.....

94.915 67
4gfC0f0

1263 427 47

8'cna
dial?
214,^q«

914

o«

<,318 25
273,061 74

23

$19,115,216

Assets.$19416.22610

10

roktland, Maine, Jernery 5, 1917.
This will certify that I have this day examined the St curities of the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INDecember
thirty-first, niretern hundred and sixteen, in the
SURANCE COMPANY for the year ending
Trust Ctmpsry arc! fit d them is stand,in the Schedule.
vaults of the Union Safe
E. J. CARTFR,
Insurance Commissioner of Maine.

Deposit’and

CHAS. W. RYDER,

re

o

night was approaching, the next day
made the can buoy that marks the
entrance to the Savanm.h River; no pilot
in sight ai d no vessels going in for us to
follow, and no prominent headlands to
run
for.
We could just discern the low'
lying land from the deck. We would lose
valuable time if we staid outside till
morning and the Red Jacket might over
take us, so while I v- a- puzzling what to
do I went aloft to me fore cross-trees
and looked down in the water and I could
see the channel
s
plain as a picture.
The difference in the color of the water
told the story.
I raid in the cross-trees
and directed the ccn-^e of rhe vessel until
we were abreast of Fort Pulaski, where
we anchored lor the night.
About midnight a pilot came on board and his first
inquiry was “How did you get here?” 1
said we sailed here.
“They don’t come
up here without a pilot.” I said it is
evident
we
that
came here with
plainly

Maragtr, Frofks, Maine.

a

pilot.

RECENT

DEATHS.

The many friends of Mrs. Emily Russell Farnham, widow of Capt. Frank
to
Farnham of Orland, will be pained
learn of her death, Jan. 24th,at
She is
of her son Louis in Portland.
and
also survived by her sons Maurice
and two
George, and by three sisters
The funeral services were
brothers.
held at her former home in Orland Sat-

the^home

urday.
S. Griffin died Jan. 23d at his
home in Camden after a short illness of
Bright’s disease, aged 49 years anti 7
He was a tine citizen, a kind
months.
husband and father, and his untimely
death is a great shock to his many
He leaves a wife and little
friends.
daughter, besides brothers and sisters.
Funeral services were held Jan. 25th,
conducted by Rev. G. M. Foxwell, and
the burial was in Lincolnville.his former
home.

Sylvanus

Mrs. Martin M. Fitzgerald, who died
recently in Bangor, was an aunt of Mrs.
N. Houston Small, and had a number of
in this city, including
other relatives
Miss Susan Cunningham, B. H. Mudgett
and MarkDolliff.
Mrs. Fitzgerald was
formerly a Cunningham and is survived by her father, Charles Cunningham
of Bangor, and several sisters, besides
her husband. The funeral took
place
Jan. 25th in St. John’s Catholic church.

Bangor.
Roland A. Bailey died Jan. 18th

the
home of his parents, John W. and Hattie
in
Monroe
Miller Bailey,
Center, aged 24
years, 5 months and 4 days. Besides his
parents, he leaves one brother, Lester,
and five sisters, Mrs. Lizzie Smith of
Waldo, Miss Nellie Bailey of Searsport,
Mrs- Myra Clark, Mrs. Mary Knights,
Miss Ada Bailey of Moriroe, one uncle,
Amos 0
Bailey of Monroe, and a
large circle of friends. Mr. Bailey was
born in Monroe and was a good, honest
upright young man, and was liked by all
Funeral services were
whe knew him.
held at the house Sunday, Rev. Frank S.
at

DollifF officiating.

The funeral service of Mrs. T. S.
Rogers was held at the home, 790 Main
street. Bangor, Jan. 24th, Rev. Ashley
A. Smith of the Universalist church officiating. The bearers were Edw. J.
Leach, John McDonald, Charles S. Hathorn and James DeCourSey.
The flowers
and many floral pieces testified to the
high regard held by Mrs. Rogers in the
city of which she had always been a resident. Among the people from out of
town were Mr. and Mrs. John E. Hall of
Stockton Springs, Mr. and Mrs G. W.
Bigelow of Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
I. Rogers of Calais, Walter E. Rogers,
William H. Hall and Miss Elizabeth Hall
of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F.
Clukey of Winn, Mrs. Ernest W. Lovell
of Hartford, Conn., and Mrs. Richmond
Moore of Ellsworth.
The Norway Advertiser in an obituary
of the late A. K. Paul of Boston and
Searsmont says: “Shortly after his graduation he enlisted and served in the Civil
War with marked distinction. In one of
the battles in which he was engaged he
was
severely wounded in the hand.
From this, however, he fully recovered.
After returning from the South, Mr.
Paul became, the proprietor of the Beals
Hotel in Norway, which he kept for sevHe then went to Boston,
eral years.
where he became widely known as an
expert accountant and examiner of
tangled records. In this and other business

he

accumulated

a

enterprising spirit

fortune.

Of

a

he later began to
buy land in his native town of Searsand
this
was
continued until he
mont,
had more than 1000 acres.
Here he
built up a great dairy ranch at an expense of more than $75,000. The Paul
ranch, aB it is termed, in widely known
all over Maine and his 80 to 100 cows
were the best blood money could buy.
In this ranch he took great pride and vyaa
in the habit of making frequent viaits to
very

who is spending the winter in California,
and by two grandchildren, Mrs. Frank
Clune of New York and Lawrence Green
of California.
The funeral w'as held at
her late home Saturday
afternoon, Jan.
Rev.
Nathan Hunt officiating. The
20th,
of
beautiful
flowers were silprofusion
ent witnesses of the
respect and love
felt for the deceased by relatives and
frien s.
Messrs. Frank L. Field, Delbert Paul, John Blake and Ossie
Dutton,
acted as bearers. The remains were
placed in the receiving tomb and later
the interment will be in the Morrill cem-

Capt. Calvin Kirk died Jan. 23d at his
He was
home in Bangor, aged 82 years.

born in Monson, hut came to Bangor when
He rose
a young man and went to sea.
very rapidly until he was uiade captain
of a schooner and for many years thereafter carried lumber between Bangor and
When the .Civil
New York and Boston.
War broke out he enlisted and went to
the front in Co. D. 18th Maine, afterwards known as the First Maine Heavy
Artillery, serving nearly three years. etery.
He was wounded by a bullet in the shoulder, was in a great many battles and was
commended by bravery aid received the
At
rank of corporal upon his discharge.
the close of the war he returned to BanFor Infants and Children
gor and was made harbormaster, holding
this position until the establishment of
Use For Over 30
the letter carrier service, when he was
made one of the four original men on i Always bears
After leaving the post office
this force.
service Mr. Kirk took up carpenter’s
Signature oC
work,in which he continued until the time
He was a member of B.
of his death.
H. Beale Post, G. A. R., and attended
J Two hundred and forty-one pithy artiHe leaves a cles in the February Popular Mechanics
the First M. E. church.
]
son and an adopted daughter in
Bangor, Magazine make a comprehensive record
Edmund E. Kirk and Mrs. Walter M. of recent scientific, mechanical, and inCoates; and a sister, Mrs. Edith Huff of ventive achievements. The illustrations,
3,39 in number, contribute their share
Guilford.
toward making the February magazine
one of unusual interest.
The attractive
Freeman died
Mrs. Julia A.

CASTOR IA

j

in

her home at Lincolnville
illness of several years,
during which she was a patient sufferpr.
She was born in Camden April 13, 1842,
and she spent her girlhood there. She
married Wintord B. Glover of Camden,
who died in the army during the Civil
War. From this union there was one
son, Elmer E. Glover, who died several
In 1866
years ago in West Troy, Me.
she married Ellis C. Freeman of Camden, and later they moved to Lircolnville, where they lived for many years
and where Mr. Freeman died several
years ago. There were three children
Stanton H., Lucy
by this marriage:
G., and Celia M., of whom only Miss
Lucy G. Freeman survives, who has
made her home with her mother and
given her constant loving care through
her declining years. She is also survived by two sisters, MrJ. Mary H. Hobart
of California, and Miss Clara F. Glover
of Camden. Funeral services were held
Monday afternoon, Rev. C. L. Stevens
of the Congregational church, Camden,
officiating. Mrs. Freeman united with
the Congregational church in Camden
over fifty years ago, and through her
many years of suff-ring her patience
and cheerfulness made her beloved by
all who knew her.
The profusion of
beautiful flowers and the large attendance at the funeral showed the love and
esteem in which she was held in the
community where her loss will be deeply
Jan.

12th

|

at

Beach, after

an

THE

felt.

Mrs. Julia Merriam Woods, who had
been an invalid for the past year, died at
her horde Wednesday morning, January
17th, aged 73 years. She was born in
Morrill, the daughter of the late Elisha
and Martha Merriam, and was the last
She was twice marof a family of six.
ried.
She married, first, Orrin Cunningham of Belfast, and of this union
born—Grace and
were
two children
Quentin Cunningham, Quentin dying in
childhood.
August 25, 1883, she married William Woods of West Medford,
Mass.
They lived in Medford for seventeen years and then moved to Kennebunkpnrt, Maine, where they lived until
four years ago, when they moved to
Waldo, remaining there until May, 1915,
when on account of the ill health of Mrs.
Woods they went to Morrill to live with
Mr. Wood’s son Charles and his wife
and where she was most faithfully cared
for during her last illness, and during a
part of the time Bbe was entirely helpless. She did not belong to any church
but was a firm believer in the Christian
Science faith. She is survived by her
husband, who is just recovering from a
serious illness of pneumonia; by one

daughter,Mr*.Grace Cunningham Green,

nove-

list,

|!

begins a delightful novel called
"The Innocents” in the Februaiy issue
of the Woman’s Home Companion.
Another generous installment next month
will complete it. Sophie Kerr finishes
“Love of Woman” in this issue.
“On
Washington-Lincoln’s Birthday,” “Little
Rosamond” and” The Magic of
Dreams” are some of the other short
stories.
“The Tuneful American” is an
entertaining article about music in
America by Albert Spalding, the violinist; and “(JettingAcquainted With Yourself,” Dy Arnold Bennett, and “The
Girls Who Wanted to Marry Me” are
two other interesting articles.
“Succeeding in New Ways” gives some information about making money.
“The
Eyes Have It” is an alluring display of
beautiful moving picture actresses, and
the fashions, cooking, and other regular
departments are all filled with entertaining and valuable information.
Mr. and Mrs. 1, L. Jones Have Been Married 25 Years.
Mr. and Mrs. I. Lincoln Jones of South
China were married 25 years ago, Jan. 2b,
1917, but there no formal festivities last
Friday as the anniversary will be observed in June next, when the couple may be
surrounded by the children of the family.
The sons are Barclay L. Jones, graduate
of Brown University, at present teaching
at the Hills School, Pottstown,
Penn;
Roscoe E. Jones, graduate of Mosts
Brown school. Providence, R. I., now at
home; Carroll M. Jones,a student at Oak

Grove; Harvey D. Jones, attending school
at South China, and the one daughter,
Doris A. Jones, iB attending school at

South China. Mr. Jones is a prosperous
farmer and has been president of the
Farmers’ Union of that locality for the
past year. Both Mr. and Mrs. JoneBare
strongly affiliated with the Friends
church.

w

Castoria fa a harmless substitute fer
o,i>
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It c*>m..n
Opium, Mrrphine nor oilier nareotl.-; s.;r.
more than thirty years it has been in cons,,' ij<.
><•
relie f of Constipation, Flatulency, \Vin<s
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising tin 1,
and by regulating the Stomach and lionels, hhs
simUation of Food; giving healthy and nanirai
Tilt; Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend,
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construction of state

mill
The
for the year 1917. the
of $791,009, and, under the budsystem as is being planned now
the
equalization of legislation,
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PILLS for Rheumatism & Neuraleia. Entirely vegetable. Safe

is usually found through the prompt

administration of a mildly laxative,
tonic—one that will scatter the inflammation, remove the
waste, and help Nature to build up

dispersive

resistance.

Peruna is That Tonic.
Its action is prompt, usually very
effective, and its use is without harmful effects. Every household should
keep it at hand lor this purpose, and

use this reliable remedy.
The tablet form will be found very
convenient. A tablet or two at the
very beginning of a cold will frequently prevent its development,

ularly

and these tablets may be taken reg-

ularly with beneficial results.

which for nearly
half a century has
been tbe reliance
of,the American
Home.
Both are good.
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$800,000.$453,750
SOO.OOO. 453,750
800,000. 516,000
...._

1918
1919
800.000. 5C4.000
1920
deducted
Administration is to be
equally from the two funds.
the
The bill further provides for
No part of the mill tax fund is

I.

that part of a street devoted
exclusively to business; or on any
street where the houses on each side
than
of the
street average
less
twenty feet apart in towns or cities
roads

o:

on

over

2,500 inhabitants.

better
II
Provision is made for
state-aid
detours around state and
construction.
for
III.
Instead of $fi0 per Plile
maintenance on state roads, provision is made, for $125 per mile to he
provided by the towns through which
the highway runs.
IV. With the approval of the Govthe
Highway
ernor and Council.
Commission is
given permission to
roads
state
construct sections of
advertising
without the formality of
for bids, if the same can be done for
the best interests of the state.
To provide for the distribution
V.
is
of the $200,0(10 additional which
given to market roads, towns will receive one-third more than formerly,
without increasing the
present appropriation of the towns themselves.
VI. The 1920 limit for towns wishing to take advantage of the “five
market roads is
times” clause for

highways.
the
next
speaking,
Generally
Grange State-Wide Highway hill not
only provides sufficient funds for the
development
steady and consistent
the
throughout
of our
highways
state; hut looks forward to a continpolicy of road construction for
old
come.
The
to
years
many
highway policy will be so modified that, while the state' will lose
oennone of the advantages of the
uous

trailZeCl

con li

ui

uuuer

wuiuii

it

the last four years,
we shall nevertheless profit by simplification in the following points:
1. Reduction in the average cost
stateper mile for both state and
inwith materially
aid highways

operated during

creased mileage.
2. Simplification of the engineering details, including a proposed district engineer plan which will place
the various sections of our state in
closer and more personal touch with

I have a lot of Canadian
horses, young, sound and
right out of work. Come
and

.1917

done away with.
equalization
VII. A
special or
than $50,000 Is
fund of not more
created, to assist towns having an
excessive highway burden, to elimisections on their
nate especially bad
principal roads not comprised within the system of state and state-aid

every catarrhal sufferer should reg-

Manyprefer
tlieliquidform

distribution of the highway iunds for
the next four years.
State-aid Roads
State Roads

following conditions:

DEAN’S RHEUMATIC

a

Sinclair Lewis, the well-known

;

SHORTAGE.

Years

pages, novelties, and many others. The
Shop Notes and Amateur Mechanics departments are filled with interesting,
practical material, written irt simple,
non-technical language, and is well illustrated.

!
I

POTATO

A decrease of 44 per cent, from last
year in potatoes held by producers on
Jan. 1st in the 19 important northern potato-growing States is shown in figures
announced Jan. 24th, by the U. S. bureau
of crop estimates. The decrease from
two years ago was 65 per cent, and the
amount held this year was 54 per cent,
below the average of the last five years.
From the figures available the bureau
estimated that the total held Jan. 1st
last for the whole country was 59,938,000
bushels. A year ago it was 106,225,000
bushels, and tw'o years ago 129,941,000.

design depicts pretty girl doing a
wire-walking “stunt” 250 feet above the
pavement in City Hail Park, New York.
Among the illustrations, are noted a
trench digger used by the French army;
breaking in an ostrich team for city driving, preparations for the army and navy
football game; modeling a heroic statue
of Lincoln; the Southern Pacific’s extension into the Coos Bay, Oregon,
region;
wide awake advertising schemes; the
Statue of Liberty illuminated at night;
new
designs in furniture; children’s
cover

Children.

■

Constipation Flakes You Duil,
That dreggy, listless, oppressed, feeling
generally results from constipation. The intestines are clogged and the blocd becomes
poisoned. Relieve this cor dition at once with
Dr. King’s New Life Pills; this gentle, nongriping laxative is quickly effective. A dose
at bedtime will make you feel brighter in the
mor ning.
Get a bottle today at your Druggist

j
l_

(Glover)

and

Ecri

j

We got under way at daylight and with 1
a fair w ind were soon at
Savannah, Our
consignee was all ready for us and when
the Red Jacket came in a couple of hours
later our deck load of hay was on the
dock and w'e were just preparing to break
out our hold full of lime. —A Emery
in the Exeter (N. H.) News-Letter.

26c.

Searsmont in order to inspect the business.”

Infants

At a Probate Court, held a?
for the Count,v of
alii..
I). 1»17.
January,
r 11 LA M. V HIT K I If
I -Li tare of Luerta I
II.
Ai a Probate Court, !i**Ul at MeU'-sr, within ami | in said County of Watdo
d a petition prayiii”
state tax to any appreciable amount.
tor tin* County of Waldo, in vae. tion on in
I sent
determine who are «- j't t
22nd day 01 Jammy. \ t» JttlT.
In all probabi’ity not at all.
1 their
respective -liar.
KT F DUNTON of iw-itasr. in th c.mu
and that the same be di-t.
|
Of tit's $521,000, the sum of $200,II
ty O* W all'll, 11 list ft* under thewil ot
Ordered, That the -aid j.»!
000 is added to the regular state-aid
i»la Maker, late of rehast. in s i• CoontA of
t all persons interested l,%
fund of $300,000, making a total of Waido. deceased, la ving |o mod a petition order to be publish! d tin.,
praying that he may !•- ..utlmi'zed to invest
in T 1 u Ifepubliean Joiun
of
construction
the
certain unds named in said petition.
$500,000 for
ed at I'.eitast, that he. a ,■
n dei'-d, ’I hat the said
state-aid or market roads and th:s
< ourt. to be held at p'.dia-'.
petitioner give notice n
|
all j * 1 Mins inteiested h\ eatising a ropv id i*■ i<
onnty, on the 13ta d i\
,*u are-u 11
sum added to the $200,000,
to le published ii no we‘« ks sueres* ive!
| oni.
1 bl 7.
1 ten ot tl.e eio. k
which the '"wns and cities raise will 'ti 'Jl« lo i• 11’lean .Im.ii,al. a inwspapei |■ i• t•'
cause, if an\ they bave. w h\
hshed at l eltasl. Iliat they may appeal at a i n
; petitioner -l.otil.l not be
1 ,n
angive a grand total of $800,000,
I
onit, to la- 1 el.) j*t
ell'ast. with n ami o
IIAKK\ 1 1
nually, for the construction of mar- sanu oiuuy. on the id;: nay ol Fobiimry, \
a true Copy.
Attest;
l'.CT, :it ten of the
-k Mobile iio.
and 'h>
( tt,\s. I
ket roads in our sta'e.
If nolh'pg
cause, u any they have, why tlie piayei .o s.
else were u-complished by ibis law, petttioiiei slui .ld not In- g> anted.
At
a
(
li>
bate
onu
iii-m .1
A hliV E HA N(»S, .)wdi.
this ip," ase of two-thirds oveu the
A true copy,
| for the Count) ot v.1
Attest:
a.
.lamia
li
11117.
y.
state
Ch as K John son Keaistei
;
amount formerly given by the
V Ut'TIN PM K WITH
for
thi;
necessary pu-pose At a Probate Court, heid at PeMast within
very
( ounty ot \\ aide,
am 1
It
tor the County d Waldo ii: varnt.o... on the
turn pray 114 that Koi
would jc.c tif\ the mill tax hill.
I
A.
or -.on.20ih
of
i.».
Swauvide.
i,.-;
h»i7.
January,
day
is to be clearly unde -food that, in
be appointed conserv 11«>i
certain insu lin e> t, piirper.mg to l»** tin iasr
order to get lhose Increased benefits,
will and testament ot Allied K Paul, late |
Onleleii. "I bat tin -aid |
the towns are not
required to in- of searsmmit. in said County of W -i-o, de- 1j ab persons iutert-in. >
oK.er to be uiibli-lied 11■
ceased. having been pieseniedtoi probate, pray
crease their proportion by a dollar.
ing tha said will may be proved amt allowed so I lit* Jle publican .lo.n n.,
Tile
balance of (he
$521,t >0 or and that etters testaim laiy he issued to s, \\. ed at Pelfast. that '.In
( ourt, to be lieid at 1 eli.,
Paul, the execu tor named therein
$321,0:t0 is to he devoted to the con- *
County .on the 3th un\
<*rdereu. I hat nonce t-e given to all pei-om
at ten oi t lie clock heh.lt
In addition mtt lested by
struction of state roads.
earning a copy of this ordei to p, I il
any they have, why the
published three weeks stieiessively in The R*.
to this $321,000 for state roads there
j er should not be grunted
a
m wspaper publish- -o at
publican
Journal,
federal
will be available from
tlie
lUltKVL li\'«u
that
at
j
a Piohate
Melfasi,
they may appear
A true copy. AlVst;
government the following amounts: ('•■nit, ro he held at lie last, within and for said
Chah. K. J. hnonthe second Tuesday ot (binary mwi.
County,
for 1917, $146,250; for 1918, $146,250;
at fell oi 1 he Hoc I- belole noon, ami snow cause,
for 1919, $195,000: and for the year if any they have, why tlie same should not be
At a Prohate ( ourt Held at \
proved, a| proved and allowed.
for the ( oui.ty of \s an
sumThe
following
1920, $243,750.
HAliin F. liANiis, Judge.
January. a. I .‘lhl7.
A
true
Attest;
copy,
mary will show clearly the equitable
a. MIIKman
ULMifiK
( mas K. Johnson, Register.
sum

get
for
will
I

directness'.

and

mill on
state for ihe
and siate-aid
tax will yield,
one

we

out

brevity

summarized,

in.

As

I

Total.. 8 3,222.837 24

24

tts

morning,

iici

..._

BALANCE

!

when what should we see
but the Red Jacket standing off acros?
our bow. That afternoon we had thunder
I and lightning and terrific squalls and both
t
schooners reefed, hut as night approached
the weather moderated and we shook out
our reels and set the whole pa>ch.
We
learned later that the Red Jacket kepi

...

Tota]

a

After passing Cape Hatteras we were
standing in towards Frying Pan lightship
one

RECEIPTS.

night approached

as

up a war of his own. Later we had a
few dayB of moderate weather, and
meantime we saw a yawl boat with a
small rent in its side drifting alone. It
had a tale to tell, but couldn’t tell it and
We took it in on
we couldn’t guess it.
Our deck,

•

ANNUAL

but

northeast wind sprang up and side by
side we headed for Cape Cod. The next
night we went past Cape Cod, and out
South channel before a northeast gale,
le; ping from sea to sea, and out pHst
Nantucket. No German submarines in
the way then, but.Uncle Sam was settling

897,564

....

Total Payments to

we

becalmed,

$
....
New Insurance Paid-for in Maine in J916,
.....$
Total New Insurance Paid-for in 1916,
Insurance in Force in Maine, Paid-for Basis,
Total Insurance in Force, Paid-for Basis,

day

for

2tf

W. L. WEST.

the highway department.
3. Through this medium, the individual towns, as well as the state as
a whole, may look forward to the development of an efficient patrol system, and—what is of vast Importance
—a wiser and more economical exthe local,
municipal
penditure of
highway funds.

Children <Jr/
FOR FLETCHER S

CASTQRU
NOTICE. The subscriber hereEXECUTRIX’S
by gives police that she lias been duly
the
appointed executrix oi

men'

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.

last will and testa

of

PHILEXA F HAGLKY. late of Waldo,
in the Count} of Waldo, deceased,
All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment untried lately t-< Cherles W.
Barnes of Waldo, Maine, as my authorized
BEU • H
gent
L. PkasK.
Dorchester, Mass., Jan 9,1917.

KIDNEY PIUS
FOLEY
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS ANO BLAODER

and C ity of New Yo- k, in
will of wary Manor Mni';,County oi v, aide, mi the 9th uay
of Waldo, dr.
j said ( ounty
Jam.ary. A. 1>. 1917.
sented a petition p'»\ing
f IH'NTO.n, executor of till-last
mrnt may be cm hiiiim’i an
It.;

the

will
ROBKKT

\

<.

iha 1 a kei .Bate m Bellas!, m saitl
Waldo, deceased, living preset.t
ounty
ed a petition praying, that the actual maiket
value td tile properly ol said eVeeasco now in |
his hau s, subj-et 1o the pay ment oi the col.at
era inheritance tax, 'he persons interested in
the successio therelo. and ihe
mount oi the
tax theieon, may ne detmmined by the Judge j
I
ol r rohate.
ot

issue
them without bom;
the provisions of sum will.
Ordeied. That the said petite
ali persons interested h\ .-aa
order to he published fhn
in I lie UepuUliean Journal,
lulled a* hellast, that 11v
bale « ouir. to be hen; at p.e!ta>:
said < ounty, on the 13tn d:i\
Oi« ci> n, that lhe said petitioner give notice’' to i 1 !'17. at ten oi tlie clock hr:
all pt rsons interested hy causing a copy of this
cause, u any they ha\e, wh\
order to he published three weeks successively iu
petitioners shoulit not be .ran
Tiie Hej ubiican Journal, a newspaper published
t* A K It Y h
at Belfast, That they may appear at a Probate i A true
copy. Attest:
Court, to la- field atBellast, within and for said.
Chas. K. •> p
County ,on the 13th-ay of lebruarv. A. I». 1917,
at fen of tin* eloek l.efore noon, and show eau->e
if ;.ny they have, why the prayer ot said petiAt a Probate Court hem at u,
tionei should not he grained.
tor the County of v\ aldo.
t
HaKKV K. PA MIS. Judge.
ot January, a. l>. nil7.
;
A ime copy.
Attest:
ceitain
instimnent, on ;■
\
< ii \s R. Johnson. Register.
.1 will ami testament
m
Lydia a. Hatch, late ot
Ala
iol-ate < mil t. cid at I hast, w ithil and
o’
Waldo, deceased, having
i for ihe Comity of Waldo, eg the secoiu l ues ; proban-, praying that said
day of January, A. 1) 1917.
be proved aim allowed
certain instiinneiit. purporting to bo file
mentary be i-sued to her siias will and te-taim \ ot Charles Clarence
ker. -he being tlieexeeut ii\
Sylvester, late ol i.ib-Tty, in sain Count' or
(>s del ed. That the said pn
I Waldo deceased, having been presented lor all
persons interested by <•;,
i probate, praying that said will may he proved
io be published tin’.
land allowed and t liar let. m testarmnfaiy lie
he Itepuidiean Jom nai a
is. Sylvester, the ex. cutrix
! issued to Beitlia
at Kelt; st, h.it Jin > may
named therein.
Court, to be held at !te fa
Cmmi \ ,on t he 3l li day m
Ordered, tin t notice be given to all per-onsin
at
ten ,>t the clock heiore
lerested
n
ot
tins
be
older
to
causing
;
l*y
copy
if any they have, v by tiepublished iInee weeks sucres-ively in The R»*.
Journal, a newspaper published at l.el- Holier should not he grant,
publican
: fast, that
ii v bin h.
they may appear at a Probate < <>urt,to
A true copy. Attest:
beheld at Belfast, within and lor saai County,
! on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten i
t HAs K.
ot file dock before noon, and -Imw cause, if
any they have, why tin* same should not be
VjU A 1.1*0 Ss. -ln« oui t «
proven!, approved ;.ud allowed.
»V fast, on the Pth day
M A BUY F. BANGS, Judge.
tner
A. Miertnan and >n'i< v.
A true copy
Attest:
of tlie will of ’.Vary M;i
Chas. F. JoiinsOn, Register.
j Kelfast. in said County. u
! sented then Hr-1 and in 11
at a Probate Conti, hem at Belfast."within and 1
tration ot -aid estate f"i m.
for the County of Wamo. on the i*tti day ot
Ordered. That m-tirr rt•
i
January, A. 1) 1917.<
Bi. rp
weeks successively in J n. 1.
OhTII M. .V 11.1.1KKof New York, in the
new -paper published in I
O Countv and State <-t New York, one ot he ! that all persons intere-ini
executors of the last will of Mary Mamie Millibate Court, to tie lieh. a* iuken. late of Belfast, in .-aid County ol Waldo,
of February next, and -i
deceased, having presented a pention untying
have.w hy the said account
that the actual market value m the properly of
H A It li Y I
said deceased now in his hands, subject to the
A true copy.
Attest:
I
payment of Hie collateral inheritance lax. the
Chas E. Jm.
in
ihe succession thereto
per-mis interested
and the amount of the t; x thereon may he de- I
termined by ilie Judge ot Probate.
aldoss. In Court ot
\\
»> last, on the tth day
Ordered, That the said petitioner give noticet<
all persons interested by causing a copy ol tbit
Charles W Karnes, guardt
order to be published three weeks
ley of Waldo, in said C< nut
successively >t his
The Republican Journal, a new spaper published
first and final account <>•
at ; elta.-t, that they may appear at a Probate
allowance.
Court., to be held at i>elfa>t. within and for sab
Ordered, that notice thCounty, on thel3th:day of February, A. I). 1917,
weeks successively n. The li
at ten ot tlie clock before noon, and show caust,
newspaper published m I ,v
if any they have.wliy the prayer ot said petition
that all persons interested
er snouid not be granted.
bate Court, to tie held at K<
HaRRY K. BANGS. Judge.
ot January next. and -Im
A true copy. Attest:
have, why the said aceoun
lowed.
_fit 'S K John son. Register.
HA KEY F
IfT A
IWl Sk_li. Cniiil nt
-jt
A true copy. Attest:
f» fast, on the 9:i. day of January, 1917. It.
Chas. E. J-m
K. Colcord, administrator of the estate or Prudence N. Park.la’e <»l Seal sport, in said County,
IITALIH) SS.— In Court "t t
deceased, having presented his first and final
Vt fast, on the Pth day
account of administration of said estate for all.ucretia VVr Kiplev, admit
lowance.
tale ot Aaron K. Kiplev,
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three said County, deceased’ han1
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
second and final account
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
said estate for allowance.
that all persons interested may attend at a ProOrdered. 1 hat notice tl-<
Date Court,to be,held at ellast.on the 13th day
weeks successively, in 1 h,
of February next, and show cause, it any they
a newspaper publishi d in I
have, why the said account should not be allowty. that all persons mti-i,-!
harry E. BANGS. Judge.
ed.
Probate Court, to he held i'«
A true copy. Attest:
dav of Februarv next.
i’., Johnson, Register,
they have, why the said
ht allowed.
ALDO SS— iu Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on 'lie 9th day of January. 1917.
\i \ HKY I
Horace K. McDoauld, administrator, with the
A true copy. A test;
will annexed'OU the estate of Lucius F. McDon('HAS I
ald, late of Bellas', iu said County, deceased,
having presented his first and final account of
SS
lu Court
administration oi said estate for allowance.
Belfast, nii the inn da\
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, thret j Wilnmi L. dray, guardian
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
Troy, in said County, hav u
a newspaper published iu Belfast, in said County
[ aeeount ot guardianship
that all persons interested may attend at a ProOrdered, that notice im
w» eks
bate Court. l<> be held at Belfast, on the 13th
successively, in 11
if
a
of
and
show
next,
February
cause,
any
day
uewspape published in l'<
they have, why the said account should not be ty that all ei sons interwit 1
1'robate Court, to be held ii
allowed.
HARRY E, BANGS, Judge.
day of February uext, ai
Attest:
A true copy.
I they have, why the said ;><
Chas. F:. Johnso*;, Register.
j allowed,
HAltKY »
A true copy. Attest:
88.—
In
Court of Probate, held at Be*
\I7ALDO
Vf fast,on the 9th day of January, 1917. WilCHAS. F. I
b*T s. Lowel
guapiian of Rose* ,1. Perley of
Unity, Iu said County haviugipresented his sec
NOTP
ona account of guafdianship tor allowance.
er hereby gives nolleOrdered, that notice thereof be given, three
duly appointed adminisnan
weeks successively in i he Republican Journal,
JOEL H. OKOU'i. hit
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counin the County of Walco, tin
y. that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th bonds as the law direc's A
day of Februa y next, and show cause, if any demands against the estate <>t
they have, why the said account should not be desired to present tlie same n
all indebted thereto are reqin
allowed.
ment immediate y.
HARRY K. BANGS. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
FHKl)
Brooks. Me., Dec. 12. Ibid.
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
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WALDO

ADMINISTRATOR'S

NOTICE. The subscriber herehas been duly apst will and testament

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that she
executrix of the b
pointed

of

FERttUSON. late of Belfast,
County of W aldo, deceased. All persons
demands
against the estate of said de
having
ceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all iudebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
JANE W. FERGUSON.
Belfast, Me.. January 9,1917.
LYDIA 8.

in the

NS E K V

TDK’S NOTH »
that
valor (u tie
appointed
JOHN K. hTAliKOW oi I'
A

CO hereby gives notice
consei

in the County of Waldo, ami
law directs. All persous havmu
the estate of said John K. spat1
sett"'
to present the same for
indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
•
A. M. SMALL.
Dated

j

W FAIR DAUGHTERS AID FRANCE~IN~WAR- From Mrs.

Geo. A. Quimby in !
brazil.

Journal is permitted to publish the following extracts from a personal letter received
by a Belfast, friend from Mrs, George A, Quimby, w ho is with her daughter and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. C. Chipman Pi >eo in Brazil, and we
The

are sure

it will he

greatly enj *y

'friends here and elsewhere of

d

the many
Mrs. Quimby

and family:
Sao Paulo, Brazil, Jar. 6. 19 7. Y >u don't
It
know how pleased I was o got yur letter
was like a breath fr -m home, and so newsy
What
1917
changes
Hero v.e are into January,
the years bring! I don't think I will dwell on
> with curiosity only
j me past, but look forwar
to what the coming year may unfold for me.
I Sao Paulo is a great place, and I like the people and the climate very much. Elizabeth is
nice part of the
very attractively situated in a
city. The houses here are well built, with
twelve
stairs to a
We go up
very high rooms
landing and then twelve more to the second
floor,
l’he servants are Japanese and speak
Portugese, so you see where I am tonguetied.
Little Katherine talks volubly with
them and understands all they say to her, and
so makes a good interpreter for me.
My room
has a single bed, a chiffonier and table, with
on
it
a bunch
had
chairs all white. The table
of pink asters when I arrived, which added to
as
it is called
its coBinesa. The drawing room,
here, has gray wicker furniture with pink and
They had
gray figured cretonne cushions.
this in Havana. The walls are gray, lined in
1
different
of
widths,
with
panels
gilt molding
i The curtains are white under ones with pink
in
outer draperies hanging
straight lengths.
The dining room is a barn in size, and furnish| ed with a long sideboard, side serving table,
rnnnd Hi n nir toLlo unrl nhnirs of a dark hrnwn
wood nearly as dark as black walnut. The
furniture was made here and is awfully good
looking. The effect of the whole is simple,
but not extravagant. At Christmas Elizabeth
invited the American boys who are here in
the bank to dine with us, making ten at the
table. Katherine Esmonde knows them all
and was permitted to sit up and have dinner
with us, and the tree after dinner. The boys
are great chums with her and entered right
into the fun of the thing. She believes implicitly in Santa and was afraid he would get
scared away and not leave her anything.
She
was an
for a week before the day and t< o
cute for anything. The ey is a darling, I know
He has little
him.
>ou would be crazy ov
close white ringlets all over his head,his father’s
features and black eyes. He climbs into chairs,
etc., and often scares us within an inch of our
lives.
He is husky and solid, but not fat, on
the whole a healthy specimen.
You don’t
know how queer it seen.ed to have such warm
weather during the holidays. Elizabeth’s dinner party was invited to join with a friend
who had sixt en guests and an enormous house,
and have some dancing.
We all went in evening dress. The young men came to dinner in
dress suits, the girls wore low necked dresses,
and it was rather a good looking party. One
of Lire, young men comes from Dover, Me.,
and his name is Danforth. Inn’: that queer?
They come to the house quite often and I have
got well acquainted with them. When Chipman was away they took us to the “movies.”
The pictures are the same as at home except
ail the conversation ori the screen is in Portugese. They have very go,od music and a Braz
n audience, which always keep their hats
on
There are many little things we might
cm merit or. had I my old seatmate beside me,
but. 1 take it in without saying a word.
Elizabeth nas one day at home each month anu I
hav<. met most, of her acquaintances and find
them very agreeable.
Many of them are English and have sons, brothers and relatives at
the front. All are earnest workers in the
K-d Cross work, and have given several entertainments since I have been here. They
had an afternoon sale, some fancy dancing by
the children, fancy work, candy and dolls’
table and a big Christmas tree. Santa appeared and two fairies sold tickets in the dolls and
Tea was served.
toys on it.
They made
$1 500. Katherine Esmonde was a fairy in one
of the dances and really did very nicely.
She
wore a pink tarletan dress, very fluffy, and
wings,of which she wds extremely proud. Tonight 1 am going to a dinner party with Chipman and Elizabeth.
Mr. and Mrs Mulqueen
have invited us. They have just received
news of their son
receiving a military cioss
for distinguished service at the front.
He
was in England at school when the war broke
out and cabled home that he had enlisted; all
of which pleased the parents very much. I
believe he is 27 years old. Many of the people
who are working for the soldiers have lost
sons or relatives but keep
right on with their
work as bravely as possible.
The Belfast
Band benefit must have been a great success
to reap such a neat sum. I saw by The Jour
nal that Mr. Bradbury had been made an honorary member.

!
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American Press Association.

hy

too difficult for the women of France, who have come to the assistance of their country

..12.—
DON’T BE SIMPLY A

■—

^

Daugh-

-—

1
..

..

[

“LOOKER ON”
PARTICIPATE FOR
YOUR OWN GOOD

yigel

person, today, is suffer=
from “too much
looking

MANY
ing

a

on" and

not

enough participation.
Perhaps you are just a spectator,
when as a matter of fact, you could

enjoy Electric Lights and all the
time=saving and labor-saving elec=
trie utensils that help to make

j
|

home

brighter.

REAL ESTATE.

I

IN

5

J

Bay Electric Company
SHIPPING ITEMS.

CENTER MONTVILLE.

! Portland, Me., Jan. 24. Negotiations
for the purchase of 28 acres ot land for
Waldo County Regis-■
a shipyard are in
progress between M.
r the week ending Jan.
D. Thompson representing New York
capitalists and E. C. Richards of this city
and the Cumberland County Power & :
:mer, Northport, to Lucy
land and buildings in Light Company, owners of the tract. I
The site is in South Portland, bounded
Hitch, Islesboro, to Fred on the south and west by A and Ocean j
sts, and was operated as a shipyard by
and in Islesboro
!
the late Thomas E. Knight.
Mr. Thompi .alter, Knox, to Sewall
son says that work on three schooners is j
in Montville.
land
mile;
planned, 10 begin as soon as a yard, ma- I
news, Belfast, to George
colnville; land and build- terial and a crew can be obtained. Con- I
tracts
sufficient to require 500 men are I
nviUe.
1
waiting tor these preliminaries. An op: ningham, Searsport, to
tion has has been secured on the land tor \
loiighton, do; land and ; 60
days.
ursport.
Boston, Jan. 25. One of the largest
Winterport, to Esther
cargoes brought to this port in recent
land in Winterport.
South America arrived yesterabbidge, Islesboro, to I yearsinfrom
the American-Hawaiian Steam- j
Penobscot; land and day
transfers of real estate

in

j

■

j

■'

—r,

I

boro.
-ter, Islesboro, to Amaiand and buildings in

]

IJ,;

Belfast,

..■Lb,

to

Austin !

t; lai d in Belmont and ;
"I
He, Searsport, to Shepand in Searsport.
rson, Bath, to Alfred
I ortland; land and build■

■

Searsport
iLg-.:

Morrill, to John Maraud and buildings in Sears-

Gardner, Mass., to
ihomas, Searsmont; land
•Searsmont.
M.

Whitney, Unity, to
Whitney, do; land in Unity.
icKson, Unity, to Willis A.
and buildings in Unity,
3. and Maurice A. Braley,
! Hiram
H. Curtis, do; land in
wo deeds.)

;■

fhe Anti Scored.

lung

a

illand
agctte.

t‘

good story about
Boissevain, the

Florida

one winter, Mrs.
herself in the observatwo aged “amis,” say-

i

two

■».--en

tie

antis,

thorns.
a

crusty old cod-

whiskers, retorted:
lady—you mean

nng

Louisville

l[^L HAIR
i ait,

a

ton-

Courier-

GROWER

Parisian Sage Shows Rein

Three

Days.

raP’dly losing

your hair ar,d fear
iics;.
Howes& Co. want you to try
:at their risk. It will surely stop
•sf-a ‘"'k 1088 of hair and make your hair
ar,(I feel 100 per cent, better, or

refunded.

K:
»g

f raen

f

‘he

k

lan

and women have written
wonderful results obtained by

^age. People who were getting
k h‘ejLnow glory in their beautiful hair.

Ci,

had da°druff for years and
">tV‘aVe
^ like mad
say they had a clean,
just a few applications of
'ipafter
lreatroent*

k

matt *r

‘-vf
b
W»ttj
k.,

<

whether you are bothered with
8ray hair, stringy, dull, brittle,
ru^ or Rching
scalp, try Paria-y °n this monGy hack offer. A

18
inexpensive at drug
and if y0ur hair is worth
*** 18
gurely worth trying.

j

stores

saving

That May Interest You.
^ .thnC onnell’ Riverdale, Ga., writes:
K 11: ,'artl£ ,Tahles absolutely cleanse my
and never a7gripe, and no
K
Physic, invigorating and
JltheDinLK ttle
,ual howel
*
action and having a
tffect
*

j,

the
perj(,.0D
* *

^Iwtiere

and liver
*nd free

stomach

Give
Sold

The winter term of schools will
close thiB
week.

!

Huldah Ramsay is quite ill in Pittsfield
with
pneumonia.
Eben Maddocks was
cutting firewood for
Sersham Oxton the past week.
Chester Cushman and wife visited his
uncle.
Frank A. Cuahman, in Belfast last
Thursday
and Friday.
Mrs. Eliza Waterhouse is
passing a few 1
with her daughter, Mrs. Conant
Thomp- !

weeks

FQLET G3EMne TABLETS

Kceo Sioiru;

f<'Aeet f«Fer Active -Bowels Regular
APPLETON.

The

officers of Appleton Lodge, I

O.O. F,.
son, in Searsport.
were installed Thursday evening, Jan. 18th,
Carney Shure and wife, who had spent a by District Deputy Grand Master 0. A. Poland,
few weeks in Massachusetts and
Providence, j and Grand Marshal Osier, assisted by Past
R. I, returned home Jan. 24th. He has
Grands of Appleton Lodge, and are as follows:
a
-rew °f men
cutting lumber on the Hart lot, Noble Grand, Albert W. Sherman; Vice Grand,
which he bought of Ralph L.
1
Cooper of Bel- Ben. J. Ness; Rec. Secretary, Frank E. Carkin;
fast..
Fin. Secretary, Perly D. Perry; Treasurer, V.
ship Company’s steamer Panaman, Capt j Miss Bethia Bates has been stopping for the O. Keller; Warden. Alfred Shepard; ConductKane, from Buenos Aires. Included in past four months in Hanover, Mass., where or, Leland Johnson; R S. S., C Frank Berry
the cargo of more than 10,500 tons were she was called
L. S. S„ Lyndon Johnson; R. S. N. G., Elmer;
by the death of her mother,
6900 bales of wool, heavy consignments Mrs.
Mary Bates, and it devolved upon her to E. Sprague; L. S. N. G., E Ison Mitchell; R. S.
of horse and cows hides, tankage, pelts, ! settle the
estates of her father and mother. V. G„ Bert Mitchell; L. S. V. G., David Esancy;
beef and tallow, the whole worth at least
She returned home Jan, 24th.
Chaplain, Geo. W. Gush^e; Inside Guard, F. E
$2,000,000, Longshoremen worked all
Edgecomb; Outside Guard, Leslie Butler; Relast night discharging the cargo and the i
FREEDOM.
tiring N. G., L. W. Morang. District Deputy
steamer will leave this morning for New |
G. M. and the Marshal were from Marrmei’s
York.
Mrs T. P. Williams from Houlton is
The American steamer Alaskan, schevisiting Lodge of Round Pond. A sumptuous repast
her daughter, Mrs. A. M.
Small.
duled to depart more than a week ago for
waB served in the lodge banquet hall before
St Nazaire, with grain, steel and 1200
The Banton brothers have raised the
1 the guests left for their homee.
pay of
horses for France, is still tied up dt their mill hands from
$1.50 to $1.75 a day.
Mystic docks, Charlestown, and the time
The Ladies’ Circle will
SOUTH MONTVILLE.
meet with Mrs.
for her going is problematical.
The delay has meant a loss of $40,000, which, it Harry Woods Thursday afternoon, Feb. 1st.
Some of the farmers have their ice harvested.
is said, the French Government wiiLhave
Percy Nickless has rented the upstairs rent
to pay.
The charterers have so far re- of Charles
George Sprague and wife visited in Palermo
bampson and will move in soon.
fused to pay the high rate of inlast week.
Miss Lena Plummer closed a
surances demanded. The horses are held
very successful
Augustus Bagley and Angie Esancy are on
at Watertown and at Brighton until the term of school in the
Briggs district Jan. 26th. the sick list.
time of departure is set.
Mrs. Robinson from
Bangor is visiting her
C. M. Howes and wife visited her aunt in
daughter, the preceptress of Freedom AcadAppleton last week.
Elizabeth Hanly, U. of M., 13,
emy.
Hon. F. F. Phillips has returned here from
Mrs. Frank Boynton has
returned home after his home in
Miss Elizabeth Hanly, teacher of EngCambridge, Mass., He held meetpassing several weeks with her daughter in
lish literature in Caribou High school, an
ings at North Searsmont last week.
Liberty.
honor graduate of the University of
Measles are prevailing in this vicinity and
Maine in the class of 1913, is gaining
The church circle met with
Mrs. S. J. Flye many are down sick, including the old who
a
as
the
Outlook
recognition
poet,
print- Jan. 25th for their annual
meeting, and the have never’ had them, and they are having a
ing one of her verses in a recent number. following officers were elected
for the ensuing hard run.
Miss Hanly began to show a proficiency
year: President, Mrs. James W.
Libby; vice
in literature at the University, where
she was connected editorially with the president, Mrs. John Rogers; secretary and
The Shoe Situation.
Mrs.
W.
collector,
R.
Sparrow; treasurer,
Campus and Blue Book. She is a native
Susan
J,
of Thomaston. The poem from the OutFlye.
Conservatism continues a prominent feature
look follows:
among footwear interests, and some manufacturers apparently hold off in the hope of a
SAi\DYPOINT.
break in leather. Yet bottom stock does not
My Wish
This is a poem to be read only by those who
give way as there is a better sentiment
Several parties have been
love Stevenson’s The Lamplighter, or children,
cutting ice on the throughout the market, with a broader general
or both.
We frankly advise every one else to Esbic the past week.
inquiry. Recent reports of large foreign transactions, both in leather and shoes, persist,in
skip it.—The Editor.
Capt. Ralph Curtis from Rockland arrived spite of denials, and it is believed
that some
If I could be who I would be,
Thursday for a few days.
important business has been effected.—Dun’s
If suddenly to me God said,
Jan.
27th.
Review,
Miss Laura Blanchard was in
"Of all my dear and noble dead
Bangor to atChoose one to be again on earth
tend the Chapman concert.
For strife or service, toil or mirth,
Thelma Segar is at home from
Resume, one hour, mortality.—
Monroe
I know right well who I would be.
where she has been teaching school.
If I could go where 1 would go.
A number from here attended the Masonic
In all the lovely lands that are
installation at the village last week.
From Southern Cross to Polar Star,
"I shall not soon forget the benefits 1 derived
If I could linger for a space
Capt. John Littlefield of East Boston spent
In one long loved, earth hallowed place.
from the use of Foley Kidney Pills.”—ALA.
several days of the past week in town.4
Why, then God's will should set me down
Godfrey, Forest Grove, Oregon.
At nightfall in a Scottish town.
Richard Hendricks has moved his family
Too much work and too little work
seem to have about the same effect
from Prospect Point into the J. Littlefield
In 44Leerie’s shape” I would go forth
on persons past middle age.
Proper
house.
Through that dim city of the North,
action of the kidneys is necessary to
And run again with eager feet
good health.
They act as a filter
P.
Mrs.
L.
Bates
arrived
train
the
Edinnoro’
by
street,
Along
and remove from the blood poisonous
Saturday
To light the gas IsmpB, one by one,
waste matter which if permitted to
evening from Bangor, where she had been atremain in the system leads to many
And nod to little Stevenson.
the Convocation meetings.
tending
And as he lay in bed, he’d see
complications.
Many nervous, tired, run-down men
My street-stars shining in a row.
and women suffer from pains in the
Aroostook Potatoes $5.10 Per Barrel.
If I could be who I would be.
back and sides, dizzy spells, bladder
If I could go where I would go.
weakness, sore muscles and stiff
and fail to realize that rheumaHoulton, Jan. 24. Potatoes were .ioints diabetes
distism,
Cut This Out. It Is Worth Money.
selling here Wednesday at $5 a barrel ease may result. or even Bright’s
with a few loads going at $5.10. It was
If you have cause to believe that
DON’T MISs This. Cut out this slip.enclose
the price would reach $5.25 beyour kidneys are weak, disordered or
with 5c to Foley & Co., 2835 Sheffield Ave., expected
inactive you should act immediately.
fore
A good supply was
being Foley Kidney Pills have been used
Chicago, 111., writing your name and address haulednight.
in and buying was fairly active.
clearly. You will receive in return a trial
by young, middle aged and old with
complete satisfaction. They act quickpackage containing Foley’s Honey and Tar
iv and surely and have given relief
Compound for coughs, colds, croup; Foley
-5 c
ten vcara’ statins.
and
Kidney Pills,
Foley Cathartic Tablets. Sold

Inactive Kidneys
Cause Disease

Everywhere.

REAL ESTATE

Waterville High Girls Win.
Waterville. Me., Jan. 25. The Waterville
High school girls’ basket-ball team defeated
the girls of Coburn Classical institute
tonight,
19 to

Sold for Taxes.

2.

Maine Central institute Wins.

Pittsfield,

M

»

26.

Maine Central Institute won from Bangor High, 29 to 16, in a
fast and
scrappy game tonight. Parks, the
local center, shot, six baskets.
Rockland

Jan.

Rea! estate sold for taxes must be sold on the
first Monday in February in the office of the Collector

High 57,

being the auctioneer and the sale can
adjourned from day to d^y till the sale is completed. The City of Belfast has a large number of

from Thomaston High, 67 to 5. It was Rock8 fourth
straight victory in the Knox
County League. Rockport Y, M. C. A. defeated the Rockland Athletics, 24 to 23.

tax deeds which

ing

in this

city. The majority of the points
were made by
DaHgren for Camden and Wilson for Rockport.
The victory advanced Camden to second place in the Knox
County League.

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

obligations, and I shall endeavor to
property to people who will pay the taxes
the property sold.

sell this
on

N.JE.

on

to meet their

FOLEY KIDNEY
PILLS
KIDNEYS
Mrs. Plummer Pres.

are held as collateral security for
the property deeded to the city, but holdthis property does not give the city the money

the tax

Camden High 23, Rockport 19.
Rockland, Me., Jan. 26 Camden High
School defeated Rockport High, 23 to 19, to-

ANP

by virtue

be

land

FOR BACKACHE

m., the ccHector

a.

of his office

Rockport, Me., Jan. 26. Playing on neutral
territory tonight Rockland High school won

night

faxes at 9

or

Thomaston 5.

BLADDER

After the sale the collector of taxes deeds the

real estate to tne

Women’s Clubs.

purchaser and that deed is deposited with the city treasurer for two years, drawing interest at 10 % per annum from the date of
sale, and these tax deeds are a first lien on the
property regardless of any change in the ownership.

Providence, Jan. 25. Mrs. Stanley
Plummer of Maine was elected president
of the New England Conference of State
Federations of
Women's Clubs at its
closing session here today.
chosen were: Mrs.
Other officers
George Smiley of Ve1-mont,vice president,
and Mrs. William H. Phipps of Connecticut, secretary and treasurer.
On invitation of Mr1. Edward H.Smiley
of Connecticut, the federation decided to
meet in that State next year.

I

hope to

have

large attendance at the tax sale
Monday, February 5, 1917, at 9 a. m. What
would please me more than to sell the real estate
a

on

for taxes woj'J be to have all the taxes on real
estate advertised for sale to be paid before the
date of sale.

aDWARD

SIBLEY, Goliaotoi’ of Taxes,

Belfast', January 15, 1917.
£*■”“

...

Participate We Can Help You
Penobscot

BACKET JALL.

Have

Is situated

on Washington street just off Main street.
1 have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. careful utiveis
desired. Your patronage issolicited
Telephones—stable 235-2, bouse 6 i-13.

1

Iy28

;

l

They

j

at a stake and
stones at toe northeast corner of the lot of
land occupied by Caleb Lamb in 1867; thence
westerly twelve rods to a stake and stones;
thence southerly about one hundred and twelve
rods to the Pond; thence easterly by the Pond
to stake and stones; thence northerly to place
of beginning, containing twelve acres, more or
less, and being a part of lot No. 54 in said Belmont, .the third parcel being a part of the
old Gore lot, so-called, in said Belmont, and being the same premises conveyed to Caleb
Lamb, Jr., by Hattie E. Huntoon and Woodman C. Huntoon, by their deed of warranty
dated April 1, 1873. recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 159, Page 426
The above three parcels constitute the Caleb
Lamb farm, so-called, and being the sane real
estate that was conveyed to Horace Chenery
by Ernest P. Piper by deed herein-before referred to, to which deed and the deeds therein
referred to reference is hereby had,
JAMES A G RE.AE.H

Deputy Sheriff.

UuncanTeX

SEARSPORT. MAINE,

Engineering Work.

STORAGE and

PACKING
OF

Household Goods
Soods packed, stored or shipped by our expert
packers. Estimates given by calling.

Home

Furnishing

Co.,

and

I

will

)V

fini

on

C

Phce lix Rjw, opposite the
ilouse.

>urt

fur rrimninq Gu! to Order.

Camps

JYIuffs, Scarfs

LOCATED ON THEjLINE OF THE

ON

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

HAIR

44tf

1.

TRUCKING
I

AND

addressed to any
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

|

Leave orders at the

cern

locations

a

trucking.
specialty.

stable,

Telephone

of

corner

Main and Cross streets, and
they will
ceive prompt attention.

attentions
agent of the

will receive

when

prepared to do all kinds of

equipment a 2-ton
Acme auto true kmade
by the Cadillac con-

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding

am

Furniture and piano
moving
Have just added to my

Good Farming Land

invited and

V. HILLER.

Power

Water

Unlimited Raw Material

are

GOODS.

you call.

in life.

Undeveloped

and Garments

HAND.

When you want furs would be pleased to have

give opportunity to those desiring" to
make a change in location for a new start

re-

connection.

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

CENTRAL

W. W. BLAZO.

RAILROAD,

125

Vitdo Wenue, Belfast.

PORTLAND. MAINE.

Eastern

MAINE GEN1KAL RAILROAD
BELFAST AND BURNHAM.

FROM

AM

PM

7 05

12 L0

tl2 25

depart.

tl2 35
12 47
12 59
1 Oo
1 13
1123
1 35
3 00

t7 44
Thorndike. 7 50
Unity. 7 58
Winnecook... *8 08
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
Bangor.. 11 45
8 39
Clinton.
8 48
Benton.
Waterville. 8 54
Portland.. 1L 50
Boston, p m. 3 20
Knox.

TO

BANGOR LINE
TWO TRIP SERVICE.

BKLFAST

Citypoint. 17 10
Waldo. t7 20
7 32
Brooks

Belfast

3 29
5 50
8 00

PM

2
t2
f2
2
t2
3
3
t3
3
5
5
6
6
8

Boston. 10 00

AM

3 CO
7 00

716
7 00

10 02

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. 18 45

10 08

Unity.

8 64

Citypoint.

t9 45
9 50

Thorndike. 9 02
Knox.... 1910
Brooks. 9 25
Waldo. »9 35

1017
10 30
tlO 40
10 66
11 05
til 15

1135
til 45
til 65
12 01

Leave Belfast Mondays and
Thursdays at
ra
for Gamdeu, Rockland and
Boston

2 00 p.

Belfast Wednesdays
J,eave
i.30 a. m iyjt

8 50

12 25
316
1 60
3 24
3 34
3 50
4 00
4 09
4 17
»4 25
4 40
t4 60
t6 00
5 05

and

Saturdays

at

Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport.
Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston. Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.CO p. m. Leave Winterport

Mondays

and

Thursdays at

10.00

Boston and intermediate landings.

r„ m.

for

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
I
|

AM
PM

Portland. 12 00

Turbine Steel Ste tin *hip\Bdfast

20
25
35
47
59
05
13
23
35
05
11
20
25
25

BKI.FAst
PM

Steamship Lines

ALL THE WAY BY WATER.

On and after Oct 1. 1916. train* connecting
at Burnnam and Waterville with through train.,
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run a* follows:

|

Direct between Portland and New York.
Passenger service discontinued tor the season.

Freight

service

throughout

the year.

METROPOLITAN STEAMSHIP LINE
DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK
Passenger and Freight Service throughout
the year. (Paesenger Service
temporarily dis-

continued.)

FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine

Belfast, arrive.
t Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

postal card and you will receive

HARRY

Seth W. Norwood,

E.

Attorney

BANGS,
at

Telephone 249-3

sell drop me
a prompt call.
WALTER H.
64 Main Street, Belfast.

£

JlOMHS.

Law,

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST, ME.
Collections given prompt attention,

BELFAST. MAINE.

Y

for Summer Hotels

Bangor.

Hydrographic Surveys,
General

j

Farms,Sites

Mill Sites,

\

ij Miller’s Far Rooms

Locations

Waterville.

Valuation of I imberlands,

r

FURS

|j

AM

Land Surveying,

)

THE CQE-JMORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

Factory

COUNTY OF WALDO, S3.

containing fifty-five acres.
The second parcel beginning

use

Quarries,

STATE OF MAINE.

|

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the
Country at Belfast. Maine.
JACKSON & HALL KfcLFAST AULNTS.
will

I

Taken this 31st day of January, 1917, on execution dated January 25, 1917,issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court,
for the County of Waldo, at the term thereof
begun and held on the first Tuesday of January,
1917, to wit. on the 6th day of January, 1917,
in favor of George L. Slipp of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, against "The Pastures,” a
corporation duly organized and existing under
the laws of the State of Maine and having its
principal place of business at said Belfast, for
eight hundred seventy-four dollars and eightyeignt cents, dent or damage, and fourteen dollars fifty five cents, cost of suit, and will be
sold at public auction at the office of Dunton
& Morse, m said Belfast, to the highest bidder,
on the 10th day of March, 1917. at ten o’cIock
in the forenoon, the following described real
estate and all the right, title and interest which
the said "The Pastures” has ai d had in and to
the same on the 19th day of January, 1916. at
one o’clock and twenty minutes in the afternoon, the time when the same was attached on
the writ in the same suit, to wit, the former
homestead farm occupied by Caleb Lamb, deceased, at the time of his decease, situated in
Belmont, in'said County of Waldo, and bounded and described as three parcels in deed of
Ernest P, Piper to Horace Chenery dated August 8. 1902, recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 266, Page 327, as follows, to wit:
The first parcel beginning at a stake and stones
standing on tne northerly bank of Duck Trap
Pond, being the southeast corner of Leander
Morse’s land; thence north nine degrees west
in Morse’s line ninety roils to a stake and
stones; thence east on lots No. 26 and 29, one
hundred and twenty-nine rods to a stake and
stones; thence south fifty-two rods to the
Pond; thence southwesterly according to the
course of the Pond to the place of beginning,

tell you to

j

mol

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1867

|

Topographic and

G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

LW.

>

James H

a

■■

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

ma s

rheumatism, neuralgia, gout, lumbago,
sore
stiff muscles, bruises, epreins and
strains.
Cleaner and easier to use than
mossy plasters or ointments. It penetrates
end relieves quickly 'without rubbing.
At all druggists, 25c. 50c. and $1.00.

•»»

PRESTON’S

Bottle Handy!

a

Liniment is assigned its
O place among the trusted family
remedies in thousands o •' medicine closets. Confidence in it is
oared on the uniform effectiveness
with which it banishes the pains of

O’

*"»—I™™™.. ...

tat

'Attorney at Law,
BROOKS,

MAINE.

SKAKSPORT.
Mrs. C. M. Nichols
last week,

visitor in Bangor

was a

Liggett’s
Opeko

Penobscot bay was free of ice last Monday
and open to navigation.
Rev. C. H. McElhiney'returned to Skowlast Saturday nooti by train.

hegan

Mrs. Chester Clark and Mrs. Harry Delano
Satu-day’frora a visit in Camden.

Coffee

returned

Irvin has been confined to his home
week, threatened with appendicitis.

Daniel
the past

Wilbert West, who'has been confined to his
home with a severe cold, is able to be out again.

Barge

Saturday

706 arrived

Scientifically Blended,
Regular 38c lb.,

Cartare

from

1.800 tons of fertilizer to the A. A. C. Co.

with

About six inches of damp snow fell Monday
night and it was much warmer Tuesday mon

ing%

Steamer Ruth, Cipt. Briggs, arrived Sunday
from Newport News with 4,700 tons ot coal to
the P. C. & W. Co.

received Saturday announcing
the marriage of Ethel LeMarche to John Eyre
on Thursday, Jan. 25.

AV U7

('

Calvin Stinson have n»o%d
from the A. C. Williams house on Norris street
to the

Mrs.

George Partridge house.

William Kerr has
Muin street for the

closed his barbt-r shoo

for

with ice

men

his ice tools from

ed

has

their

at

Two bottles $2.01

supplied the dairy-

^creameries

Opeechee

and

and

Ralph Mortiand
business together and

Searsport friends wish

many

them

25c

their

great

a

bottle;

cough remedy,
two bottles 26c !

Wilson Kidney Pills

received Monday
grip of Tnomas Rich at the
home of his son-in law, Cecil Roberts, in Belfast.

A valuable kidney regulator.

25c

a

bottle;

j

i

with the

illness

Rexall Pearl Tooth Powder

I onic

two bottles 26c

Rexail

Further, whittntr and prestiver of the
teeth. Fla voted with w intergreen.

25c can; 2

Celery and Iron Tonic I

An admirable combination of

-:-

suc-

of the serious

was

old time

an

have

Sarsaparilla

pint bottle; 2 boltles 76c

Rexall

and Tar,

cess.

News

Syrup of White Pine

Rexall

stream.

Mrs.

gone into the milk

75c

remov-

Forrest Closson and

February 3rd, Ending Saturday, February 10tF

is highly recommended for use at any
time of year when an alterative and
blood purifier is requirt d.

•Full 2 quart capacity, guaranteed
for 2 years; $2.00 for one bottle,

J. H. Duncan returned last
Saturday from Bangor, whero they attended
the Convocation week exercises,
Mr.

Rexall

Maximum Hot Water Bottles

Point.

the A. A. C. Co. at Mack's

Leroy D. Littlefield

I

on

employed

and is

winter

nerve

tonics, grateful to the palate. Particularly acceptable to people of delicate
digestion.

25t;

I

$1.01

2 bottles

Fred L. Kendell,

in

was

town

Friday
J.

uncle, Hon.
his home in Oxford,

attend the funeral of his

Kneeland,

to

returned

H.

For lack of energy, tissue builder and
general tonic. Particularly valuable
after fever or wasting diseases.

Mass., Saturday.
Edward Davis has been confined to his home
for two weeks with a cut in his knee, caused
while skating on Opeechee stream by striking
boat frozen in th'>

a

Mr. and Mrs

H.

$1 bottle;

ice.j
W. Kneeland and Mr. and

A. Kneeland, who were in town
to attend the funeral of Hon. J. H. Kneeland,
returned to Boston Monday by train.

building

a

power

boat in

one

in 1

a

carr.

a

new’

brush free.

25c
j

ents

and Mrs. A. M.

at

Tampa, Fla.,

Cayting

of

Bangor,

Toilet

two tor 16c

Rexaii Cold Tablets

cord wood

a

little later.

H. P. Stins .n,

an

ex-

possible time.
25c box, two boxes 26c

Book ot

perienced lumberman of Houlton, has charge
of the work and employs 60 men on the island*

Searsport
Shamrocks,

A. easily defeated the Belfast
42 to 19, here last Friday night.

A.

The summary:
SHAMROCKS

(19)

Gilkey If 1.rb Howaid 1
V -.ughan rf 5.lb Vaughan (5)
Wilson c 9.c Morse 1
Rich Id.rt Carter 4
Sargent rb 4 (1).If Staples
If

Referee, Trundy.
General

Lothrop

1

Frank S

Nickerson, who died in
23d, began the practice
of law in this town in 1*49, living then in the
house now owned by J. H. Duncan on Church
street.
He resided here until Dec 1873, when
he moved to Boston and engaged in the practice of law in that city.
His children were
all born in Searsport, in the house now owned
by Capt. William H. Goodell on Main street.
Roslindale. Mass

Jan.

Lodge, No. 82, I. O. O, F. will hold
installation Friday evening, February 2.
The officers elect are: John
Innis, Noble
Grand; Irving P. Harris, vice grand; Charles
Rogers, Secretary; Edward Wentworth, Treasurer.
They will be installed by D. D. G. M.
Charles Rogers. The installation will be followed by a picnic supper, to which Rebekahs,
dcid Fellows, their families and guests are invited
Sears

their

Maurice E Rooney, employed at the PenobCoal & Wharf Company’s plant, was seri-

scot

ously injured Monday afternoon by slipping
on

the trestle work and

ground
known,

The extent of
as

he

wan

foiling 35 feet to
his injuries were

tnlcpn to

tho WalAn

the
not

Pmmf

«

Belfast for treatment late in the
afternoon.
He is a native of New Hampshire
and has been employed at the plants at Mack’s
Point for about two months.

Hospital

in

last meeting of the Woman’s Club, it
was voted
to assist the Surgical Dressings
Committee in some way, providing the support
of the townspeople is given.
With this aim in
view, the following appeal is issued: Once a
month have a general meeting in the Conference Room
inviting every one in town The
room to he heated by the Parish
committee as
a contribution to the work.
At this meeting
At the

be turned and towels

stitched on Guild
machine; smaller dressings to be torn, counted
and tied •Hip; clippings for pillows to be made.
The knitting to be done as far as possible outside. Appoint a committee of six—three from
the Friday Club and three from tbe Woman’s
Club—to receive old material and plan it to tbe
best advantage—that is, tear off towels, etc.
To have an earnest request io the papers and
from the pulpits for old material. Arrangements made to have material left at some store
or any central place, to be collected by committee. Co-operation is necessary to assure success, and all are urged to give their support,
old and young. Not only will it prove beneficial to the sick and wounded soldiers, but the
work is intensely interesting. These bandages
fomentations, pillows and knitted articles are
hems

to

fascinating

Oh

1

BELFAST

$5 a
Aruostoolc
getting
barrel for potatoes, and seed stock is selling
! around $6.25 ard $6 50 a barrel. A farmer reliving, ceived $1.85 per bushel for potatoes brought

(Brooklin)

to work upon.

Susan T. Billings died, Jan. 26th at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Fred Towle, aged 96
years. She was the widow of Fred P. Billings,
who died 40 years ago, and was born April 22,

picture,

50c Jars, two

more

farmers

as

high

as

j

j
!

was

Charlie

Hon.

Gough Syrup

tiaby Cough Syrup

Kor treatment of
coughs, h„. ti!t
whooping cough and similar airktij.
of the air passages of
I
infattrs

10c can; 2

Delightfully

guests. Then
gave a fine

McKeen’s orchestra of six pieces
concert,

after

which

Frank H. Mayo, who had been confined to
his home on Northport avenue for nearly
three months, the result of a serious case of
blood poisoning, is now about the house and
able to erjoy a game of whist with friends.

James

came

the

grand march, led by Chief Engineer and Mrs.
Stephen S. L. Shute, followed by assistants
E L. Cook and I T. Clough, the < fficers of

Henry Kneeland passed hway at his home on
the Mount Ephraim road, Searsport, Maine,
at 9 o’clock Monday evening, Jan. 22, 1917.
Although he had been in extremely poor
health for more than thiee years the end came He hopes soon to come up town.
suddenly at the last, as for two days preced- I
G. B. Marsano has begun work on the building he was apparently recovering from a re- i ing on Main street recently bought of A. A.
cent ill turn. Mr. Kneeland was born March | Howes and occupied by the Hogan bakery.
19. 1843, in that part of the old town of Pros- Complete repairs will be made, and a new
pect which now comprises a portion of Sears- front with plate glass windows put in. George
port, the son of Henry Hichborn Kneeland and Weymouth is in charge of the work.
He
Harriet Hichborn (Rendeli) Kneeland.
Miss Sarah M. Preston entertain d the
was left as the head of the family at the age
social club of which she is a member at the
of 17, and on Sept. 10, 1 62, he enlisted in
! home of her aunt, Mrs. H. E. McDonald, last
Company K 26t.h Maine Volunteers. Heat- !
Thursday evening. Mrs. McDonald served a
tended Searsport and Castine schools, and in
! delicious supper of escaloped clams, hot rolls,
1875 became a merchant and wholesale dealer
1 pickles, jelly, cake, marshmallow whip and
in country produce, continuing in that busicoffee. The centerpiece was a rose bowl fiiltd
ness for 38 years, until in 1913 failing health
with green vines and red berries. The place
forced his virtual retirement from active pur- ;
cards were Dutch children,with an appropriate
suits.
For many years he had been agent for
verse for each guest.
T hose present were
several of the largest fire insurance companies
Misses Flossie M. Heal, Velma S. Mitchell,
of Boston, New York and London.
He had
Edna D. Crawford, ln< z Chaples, Frances H.
held many town offices, serving as tax collectMurcb, Nellie Ramsdell, Louise McDonough,
or lor twenty years, and in 1896 and 1900 was j
i Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Keene. The evenirg was
a member of the State Legislature.
Hejwas
with sewing and cards.
married March 23, 1867, to Amanda A. Crock- spent
ett of Stockton, who with three sons: Frank E, !
The creamery of D. Whiting & Sons on lower
of ^New York, Herbert A. and Henry W. of Main street was entered last
Thursday night
I
Boston, and one daughter, Katherine M. of for the fourth time in the past three months,
Chelsea, Mass.; three sisters, Mrs. Harriet j Entrance was effected by the side door, where
K Closson of Searsport, Mrs Clementine Clos- the cream is
received,the heavy roll door being
!
son of Bangor, Mrs. Orrie E. Ran jell of Tataken off the tracks, although it was fastened
coma, WaBh., and one brother, Milton Kneeland securely from the inside, and the door was
of Minneapolis, Minn., survive him. There found flat on the floor
Friday, with two lights
are four grandchildren.
He had long been a broken out. A gallon jar of heavy cream was
member of Sears Lodge, No. 82, I. O O. F., taken but a
pint bottle of cream was left and
and of Freeman McGilvery Post, G. A. R., the
jar caps were scattered about, as though the
last of which he had served as Commander. intruders had been
frightened away. L. F.
The funeral services took place at his late Marden, the local
manager, thinks the break
residence at 2 o’clock Friday afternoon, the must have been made
early in the morning as
officiating clergyman being the Rev, Charles the milk and cream were frozen from exposH. McElhiney, former pastor of the Searsport ure. There is a street
light within 60 feet of
Congregational church, but now having a the door where the entry was made.
There were many
charge at Skowhegan, Me.
The Hose Company’s Ball. The annual
beautiful flowers from friends, relatives and
concert and ball of Washington Hose Combusiness asaiciates in Maine and Massachupany was held last Friday night in the Opera
setts. The three sons, together with a
Houae with a large attendance. The usual
Fred
L.
Kendall of Oxford, Maaa.,
nephew,
•upper contributed by the people of the city
acted as bearers. The remains were placed
was omitted this year ou account of the inin the tomb in Elmwood comotor j until spring
creased cost of
The two-reel

|

j

living.

moving

Julia

L. Chenery,

Belfast,

Northport; land aud buildings
Mary E. Overlock, Belfast,
Prospect; land in Prospect.

31^

to

in
to

Ira

two bottle, tor p,

Complexion

scented with the
brunette, white and fle

odor,

I

boxes for 31c

cans

bottles,

Violet Dulce
a

Talcum Powder

,

Uj-e
n

tin;,,

SOc boxes, two boxes tor 3
k

Fenway

for lie

Pink

60c

Package Canto

pound, two for

a

Proprietors

MAINE.

MONROE.
Fred F.

e«

ending

Kneeland.

25c tor one, two tor

Rexall Throat Pastels

jars for 51c

Cdns i, r yt|,

Demonstrator.

two bottles 26c

two

PovJ

...

Does the same woikastlu

o

30r box,

j|j0

than 200 songs, words and music, 90c., two for 91c.

presented by Manager Thompson
| Cnsplin,
and
much
j :ye<;by the firemen and their

|

Henry

n

,n^

Paper Durham Duplex
Safety «v0r

A glycerine pastel. Just the thing for
Ihroat and hacking cough.

26c

SQUARE, BELFAST,

Firemen,” featuring

"The

35c.

one, two tor

25c can, two

25c

j

on

Bark

bottle,

An excellent tissue builder cold cream

|

James

two for

2

Harmony Cocoa Butter Cream

children, only two of whom are
;
and Mrs.
Emery Herrick of Herrick’s
; to Belfast last Saturday.
Mrs.
Fred Towle of this town, with whom
The Marine editor of the Courier Gazette j the Company,and their ladies. About 150 couple
There
Billings had made her home for 25 years.
Cnief Shute was floor manwas evidently napping when he confounded ! were on the floor.
are eight children and 16 great-grandchildren^
ager, assisted by Assistant Engineers I 7'.
the schooner Red Jacket with the famous clipFor eight years Mrs. Billings had been unable
Clough and E L Cook. Capt. George Darby
per ship of that name, built at Rockland.
to walk and was confined to her chair, the reand members of Washington Hose.
A numamount ol business is being done at
A
large
well
as
as
been
She
had
sult of rheumatism.
ber of firemen from out of town attended. The
winter. Twelve cars were j
this
station
Palermo
death
when
usual until a few days before her
company wish to publicly thank the Coe-Mort-*
shipped from there Jan. 22nd loaded with po- j
it was noticed that her mind was not as clear
imer Co. for their part of the $75 check, Mr
were I
Potato
lumber.
and
wood
buyers
tatoes,
and that she was failing. The end came sudEhner A. Sherman, Mr Charles Bradbury and
bushel.
65
then
per
paying $1
denly. Rev. Thomas H, Martin offered a short
others for favors in making this annual event
remains
Apportionment of $10,600,000 to aid the a success.
prayer at the house, after which the
of
rural
in
the
construction
there
States
roads,
met
and
were
post
Belfast
by
to
taken
were
in accordance
TRANSFERS IN REAL estate.
Emery Herrick, and taken to Herrick's, where the second annual distribution
the fQneral will take place at Herrick’s Hotel, with the federal aid road law, was announced
j
the
Houston
of
26th
Jan.
departby Secretary
which was Mrs. Billings’ old homestead and
The following transfers of real estate were
receive
is
to
Maine
ment of agriculture.
$96,- recorded in the Waldo
was renovated a few years ago and made into
County Registry of !
903.
Deeds for the week
Jan.
1917:
seven

,soaps

at

quaris

ihe regular 25c

BORN

bTANTIAL. In Belfast .1
B. Stantial. sued 75 v
•Staples In Belfast, ',!,

was

Mrs.

(42)

a. A. A

THE NEWS

shampoo

!

Fountain >,

wo

Violet D“‘ce Talcum

habit forming drugs or
dangerous ingredients.

Read Si Hills

POSTOFFICE
Newburyport about the time Maine
Sh«- leaves
was separated from Massachusetts
who is
one half-sister, Mrs. Samuel Morage.
80 years of age and lives at Herrick’s
over
of
Maine. She was the mother

25c,

Cherry

Contains

the market,

50c, two for 51c
$1.00, two tor $1.01

City Drug Store,
at

Paper,

•

25c, two for 26c
35c, two for 36c

Songs that reach the heart.

1820,

Rexall

Turkish Bath Towels

Contains a mild laxative. No opiates.
Will break up a cold in the short-

who has the lease

26c

the best

I

5!c

35c box; two boxes for 36c

35c, two tor 36c
_j
Rexall Tar Soap
One ot

Linen Box

Splendid value

35c bottle; 2 bottles 36c
Sorietv box

two for 51c

two for

of Sears

Island, is shipping birch by the B &
A. R. R., to Eugene Danforth at Medford, Me
for spool bars.
Three carlo ds have gone so
far and 100 cords or more to ship. He will ship

Shakesperian

pei turned.

two for 26c

jar,

25c,

est

two for 31c

Rexall Cream of Almonds

J

/iojet Dulce Shampoo Crystals

Paper—Large Bunch

15c,

a

large

can. two cans for

Palm Olive. 15c cake, two cakes for 16c
Rexall Hlemish. 25c, two cakes (or 26c
Rexall Medicatid, 25c, two cakes for 26c

Linen Pnish,

50c

Red Rambler

$1.75 for

jar; 2 jars 26c.

i

Violet Dulce Cold Cream

Shaving Stick

packages j lc.

SOAPS

a liquid cold cream.
Prevents
roughness and chapping. Pleasantly

Fluid Fxtract of Cascara

25c,

i 50c

[>a'

j_Llbi35c-,wt) ^s.|l|r 16t
Powder
Linen
Envelope
j Cascade
*

Perfumed
with the dainty ?3ouquet fanice

Practically

two for 26c

__

2 for 26c

31c

jar; 2 jars 26c_

30c,

panies represented in Maine, the Peerless does
the largest business.
E

cans

25c,

physician.
bottle, two bottles 76c

25c Rexall

Chemically pure.

2

Hypophosphites

Ask your

75c pint

Rexall Extract of Vanilla

H. P. Warren, State manager for the Peerless Casually Co. of Keene, N. H., with M. A.
Cook: the district manager, were in Belfast
January 26th and S.arsport Saturday the 27th
and settled the following claims:
Fred O
Horne, Belfast, Henry Coodwin and Edwin C.
Davis of Searsp rt.
Of the 35 casualty com-

C

can.

25c

time.

a

$1.01

is highly beneficial for neuralgia, burns,
bruises, insect bites, etc.

Ross, Mrs. Black’s par-

for

cans.

Rexall Nice Deodorant

One of the best tonic and builders
known to medicine.

Rexall Mentholin Balm

ing

Capt. Frederick F. Black, 25th U. S. Iafantry, stationed at Fort Schofield, H. T., for the
past three years, has been assigned to duty in
Capt.

pound

,30c

of

the cooper shops in the McGilvery 6hipyardf
53 feet in length and 14 feet beam, for the her-

ring fishing business. It will have
capacity of 800 bushels.

two bottles

Rexall Syrup of

Rexall Sodium Phosphate

Mrs. Herbert

Ross Davis is

25c bottle; 2 bottles 26c

A talcum of extreme fineness.

3bc

An antiseptic and healing cold cream,
recommended lor chapping and
roughness of the skin.

30c each, 2 for 31c

Too well Known for further description.

Rexall Beef Iron and Wine

to

two ooxes for

Cne ful1 Pound, 90 sheets
him,
white fbric finish.

perfume.

The popular bent
Guaranteed. If the bristles come

out you get

Rexall Corn Solvent

3^c box;

j

jars 5!c

iwo

Bouquet Janice Talcum

Ktxaii Cold Cream

Pour rows of bristles.

shape.

a per

two i'or 26c

Rexall Tooth Brush

$1.00 pint bottle,

50c jars,

24 sheets, 24 envelopes.

|

pasty consistency, does not
separate and become hard
its

Writings

Vanishing Cream : Cascade Linen
Writing

is rapidly absorbed by the skin. Makes
the skin soft and velvety.

two cak.s for lie

Lord Laliimore

Tooth Paste*

Rexall
Retains

10c cake;

Violet Deice

Soap

ed any further

p

sc*ip!inn.

d

26c

cans

i oiiet

loo well known to

_,

who

Pkgs. 39c

We wish to announce that it gives us great pleasure to once more take a slap at the high cost of living. Our third Ai
One Cent Sale comes at a time when war prices are the rule rather than the exception. $2.00 today will just ab<
do the work of $1 two years ago. For one week we are going to reverse the situation, and make $1 do the work of p

j

Barge Nesquehfcning arrived Saturday from
Eiizabetbport with 1,600 tons of anthracite
P

2

Beginning Saturday,

were

Mr. and

One half lb.
Package
38c

2 lbs. 39c

B. Tryere of Augusta is registered at
Searsport House and is buying vegetables
in this vicinity.
Barge Boylston finished discharging Thursday at the A. A. G. Co. and sailed Friday for
Weymouth, Mass.
W.

the

Cards

Liggett’s
Opeko Tea

Vacuum Cleaned

|

Palmer

came

from

Bangor

last

Fri

In Isle Jku Haut, J n 18, to M- and
Mr? Gii\ E Barter, a daughter,E.izabeth
day to spend the week-end at his home h re.
L'-uise
Condon.
In South B: ooksville, Jan
Forrest Grant has returned from
13, to
Boston
Mr and Mrs Jay R Condon, a
daughter, Ruth
w here he had been tne guest of his children
f)OW
In Islesb *ro. Jan 26. to Mr and Mrs
for several weeks.
Bred Dow, a son, Francis Grindle,
Hayes
In Belfast, Jin 28, to Mr and Mrs
L F. Simpson of Belfast visited his daughJerrv E Hayes, a t' u«?hter, Margaret
Virginia.
ter, Mrs. Herbert Cooper, last week, and on
Jaquith In Palermo, J.in 17. to Mr and Mrs
Frcr g J^quith, a daughter.
returning home took with him for a visit MasKnowlion In Deer Isle, Jan 10, to Mr and
ter Leslie Cooper.
Mrs Kan K Kn owlton, a son.
Lakkabee
Mrs. Alvin Elliot recently rtceiv»d from
In Keckport, Jan 19, to Mr and
Mrs. Lizzie Stearns, who is spending (he win- Mrs trank K. Larrabee, a daughter, Alberta
Beatrice.
ter at Fruitland Pt;rk, Florida, a small box of
Long. In Belfast, Jan 24 to Mr and Mrsd
oranges, Mrs, Elliot has been in poor health ; Lin wood Long, a s n, Albior. Tyler.
Lowe, In The Dalles, Ore, Jan 19, to Dr ana
all winter,
Mrs James M Lowe, formerly of
Vinaihaven, a
A pleasant social gathering took place at tne
daughter.
Scott. In Deer Isle, Jan 10, to Mr ar d Mrs
home of Mr. ami Mrs. A. F, Durham one eveuPaul W Scott, a son,
ing last week. About twenty guests were
I Staples. In Vinalbaven, Jan 16, to Mr and
Whist
present.
was piaytd ai d refreshments
Mrs Simeon Staples, a
were

E0&U.S
fieeD notnc.ch dweet

A .ittjuETS
• ’ver Active
-Bowels Regular

SHIP NfcVVS.

j

AMERICAN roRTS.

Lydia H.
Farwell, et als, Thorndike, to
New York, January 27, At City Island, sch
Charles A. Wren, do.; land and buildings in
[ Annie P Chase, St George, SI, for Vinalhaven,
Thorndike.
I Me (anchored.)
Terminal Investment Co., Stockton Springs,
Bostoa, January 23, Sld, sch Elia F Crowell
to Lillian Sampson, do.; land in
Stockton Belfast.
| Baltimore, Jan 23, Sld, sch Thos H LawSprings.

Searsport

Mr.

m^s

and

;C07T,
non

infant

In Deer Isle,.!
of Mr and Vr

i

day.
Simmons.

In Friend
summon*, sued 76 years
" ALkek
In Bro l‘svi
w idow of
Joseph G H,
months And 15
.lays
V\ err
1 *1 Caribou. J
Wenh of
Bucksport, apo ,1

Legislative

vn

LEGAL Ai i
The committee on
Leg
public hearing in its rum
Augusta.
No. 5
An Act concert
Hearing will be held in I
State House on WEDM
1917, at 2 p, m

*

J

in

_MARKlhiU.

i

j

|

No 6.
An Act to pro vim
town clerks for issuance
buriai permits.
Hearing

Boynton-Meservey Ii Belfast, Jan 3iat
by Rev. Walter ,T. Hawthorne, Oscar J Boynton of Searemont and Jennie
Meservey of

Affairs Room

at

February 7, 1917,

Morrill.

State !i
at 2 p. n

j

1

Brown-Sullivan. In Rockland, Jan 23, by j No. 10. hn Act to t
Rev Willard L Pratt, Joseph Lewis Brown and
avoiding taxicab and pul.i
Helen Mar Sullivan, both of Flock lard.
Hearing will be held jr !
HOUSE-Dow.
State
In R| cklard, Jan 23,
House on THUKSIby Rev
Pliny A Allen, Ernest C House and Miss Hazel at 2 p m.
L Dow, both of Rockland.
I HURSDA Y, Februar
Knowlton-Paige, In Belfast, Jan 27,
No. 11.
An Act relat
Rev Horace B Sellers, Robert L Knowlton by
of
Lilank writs by clerks
Belfast and Miss Annie Treat Paige,
formerly
Courts,
clerks and recordof Frankfort..
I Police Courts and
Trial Jus-.

i

!

T. N. Pearson, Morrill, to Fred S Jackson, |!
Tampa, Jan 22. Ar. schs Fannie & Fay, New
i York
Belfast; land in Morrill.
•
Dihjj.
New
Orleans, Jan 22, Cld, sch Elisha Atkins.
Frank L.
Philbrick, Thorndike, to Guy j
Port Arthur
Fernald, do.; land and buildings in Knox.
Perth Amboy, Jan 23, sld. sch William Bisi
Billings, In Searsport. Jan 26. Mrs Susan
E B Hunt, Unity, to Rufus E Stone, do
T Billings, foimerly of
; bee, Macordis
Sargentville, aged 96
Jacksonville, Jan 23, Sld. sch Ella R Simp- years, 9 months and B days.
laud and buildings in Unity.
Barter. In Deer Isle, Dec 26.
Leon L, Richards, Lincolnville, to Benson C. j son, Progresso; 26, ar, sch Methebesec, New
Rodney ManYork
ley Barter, aged 6 years, 6 months and 26 days.
Dunton, do.; land in Lincolnville.
Bowden. In Orland, Jan
I Norfolk, Jan 23, Ar, sch Wm E ownes,
18, Mrs Henrietta
Calvin W. Sprague, South Gloucester, Mass., ! New York; 27, sld, sch Edward H Blake, j E Bowden, aged 65 years, 6 months and 5
days,
Kingston, Ja
Burrill
In Ellsworth. Jan 19, Frances
t» Lillias S. Emery, Stockton
I),
j
Springs; land and
Mobile, Jan 26. Ar, schs Sawyer Bros, Cuban widow of Charles C Burrill, aged 71
years, 10
buildings in Stockton Springs.
I ports; Augusta W Snow, Port Spain
! months and 27 days.
Edwin T. Reynolds, Unity, to Walter L.
Senrsport, Jan 24, Sld, barge Exeter, Phila- | Canning. In Belfast, Jan 28, Ada M CanBacon, et al., land in Unity.
| delphia; 26, Kid, barge Boylston. Weymouth; I ring, aged 2 months.
27,
Condon, la South Brooksviile, Jan 15, Ruth,
ar, barges Neequehoning, Elizs&ethport;
Charles F. Woods, Belfast to John A. Gil306. Carteret; 27, ar, stmr Ruth,
iniant daughter of Mr and Mrs
Newport
Jay R Condon,
more, do : land and buildings in Belfast
News.
!
&gt d 2 days.
Orris S, Vickey, et al, Belfast, to Elon B.
(.lark
In Vinalnaven, Jan 21, Carleton
Gilchrest, do.; la: d in Searsmont.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Clari-, aged 27 years.
DiNSMORE In Bucksport, Jan 18, Pliny E
Corrected Weekly for The journal.
The hovereign Spud.
Dinsmure, aged 83 yeara.
PRODUCE MARKET.
DYER In Belfast, Jan 29, Mr Rufus
PAID PRODUCER.
Dyer,
Potatoes are
King” in Aroostook County
aged 85 yeara. 9 months and 25 days
this year.
12 00
Every potato raiser who haB an Apples.per bbl,l 00a2 00 Hay.
Faknham. In Portland, Jan 24, Mrs
Emily
7
dried,
lb.,
per
Hides,
18 Russell Ftrnhsm, widow of
acreage of ten acres and over has his pockets
Capt Frank Farn6,50 Lamb,
16 ham, formerly of Orland,
bulging out with money if he has sold them. Beans, pea,
aged 74 years. 11
6 75 Lamb Skins, L00al.25
It is one of the moBt prosperous years in that Beans, Y. E„
months and 21 days,
85a37 Mutton,
8
Gott
In North Perry. Jan 15, Ermina wife
county.
Mortgages, old bills and new. are Butter,
9ai0 Oats, 32 lb.,
73 of Rev Benjamin FGott,
being wiped out and automobiles and other Beef, sides,
formerly of Tremont,
l 76 aged 46 years.
necessities and luxuries are being purchased.— Beef, forequarters, 9al0 Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
Old Town Enterprise.
12
Griffin
In Camden. Jan 23. Sylvanus Grif30 Straw,
Cheese,
8 00
fin, agi d 49 yeara.
-20s22 Turkey,
Chicken,
26a30
Hooke.
In Castine. Jan 16. Mrs Frank
Rockport Postmaster Resigns
Calf Skins,
35 Tallow,
2
Hooke, sged 79 years. 11 months and 20 days.
20 Veal,
Duck,
12al3
Howard
In North Brooksviile, Jan 14
Rockport, Me., Jan. 26. CharieB L. Eggs,
40 Wool, unwashed,
38
Warren Adrian, son of Mr and Mrs John P
18a20 Wood, hard,
Churchill, who was appointed postmaster Fowl,
6 00
Howard, aged 4 years, 6 months and 11 days.
about a year ago, has resigned on account Deese.
18 Wood, soft,
3 60
Haskell In South 7'homaston, Jan 26, Mtb
of ill-health. Candidates who wish to
RETAIL PRICE.
Caroline liaakell. aged 75 yearB, 11 months and
RETAIL MARKET.
succeed him are Charles Jenkins, Fred Reef,
16
days,
18 Lime,
Corned,
1 10
Shibles and Miss Florence Corthell, the Butter Salt, 141b., 18*22 Oat Meal,
Kilburn. In Bucksport Center, Jan 17,
6
Hor..cs E Kilburn, aged 70 yeara, 2 months and
latter now assistant postmaster.
121 Onions,
Corn,
6
20 days.
Cracked Corn,
1 19 Oil, kerosene,
13al4
Knowlton. In Belfast, Jan 29 Martin V B
Corn Meal,
1 19 Pollock,
The River and Harbor BUI.
9
30 Pork,
Cheese,
18 Knowlton, aged 81 years, 3 months and 13 days
Perkins In Belfast, Jan 30. Mrs Hattie C
2 30 Plaster,
1 18
Washington, Jan. 26. The annual Cotton Seed,
10 Rye Meal,
6 Perkins, aged 61 years and 26 days
rivers and
harbors appropriation bill Codfish, dry,
Rydek. In Belfast. Jan 25. Mary E, wife
Cranberries.
\f) shorts,
17fi
of Capt John W Ryder, aged 37
carrying $38,00u,000,including more than Clover seed,
24 Sugar,
years and 2
8
months.
$10,000,000 for new projects, was passed Flour,
10 OOall 60 Salt. T. L,
100
Rich In Bangor. Jan 29, Almira, wife of
by the House today by a vote of 221 to H-. G. Seed,
4 60 Sweet Potatoes,
81-2
131. It now goes to the Senate.
20 Wheat Meal,_6 Raymond Rich, aged 64 yeara, 19 months and
Lard,
10 day*.
rence,

ter of

days.

daughter.

j

served.

M. Cobe

Belfast.
Myron Clark

da

Barter

j

__

!
|

WEDNESDAY,

j
?

Februa
No. 13. An Act to ano
Revised Statutes :
enure of office of
County

>f the

_

1

|

HURSDAY, February

No, 14.

j

An Act to autii
the city where they
vote therein by having
>y mail to the city clerk
w»n day, and to
regulate
«‘R.
rum

j

o

i

WEDNESDAY,
No. k0

Februa
An Act to a it

ievistd Statutes relating

■

’oter8

THURSDAY, February
No. 18. An Act to arm
ievised Statutes relating
BBocatioris.

!

i

>

Thursday, February
No.

I

21.

An Act

to an

tevised Statutes relating
HARO 1.1

The

;ive

a

Committee
ublic

\ louse, in

on

|

j

Sac.
it-

hearing in

Augusta,

on

WEDNESDAY, Feb. 7.
he following:
»
An Act to amend Secto
undred four of the Public
undred fifteen.
An Act to amend Chaj thirty-seven of the Public 1

\
H

4

i

undred fifteen relating to tt
!* aid
fcr clerk hire in the sev
EDGAR E R<*1
By MELLEN 1 Hi'
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i

v

j

INLAND FISHEKll
The Committee on Inlan 1 I
ill give a public hearing i"
s biuatives, State House, in v.
I AY, February 6th. at 2 p "
p rovide for the registration i?

A
1

v
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